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Abstract 
The Norwegian web-series Skam (NRK, 2015-2017) has enjoyed an artistic and commercial 

success that no other Norwegian television show has ever come close to. What is remarkable, 

considering its critical acclaim and broad appeal, is the fact that Skam is a show for and about 

(mainly) teenage girls, heavily influenced by soap opera – a genre widely considered to have 

little cultural value or artistic merit. I approach this teen soap opera from a Feminist Cultural 

Studies perspective and explore the relationship between style, emotional engagement and 

the experience of realism. Skam displays aesthetic influences ranging from the soap operas 

“go-to” close-up trope to stylistic tropes commonly associated with art cinema. However, in 

the teen soap opera context, such stylistic tropes function as a way of emphasising the 

characters´ emotions, thereby facilitating emotional engagement rather than critical distance. 

I therefore argue that Skam has an emotionally motivated style, a concept that counters 

essentialist aesthetic theories. Since the show has often been praised for its realism, I also 

explore how reality is rendered in Skam, and address how an experience of realism relates to 

the issue of emotional engagement.   
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1 Introduction 
 

Ooooh, now I´m going to be really inappropriate, but holy f*** what a clip!! I 
knew it! Julie, I adore you to heaven and back. I´m cryyyying! Here I was 
waiting for fun and partying and then this shows up: So down to earth, so 
filled with emotion, so important, so wistfully beautiful!! And those glances 
between Sana and Yousef… Holy f***!! I´m just speechless!!  

 

This passionate statement was posted on Skam´s webpage, skam.p3.no (Norsk 

Rikskringkasting [NRK] 2015-2017), in the comment field below “Det beste med Islam” 

(“The best of Islam”, S4, Friday 5.05.17). Here, the fan praises scriptwriter and director Julie 

Andem for capturing an emotional connection between the characters so beautifully that it 

brings her to tears. The sequence referred to was at its release the most intimate meeting 

between Sana and her love interest Yousef that had yet taken place. Furthermore, it can be 

described as one example of the many instances in Skam that stand out for their film and 

editing style. The aim of this thesis is to conceptualise how this facilitates the kind of 

emotional engagement expressed in the above statement. 

 

 

 

Figure 1a: “Det beste med Islam” (S4, Friday, 5.05.17) 

 

Figure 1b: “Det beste med Islam” (S4, Friday, 5.05.17) 

Figure 1c: “Det beste med Islam” (S4, Friday, 5.05.17) Figure 1d: “Det beste med Islam” (S4, Friday, 5.05.17) 
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Figures 1a-1d belong to a scene from the abovementioned clip. Here, the smiles and gestures 

of two infatuated teenagers, short fragments of a late spring evening, are captured in slow-

motion and shallow focus close-ups. These moments appear almost dreamlike, as if they 

weren't bound by time and space. Yousef´s small romantic gesture of picking flowers for 

Sana is soundless, but highlighted visually in slow motion. Breaking up the audio-visual 

coherence of a dialogue scene, these intermittent fragments of time are visual flash forwards 

to the unfolding of their evening together. They intercut the linear time of the image, while 

the audio of the characters´ conversation continues to unfold in the background. 

The build-up to this scene has also featured other noteworthy stylistic devices. 

Tracking shots frame the characters from different angles as they walk along a pathway, 

making it seem as if we were following along with them. As we follow their movements they 

engage in typical teenage flirting, Yousef teasing Sana to make her show off her basketball 

skills before a series of slow motion shots of the two of them playing basketball together. The 

slow-motion sequences prolong their smiles and moments of physical contact, details that are 

of special significance in this context. Sana is a character who rarely lets her guard down and 

as she now finally seems to do just this, style draws attention to it, as it is being used to 

emphasise moments that would be especially meaningful to her.  

Analysing this scene, I would argue that style indulges us in an emotionally charged 

moment through temporarily changing the tone and pace of the plot. Our point of view 

character finds herself in the immediate, dreamlike, and “unreal” experience being in love, 

and we are invited to share in this subjectively rendered experience. This brings me to the 

core focus of this thesis – emotional engagement. More specifically I am interested in how 

emotional engagement with Skam is facilitated through style. Yet emotional engagement has 

been widely overlooked in television studies, and when discussed it has often been 

considered something negative, as inhibiting critical distance. Not surprisingly then, the 

domain of television that is most preoccupied with feelings and personal life, has also been 

the least culturally legitimated – the soap opera.  

As shown in the example I have presented, and those I will analyse in later chapters, 

personal relationships and intense emotions, so-called “soapy subjects”, have a central place 

in Skam. While it has caught the attention of scholars, been critically acclaimed, and become 

beloved by a diverse international audience, the show undeniably has close ties to the soap 

opera genre, defined by Dorothy Hobson as such: 
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Soap opera is a radio or television drama in series form, which has a core set 
of characters and locations. It is transmitted at least three times a week for 
fifty-two weeks of a year. The drama creates the illusion that life continues in 
the fictional world even when viewers are not watching. The narrative 
progresses in a linear form through peaks and troughs of action and emotion. 
It is a continuous form with recurring catastasis as its dominant narrative 
structure. It is based on fictional realism and explores and celebrates the 
domestic, personal and everyday in all its guises. It works because the 
audience has intimate familiarity with the characters and their lives. Through 
its characters the soap opera must connect with the experience of its audience, 
and its content must be stories of the ordinary (2003, p. 35). 

 

All the above, save for the 52 weeks of transmission, can be said to describe Skam. Also, with 

its real-time online mediation and social media extensions, it may even lay claim to an 

intensified illusion of the continuity. Accordingly, I will refer to Skam as a teen soap opera, 

and I will go on to discuss style and emotional engagement against the backdrop of academic 

work on soap opera which deals with questions of legitimacy, gender, and emotions. 

Scriptwriter and director Julie Andem has stated that; “I have thought that Skam should be a 

mixture of social realism, soap opera and sitcom, in one and the same universe (Faldalen, 

2016).” However, in this thesis, I will refer to soap opera as Skam´s defining mode. This 

should be defendable for two reasons. Firstly, Hobson´s definition is written in relation to 

British productions, which have in fact tended been influenced by social realist tradition. Yet, 

it also covers the central characteristics of more melodramatic American precursor. Thus, the 

term soap opera does not exclude realism. Secondly, the comical aspects have become less 

central following the first season. 

In my analysis, I will focus on Skam´s use of a wide range of stylistic tropes and 

aesthetic influences, as they function in the context of this teen soap. To conceptualize the 

relationship between Skam´s diverse style and its rendering of character-anchored emotion I 

have chosen to use the term emotionally motivated style. I have settled on this term as I find it 

instructive when discussing how style can facilitate greater emotional engagement with this 

teen soap. It also seems a helpful concept in assessing a common function between a 

remarkably diverse set of stylistic tropes. I will present examples ranging in appearance from 

soap opera to art cinema, and as I will argue, Skam´s style, in all its diversity, functions to 

emphasise emotion. Because emotional engagement requires some sense of recognition and 

believability I will also devote a chapter to discussing realism, focusing on how Skam renders 

reality, and aspects that contribute to the experience of the show as realistic.  
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1.1 Research Question and Boundaries 
David Bordwell has said of cinema that; “However unaware spectators may be of it, style is 

working at every moment to shape their experience (2008, p. 8).” Kristyn Gorton similarly 

argues that; “Without always being aware of it, we, as television viewers, continually make 

aesthetic judgements about the shows we watch, without necessarily having criteria through 

which we can judge why we like some things and not others (2009, p. 74).” With cinema 

being considered more often as a form of art and of higher cultural value, film studies has 

paid greater attention to style than is the case with television studies. However, television has 

its own rich vocabulary of style and, whether we are aware or not, our engagement with style 

is an important part of our experience of the shows we watch. This brings me to my main 

research question: 

 

In what ways can stylistic tropes facilitate viewers´ emotional engagement 

with the teen soap opera Skam? 

 

To answer this I will also address two secondary research questions: 

 

What characterises Skam´s soap opera aesthetic? 

 

How is Skam rendered and experienced as realistic? 

 

The secondary research questions are intended to operationalise the main, overarching 

question. Because Skam seems to draw from a variety of aesthetic influences, I believe it is 

necessary to try to determine what characterises the soap opera aesthetic of this specific text. 

Here I understand Skam´s aesthetic as a soap opera aesthetic, one which also developed in a 

more experimental direction as the seasons progressed and Andem developed as a director. 

The reason for this is that many of the stylistic tropes used, though not typical of soap opera, 

serve to emphasise the emotional qualities and feeling of intimacy which is central to the 

genre. Further, because Skam has garnered much praise for its realism, it appears relevant to 

address aspects that can contribute to this impression. Emotional engagement with the lives 

of the fictional characters undoubtedly benefits greatly from an experience of the show as 

realistic and authentic. Many commentators on the show´s webpage express that they find 
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Skam realistic and relatable, some even addressing and advising the characters in their 

comments.  

The questions will be addressed through textual analysis of relevant film clips (in full 

or specific scenes) drawn from the show´s four seasons, focusing on their stylistic features. 

My reasons for conducting my study in this way may perhaps be best explained by examining 

why I have turned down other possible approaches. Analysing fan statements would 

undoubtedly have been highly relevant to understanding emotional engagement with the 

show, and I am quite certain it would have strengthened the arguments I present in this thesis. 

I have however decided against it for two reasons. Firstly, as I am concerned with Skam´s use 

of style I do not want to exclude the text itself from my study and I believe the scope of this 

thesis would not allow me to analyse both adequately. Secondly, I believe that an analysis of 

fan statements might be less fruitful for answering my research question(s). Statements 

posted in the comment sections below clips affirm that fans are highly engaged, but they 

rarely discuss style specifically. Alternatively, if I were to conduct interviews I suspect my 

questions might become “too leading” to obtain reliable answers regarding the part that style 

specifically plays in how interviewees experience emotional engagement. I have therefore 

decided to limit myself to analysing film clips. 

I have decided to use the terms viewer and viewers when referring to those who´s 

experience and engagement I am concerned with. They are Skam´s target demographic, 16-

year-old Norwegian girls. Although there is certainly diversity within this group, and 

individuals will likely experience the show differently, I believe that the viewer(s) implied 

here are not as abstract a category as that of the spectator or the audience. In film studies, the 

audience consists not of individuals with individual tastes, but rather as the dominant 

expectations of a generalised group of movie-goers. Patrick Phillips therefore argues that 

“[…] the audience is primarily of interest as an object of study before and after the film 

(2003, p. 94)”, while the spectator is the individual that engages with the film. However, 

theories of spectatorship construct the spectator as an abstract concept. (p. 93).”  

Discussing the Women´s Film and Soap Opera, Annette Kuhn points to the criticism 

of these often-conflated categories, and the problematic aspects of film theory´s abstract 

construction of the spectator being informed by psychoanalysis (1997, p. 147). She states 

that; “[…] television theory may perhaps be regarded as innovative in the extent to which it 

attempts to deal specifically with texts as well as contexts (p. 148).” Although my method 

and boundaries entail generalizing the Skam viewer(s), the extensive research that was carried 

out before the production of the show suggests that the demographic was not reduced to a 
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homogenous abstract group. Skam was created to satisfy both the shared and the specific 

needs and interests of a diverse group of interviewees (I will return later to the subject of the 

pre-production research). I would argue that this research, informed by a public service 

broadcaster with formal responsibilities, lends more credibility to my conception of the Skam 

viewer(s). The immense success of the show seems to confirm that it has resonated with the 

target audience, fulfilling their desires.  

 

1.2 Textual Analysis as Method 
As mentioned, the method I have chosen to use is textual analysis. Having already argued the 

rationale behind this choice, I will now specify my approach. Because my interest lies in the 

function(s) of Skam´s aesthetic properties, my analysis will consist of close readings of a 

sample of clips that I believe to be representative for the stylistic diversity of the show. These 

samples constitute texts in the broad definition of the term as it is used in media studies. My 

analytical approach will largely be informed by feminist Cultural Studies, the academic field 

in which I locate this study. Several of the authors I will discuss in the theoretical 

introduction, such as Kristyn Gorton, Michael Z. Newman and Elana Levine, Charlotte 

Brunsdon and Tania Modleski, represent a critical approach to masculinized aesthetic theory. 

The persistent critique here relates to the omission, or outright degradation, of emotion in the 

analysis of television and film. Soap opera specifically is the main topic in these works, 

because the genre is decidedly gendered and generally considered the lowest form that 

television has to offer. This perspective provides me with an academic framework and will 

influence my analytical approach.  

Being a qualitative method, textual analysis is concerned with contributing concepts, 

as opposed to generalisations. It spans a wide array of critical approaches and practices across 

several fields of study. Glen Creeber mentions influential approaches including;  

 

[…] semiotics, narrative theory, genre study, ideological analysis, 
psychoanalysis, content analysis, linguistic analysis and so on […] can be 
employed in an attempt to shed light on a varied array of critical readings such 
as feminism and gender politics, Marxism, Queer politics, post-colonial 
studies, Cultural Studies, modernism, postmodernism and so on (2006, p. 29). 

 

As established as these theoretical approaches and academic fields are today, Creeber 

contends that precursory forms of textual analysis have probably existed since humans first 

began telling stories through language and cave paintings. He further argues that textual 
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analysis in its current form is to some extent informed by Aristotelian conceptions of 

dramatic form, particularly in the case of narrative theory and genre theory (pp. 26-27). In its 

modern academic form, textual analysis has tended to be criticised for being based on 

interpretive criticism and subjective opinions. Peter Larsen explains that however rigorous or 

systematic an approach one takes, textual analysis is generally founded on educated guess 

work. As with all forms of analysis, textual analysis is a process of posing and answering 

relevant questions, but the kind of strict schematic approach of proper sciences is not 

necessarily possible or beneficial when operating in the field of the humanities (Larsen, 1999, 

p. 28).  

Yet, textual analysis has been used in highly different ways. Creeber explains that 

before the Second World War, literary studies was the domain where textual analysis was 

practiced. Here F.R. Leavis and his followers used textual analysis to promote the superiority 

of “high art”, particularly the English classics, during the expansion of popular cultural forms 

(p. 27). This arguably elitist and self-serving practise differs greatly from the post war rise of 

structuralism, where semiotics in particular lent the study of popular texts a more scientific, 

less evaluative, approach. In reaction, post-structuralists would claim that texts could embody 

a plurality of meanings that were not inherent, but a product of the reader´s interpretation (pp. 

27-29). Put briefly, the nature and scientific character of textual analysis has been a point of 

contention, both between textual analysis practitioners, and those who judge the humanities 

after the criteria of the natural sciences.  

The method has also been a point of dispute in television studies. The field has largely 

been shaped by communications studies and social sciences and thus, audience studies have 

often been favoured as opposed to the analysis of texts themselves (G. Rustad, 2014, p. 29). 

Jason Jacobs and Steven Peacock have pointed out that although some scholars are shifting 

their focus from “television in general” to specific programmes, stating that:  

 

[...] such studies remain, for the most part, informed by approaches through 
which theory is mapped onto the television `text´ to decipher its so-called 
coded meanings [...] such work resists a dedicated and sustained scrutiny of 
television style, attempting to undertake `close textual analysis´ without 
getting close to the text´s integral compositional elements (Jacobs & Peacock, 
2013, p. 2). 

 

Jacobs and Peacock underline that stylistic interpretation and evaluative criticism should not 

be conflated but that, as methodological practices, they do intertwine. Film studies, with 

established practices of analysis and appraisal of artistic merit, can provide some frame of 
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reference. They point to Gibbs´ and Pye´s understanding of criticism, in which interpretation 

and evaluation are seen as inextricably linked functions (2005, p. 5). Although Gibbs and Pye 

are referring to experience of film, stylistic features arguably also bears as much significance 

in our experience of television texts, and the general omission of this in decades of television 

studies is therefore quite remarkable. Both Jacobs and Peacock, and Gibbs and Pye 

emphasise the importance of a scrutinising and considered approach, the latter arguing that 

through “establishing a shared understanding”, interpretive practice can move beyond 

individual subjectivity and produce valuable knowledge (2005, p. 4). However, using textual 

analysis of specific media texts does not mean excluding contextual concerns. Creeber argues 

that supporting textual analysis with contextual and extra-textual information is beneficial to 

the legitimacy of the approach, particularly with the increasing diversification of the media 

landscape (2006, p. 35). Even though this has become more commonplace, and the 

combination of critical perspectives has given textual analysis a more legitimate status, the 

evaluative aspect continues to be met with (sometimes fierce) criticism. In a blog entry, 

Priers Britton is highly critical of some of the contributors to the Jacobs and Peacock edited 

anthology Television Aesthetics and Style. He problematizes the conflation of what he 

understands as adjectival and nounal forms of the term “aesthetic”. While this seems to be a 

convincing endeavour in itself, he has a clear standpoint concerning which is the worthwhile 

approach:   

 

The nounal form of “aesthetic,” on the other hand, tends to be used in analyses 
of different formal and stylistic elements within a given medium and text, not 
in arguments concerning excellence or its absence. Engagement with “an 
aesthetic” in this sense ought to be less contentious for television studies than 
evaluative aesthetics à la Cardwell and Mittell (Britton, 2015). 

 

Britton, it seems to me, is concerned with keeping formal studies of television texts within 

the limits of what has traditionally been considered acceptable in television studies. I find this 

resistance somewhat troublesome, believing myself that some measure of evaluation will 

occur when engaging with a text, and that objective surveying of a text will uncover less 

about how it is actually experienced, even if personal experience cannot be strictly 

generalised. Britton further argues that “[...] formal analysis should not be considered a 

function of aesthetics at all: connections between formal analysis and aesthetic judgment 

were only ever historically contingent, not inherent, in humanistic disciplines such as art 

history and literary studies (Britton, 2015).” Since any television viewer, not to mention 
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scholar, will always be historically and culturally situated I find Britton´s stance to be 

counterproductive, if we are to study how a texts formal qualities affect, or even facilitate, 

viewer experience. This point becomes even more crucial in the context of discussing the 

legitimacy of certain kinds of texts contra others, and how and why boundaries have been 

drawn between high and low art. Even if evaluative approaches have been coloured by 

hierarchies of taste, this is yet another reason not to neglect the evaluative aspect of textual 

interpretation. As the media landscape, culture, and tastes undergo change, it seems necessary 

not to interpret texts through outdated preferences and frames of reference.  

I agree with Gibbs and Pye in their assertion that interpretation cannot be fully 

separated from evaluation. What I think should be problematized then, is not the evaluative 

aspect of analysing texts, but the underlying assumptions of what is considered to be of value. 

This is perhaps especially crucial to television studies. Because the medium has held a poor 

reputation compared to cinema, television makers and scholars have, over the past few 

decades, sought to find certain value-markers to redeem it. This has made its way into 

popular and academic vocabulary in the form of value laden terms such as “Quality TV”. I 

will focus on the question of televisions´ legitimacy and its relationship with gender and 

emotionalism in the following chapter. 

In this thesis, I aim to conduct the kind of scrutinising textual analysis of a specific 

television text that Jacobs and Peacock have called for, while taking into consideration the 

contextual influence related to genre, culture, production, and technology. Skam is so 

unconventional both aesthetically, and in terms of its distribution, that mapping a theory onto 

it, without sustained attention to its unique qualities, would mean neglecting to grasp central 

aspects of the text itself, but also its contribution in the evolution of multimodal storytelling 

and genre- interpenetration. Gry Rustad suggests “[…] that different television programs 

facilitate different aesthetic experiences and, therefore, that it is pivotal to conceptualize 

different forms of television aesthetics in order to gain a more comprehensive understanding 

of how viewers experience television (2014, pp. 38-39).” My central argument in this thesis 

will be that Skam´s aesthetic can facilitate emotional engagement as well as an experience of 

the show as realistic (at least) on an emotional level. I therefore believe that textual analysis 

is fundamental to understanding the show´s emotionally motivated style.  

 

In regards to ethical concerns, I have considered my thesis to meet the guidelines of ethical 

Internet research laid out by The National Guidelines for Research Ethics in the Social 

Sciences, Law and The Humanities (NESH). The texts (Skam clips) I am studying do not 
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disclose any personal information about real people. The few statements I have used from 

skam.p3.no are transcribed and anonymised, and do not include sensitive information. I have 

also included screen grabs and written quotes from a reaction video on YouTube. However, 

no other persons than the individual responsible for making and publishing the video are 

featured or named, and no sensitive information is disclosed. 

 

1.3 Structure 
I will first proceed with an introduction of Skam; why the show was created, and how it has 

been distributed and viewed. Although my analysis will focus primarily on style and emotion, 

and on the experience of realism, these topics will be brought up on occasion and are 

important to an understanding of the cultural and technological context in which Skam is 

produced and consumed. For instance, the role of NRK as a public broadcaster and the pre-

production research seem important to understanding Skam´s form of address. Here, 

distribution and viewing are also important to the experience of the show, something I will 

also revisit in the final chapter. I will further provide outlines of the plots and themes of each 

season. This is intended to make the analysis less cluttered by contextual information, and the 

significance of events portrayed in the examples I discuss should need less explanation.  

This introduction will be followed by a theory chapter informed by Feminist Cultural 

Studies. Here I will discuss issues concerning how television´s legitimacy (or de-legitimacy) 

is tied to emotion and gendering, specifically in relation to the soap opera, using literature 

from, among others, Kristyn Gorton, and Michael Z. Newman and Elana Levine. My 

intention here is to set up a cultural and academic framework that can clarify and explain how 

soap opera, and emotional engagement, has come to be seen as something negative and 

valueless. I will also sketch out a feminist discourse that, beginning in the 1980s, has re-

conceptualised soap opera as a site for negotiating femininity, and as a narrative form which 

can be fertile grounds for an anti-patriarchal feminist aesthetic. Here, I will refer to the 

theoretical insights of Charlotte Brunsdon and Tania Modleski. I will continue to use relevant 

theory throughout the analysis chapters, but have chosen to designate the introductory theory 

chapter to a feminist perspective that will serve as a context for my analysis of Skam´s soap 

opera aesthetic. The lowly reputation of the genre implies that soap operas are not regarded 

as having much artistic merit. This can be contrasted with the high cultural status of art 

cinema, and widespread praise of the narrative and stylistic complexity of “Quality” 

television serials. It is my belief that artistic value is not defined through stylistic criteria 
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alone, but rather affected by a gendered pitting of masculine virtues of critical distance and 

intellect against emotionalism and the feminine. Skam problematizes this approach to artistic 

achievement by being a teen soap opera that draws from a wide range of aesthetic influences, 

some of which are quite experimental.  

In the first analysis chapter I address the question “What characterises Skam´s soap 

opera aesthetic?”. The first part of the chapter will focus on the influence of soap opera. Not 

only does Skam feature the characteristic themes and perpetual narrative form of soap opera, 

it also uses the genres “go-to” style trope, the close-up, frequently and consistently. I will 

therefore analyse examples illustrative of how close-ups function in Skam, aided by 

Modleski´s focus on closeness and morality, and Bela Balázs attention to non-verbal 

expression. In the second part of this chapter I will look at David Bordwell´s and David 

Andrews´ definitions of art cinema, and analyse scenes that use what I refer to as “art cinema 

tropes”. Through contrasting examples of how separation of sound and image, jump-cuts, and 

slow motion are used in films by Jean Luc Godard and Skam respectively, I will argue that 

stylistic experimentation can function to emphasise emotion, and facilitate emotional 

engagement, when seen in the teen soap opera context. I therefore conceptualise Skam´s soap 

opera aesthetic as having an emotionally motivated style, where stylistic tropes function, not 

to distance the viewer, but to engage them emotionally. To link Skam´s stylistic 

experimentation to contemporary pop culture, I will end the chapter by including John 

Caldwell´s account of the rise of Televisuality, and Vernallis remarks on music video, 

intertextual reference, and genre-interpenetration. 

The final chapter will deal with the issue of realism in Skam. Because the show is 

often described as realistic, I have chosen to devote a chapter to looking at how reality is 

rendered, factors that might contribute to the experience of realism, and how the latter relates 

to emotional engagement. The first part of the chapter will build of the aesthetic analysis of 

the former. Here, I will begin by looking at André Bazin´s influential approach to cinematic 

realism, and his view that cinema can, and should, portray the world objectively through 

stylistic means. I will analyse two scenes that feature a more Bazinian realist style, and 

discuss how his favoured devices can in fact also serve to emphasise Skam´s emotional 

aspects. This analysis will be followed by an account of how realism or, as David Barker 

suggests, verisimilitude, is conveyed in television, particularly through the influence of a 

documentary aesthetic and use of the hand-held camera. I will also revisit the significance of 

the real-time mediation and smart phone screen as viewing device, before discussing the 

relationship between (social) realism and melodrama in soap opera and teen drama. I will 
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round of the chapter by discussing the connection between emotional engagement and the 

experience of the fictive as realist, including Johannes Riis´ cognitivist approach and Ien 

Ang´s concept of emotional realism. The conclusion will provide a summary of the thesis, 

reflections about the status of emotions in television texts, and the relevance of the concept of 

emotionally motivated style.  

 

1.4 Introducing Skam 
 

1.4.1 Winning Back Teen Viewers 
Skam regularly depicts underage alcohol consumption, drug use and sex scenes. The teens are 

not shunned by peers or penalised by adults for such “deviant” behaviour, rather, partying 

and sex is considered just a normal aspect of their lives and environment. The show also 

tackles serious subjects, such as loneliness, mental illness and sexual abuse, as well as 

characters struggling with self-identification, wanting to fit in to society while living out their 

sexual or religious identity. The reasons for creating a teen show that deals with issues both 

universal and specific, in an honest and authentic way, have much to do with its production 

context.  

Skam was commissioned with a specific purpose in mind; for Norwegian public 

broadcaster NRK to regain teenage girls´ viewership. NRK produces a variety of shows 

aimed at children, tweens and twenty-somethings, but analysis of viewer data showed that 

they had lost their teenage audience. As a public broadcaster, NRK has specific guidelines for 

the kind of content they produce and broadcast. They are obligated to create original content 

for all age groups and minority populations, mirroring the Norwegian population at large. 

The Norwegian Broadcasting Act also declares that they are to present a variation of themes, 

genres and artistic expressions and publish content on all important media platforms ("NRK-

plakaten," 2017). Because of these requirements, as well as being publicly funded through a 

licence fee, NRK is in a position to create niche programming that might often be considered 

to be of too high economic risk by commercial broadcasters.  

Showrunner Julie Andem and web-producer Mari Magnus did extensive research on 

the target demographic using the NABC (need, approach, benefit, competition) method 

before writing the characters and story arcs. Though initially developed for business 

purposes, NRK has long used the method to define and fill the needs of people from all 

environments and social standings. In this case the data was collected through surveys, 
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interviews with teenage girls nationwide, and from social media statistics and teen blogs 

(Moslet, 2018), The production team continually read comments posted on the website, 

taking fan statements, as well as input from the young actors, into account as the show 

developed (Krüger & Rustad, 2019, p. 77). The above themes and form of address are based 

on the concerns and interests of the interviewees, and their wish to see more authentic and 

relatable characters reflecting their own lives and experiences. The goal therefore became to 

make a show that tackled deeper issues, while also providing entertainment, that promoted 

“good” values, without being moralistic (Moslet, 2018).  

The choice of an online platform and social media extensions, was adopted to reach 

and appeal to the demographic which has largely turned to streaming sites such as YouTube 

and Netflix. This built on NRK´s previous web-drama ventures Sara, Mia, and Jenter (Girls) 

that proved popular with their tween demographic. Skam became a kind of start-up venture, a 

collaborative effort between the technical team from NRK Super (the children´s division) and 

NRK P3, as the latter continued to branch out from young adult radio to visual media 

(Moslet, 2018). Skam turned out to be immensely popular and ran for four consecutive 

seasons from the autumn of 2015 to spring of 2017. In the course of season three the show 

became an international phenomenon and, despite not having an international distribution 

licence, pirated clips have circulated widely, notably on Chinese Weibo, and Tumblr, where 

it became the most popular TV-show of 2017 (G. C. Rustad, 2018, p. 1). 

 

1.4.2 Distribution and Viewing 
Skam was released on the webpage in the form of film clips with a usual duration of 2-20 

minutes, the point of view character´s Instagram photos, and screen grabs of their 

conversations on Messenger. Additional characters also have profiles on Instagram and 

Facebook and, during the fourth season, Sana´s brother Elias ran a YouTube channel with his 

best friends. All film clips and posts are published in “real time”, meaning that an event from 

a party or an encounter in a school hallway will be released in accordance with a fictional 

timeline that mirrors that of the viewers´ real lives. Although some events are foreshadowed 

in previous clips or Messenger conversations, one would never know when the next clip was 

to appear, or how it would play off the preceding one. Because of this, viewers were 

continuously served cliff hangers – where and when the next shown event will occur was 

always unknown. This created a degree of suspension, a general eagerness to find out how 
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the story would progress, and much activity in the comment fields on skam.p3.no, where fans 

discussed what had happened, and what they thought or hoped would happen next.  

Referring to recent conceptions of the (catastrophic) media event as disruption, Anne 

Jerslev argues that Skam disrupts the ordinary flow of time, with the clips definable as 

“moments” that stand out in time, suddenly and unpredictably offering a glimpse of a parallel 

existence. The clips, presented as intense time-outs from ordinary life, possess the media 

event´s appearance of happening “right now” (2017, p. 77). Through mimicking the patterns 

of teenagers´ daily lives, and appearing to take place “right now”, Skam also took on the 

appearance of featuring real and live events. The sense of immediacy created through 

presence and closeness in time and space, Jerslev argues, is an important component in 

understanding Skam´s success (p. 80). 

While Skam was also broadcast as weekly episodes on linear television, ratings 

showed that only 2% consumed the show in this way, while 98% streamed it (Moslet, 2018). 

Discussing the distribution of Skam, Rustad offers a useful distinction between users and 

viewers. The former follow the show in a similar way to how they would normally engage 

with social media (Rustad therefore uses the term social media television), updating and 

watching content on their private mobile devices in “real-time”, the latter consuming 

episodes weekly or by binge-watching (2018, p. 5). Because my main focus is on the literal 

viewing of clips, I mainly use the term viewer, and the kind of experience facilitated by the 

clips I analyse will probably be similar for users and bingers. However, Rustad´s distinction 

is informative when discussing engagement because it takes into account that, due to the 

show´s online presence, viewers were provided with a choice of different ways of consuming 

the show, that both demand and facilitate different levels of engagement. This is easily 

revealed by the level of fans´ engagement and sense of ownership expressed in the comment 

sections (Krüger & Rustad, 2019). 

In this context, it is also important to note that Norway is a technologically advanced 

country with a high coverage of smart phones and internet access. Most teenagers have their 

own personal smart phones and social media accounts, meaning that skam.p3.no with the 

social media extensions are widely accessible. I would therefore argue that how a viewer 

approaches and consumes Skam must undeniably be tied up with their level of engagement. 

Because the webpage and social media tie-ins are accessible on any mobile device, keeping 

oneself updated is easily achievable if it feels important.  
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1.4.3 Plots and Themes 
Each season of Skam features a new POVC and deals with themes related to their lives. 

Although they are all coming-of-age stories, featuring point of view characters that try to 

“find themselves”, the seasons progress from more general teenage struggles towards dealing 

with more specific issues. For instance, though their love stories are all unique and must 

overcome different hurdles, Skam presents young love in a universal and relatable way. Their 

feelings are not rendered as different or abnormal based on sexuality or religious background. 

One could therefore say that their emotions seem universal even if their stories don’t. I will 

give a brief summary of the plots and themes of each season, in order to contextualize the 

scenes I have sampled and to avoid the need to add excessive plot information in the analysis 

chapters. 

Season one is narrated from the point of view of Eva (Lisa Teige) who, after 

“stealing” her best friend Ingrid´s (Cecilie Martinsen) boyfriend Jonas (Marlon Valdés 

Langeland) is lonely and in need of new friends. Her self-doubt, insecurity and trust issues 

will come to be understood as a result of these past events, and greatly affect her relationship 

with Jonas and her sense of self-worth. Within the second week the central group of girls is 

formed; Eva, Noora (Josefine Frida Pettersen), Vilde (Ulrikke Falck), Sana (Iman Meskini) 

and Chris (Ina Svenningdal). Eva starts to believe that Jonas is seeing Ingrid behind her back 

and she hooks up with Chris (Herman Tømmeraas) at a party, struggles with feelings of guilt 

and confides with Jonas´ best friend Isak who leaks the news on the schools Facebook 

gossip-page. Jonas avoids her for a time, but when the couple finally get together to talk 

things out she ends relationship so she can figure out who she really is, something she needs 

to do independently.  

The second season features Noora, a self-proclaimed independent feminist who falls 

in love with popular third year “fuckboy” William (Thomas Hayes). She tries to resist his 

advances as she initially finds him repulsive and because Vilde has an obsessive crush on 

him. She eventually gives into her feelings for William, but when his manipulative older 

brother Nikolai leads her to believe she is just another one of William´s flings, she gets drunk 

with him and his friends and he takes nude pictures of her passed out on his bed. Noora is 

traumatised and afraid she might have been raped. She confronts Nikolai and informs him 

that by taking and storing sexualised photographs of persons under the age of 18 one can be 

charged for production and possession of child pornography under Norwegian law. He gets 

back at her by telling William about their night together (despite them not actually having 
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sex) and William refuses to talk to her. After they finally make up Noora decides to move to 

London with him, but their relationship continues to be problematic and she returns to Oslo 

in season three.  

Isak is the point of view character of season three which addresses issues concerning 

homosexuality and mental illness. Some clear hints about his sexuality have been dropped in 

the previous seasons and the season three teaser. He attempts to keep up the hetero-charade 

by hooking up with Emma (Ruby Dagnall), but clearly falls for Even (Henrik Holm) who he 

meets at a meeting for the school show´s “kosegruppa”. It turns out that Even has a girlfriend, 

but the boys obviously have chemistry and end up ditching Sonja and Emma at a pre-party, 

break into some strangers´ indoor pool and kiss under water (recreating a scene from Baz 

Luhrman´s Romeo and Juliet (1996), Even´s favourite movie and a recurring influence 

throughout the season). The two become a secret couple, but although Even tells Sonja about 

them, he goes back to her after Isak unfortunately remarks that he doesn't want mentally ill 

people in his life (due to his absentee mother´s mental illness). They later get back together 

and spend a night in a suite at the Plaza, where Even starts behaving oddly. Even leaves the 

hotel room naked and Isak runs after him and calls Sonja in a panic. She tells him angrily that 

Even is not in love with him, but just having a manic episode. After a period without contact 

Isak receives a troubling message and runs to the spot where they first met to find Even who 

is depressed and scared. Isak takes care of him in his flat for a few days with the help of his 

flatmates Eskild (Carl Martin Eggesbø) and Linn (Rakel Øfsti Nesje), and by the end of the 

season Even is well on the way to recovery and they are officially a couple.    

The final season features Sana, a second-generation Norwegian and Muslim. 

Although she doesn't drink alcohol or hook up with boys she has seemed to fit in relatively 

well, hanging out and going to parties with her secular friends while at the same time 

defending her religious beliefs if anyone brings up the subject. Yet, with Sana as POVC we 

are shown the effort it takes for her to keep up her confident appearance, as she feels neither 

Norwegian enough or Muslim enough. Her two parallel story arcs are both related to this. As 

the five girls can´t afford a russ-bus they band together with the “Pepsi Max squad” to buy 

one. Although Sana is promised that she can remain bus-leader, her suspicion that their new 

allies want to kick her of the bus are confirmed as she overhears them gossiping about their 

plans at a party. She decides to quit the bus herself, draws away from her friends, and ends up 

creating a fake hate Instagram account for Sara, the new bus-leader. Her anger-fuelled actions 

backfire, and the Pepsi Max girls create a hate account of Vilde in response. Sana decides to 

take responsibility for her actions to make sure no more harm is done to her friends. The 
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squads have arranged a meeting, and Sana, now at her lowest point, is utterly surprised when 

her four best friends come to pick her up in a russ-van as a “fuck you” to the Pepsi Max girls. 

Season four also has the “obligatory” love story. Sana falls for her brother Elias´ 

(Simo Mohamed Elh´babi) friend Yousef (Cengiz Al), but keeps her distance because he is 

not a Muslim. After seeing him get along with Noora at a party, Sana tries to encourage her 

friend to look for boys elsewhere to get over William. She later sees her kissing Yousef at 

another party, and hacks her email account to write to William. Sana later confesses to Noora 

that she is in love with Yousef. Although her mother disapproves, her brother and friends 

encourage her to meet up with him and the two share a romantic evening by the pier before 

he leaves for a holiday in Turkey and Sana´s future seems promising but open ended. 
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2 Theory 
 

The objective of this chapter is to provide an academic context for my thesis, which I place 

within the field of Feminist Cultural Studies. It will present approaches to, and assumptions 

about, televisions “lowest form” and alternative feminist readings. Several of the authors I 

will discuss in this theoretical introduction, such as Kristyn Gorton, Michael Z. Newman and 

Elana Levine, Charlotte Brunsdon and Tania Modleski, represent a critical approach to 

masculinized aesthetic theory. The persistent critique here relates to the omission, or outright 

degradation, of emotion in analysis of television and film. Soap opera specifically is the main 

topic in these works, because the genre is decidedly gendered and generally considered the 

lowest form that television has to offer. This perspective provides me with an academic 

framework and will influence my analytical approach. Other theoretical work on genre, 

stylistic tropes, realism and emotional engagement will further be embedded in the following 

analysis chapters. However, the aesthetic theories used will be discussed in relation to Skam´s 

soap opera style, and are therefore comprehended within the framework provided in this 

chapter.   

 

2.1 Television, Emotions and the (mis)Conception of the 

Simple-minded Viewer 
 

The elision made between “distance” and “intellect” and “closeness” and 
“sentiment” needs to be challenged (2009, p. 7). 

Kristyn Gorton 

 

According to Kristyn Gorton, “[...]the sentimental or emotional programme is often thought 

of as easy, constructed and simplistic and watched by a lazy audience (2009, p. 89).” She 

argues that, although the ability to “move” audiences is crucial to the appeal of television 

programmes, it is neither valued or considered worthy of discussion. In discussing the 

audience (emotional) experience, she uses the term “journey”, describing a concept she 

derives from an interview with British television screenwriter, director, and producer Kay 

Mellor who details her own preferences for the kinds of programmes she wishes to watch and 

aims to produce. Refuting the negative view of emotional shows and the common perception 

of them as easy and simplistic, Gorton states that “This emotional “journey” is not just what 
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makes a film or television programme successful but it is also, I shall argue, what makes 

them “good” (p. 89).” This statement seems to distil her stance on an issue she raises 

throughout her book, which concerns the widespread juxtaposition between emotional 

engagement and critical thought, originating from bourgeois aesthetics. 

Several of the scholars Gorton takes issue with, such as Andy Ruddock, Christian 

Metz and Mary Ann Doane, she identifies as being informed by Brechtian tradition, 

reflecting a belief that being moved emotionally overrides a viewer´s ability to form opinions 

about what she is watching. She argues that we need to address the possibility that “[...] 

viewers can be critical of texts they are emotionally involved in [...] (p. 39)” In fact, recent 

studies that Gorton cites suggest that the assumption that emotional texts have an 

intellectually passive audience is severely mistaken. In a study of fans discussion on message 

boards devoted to prime time drama Dr. Quinn Medicine Woman and the daytime soap opera 

One Life to Live respectively, Elizabeth S. Bird has found that fans of emotional shows “[...] 

are discriminating and active in the way they respond, usually connecting the emotional and 

expressive with the moral dimensions (2003, p. 137).” She argues that although soaps operate 

with a particular moral code in which occurrences of deception and casual sex are often 

integral, viewers do not respond well to indiscriminate handling of their moral and emotional 

implications (p. 138).  

I will address the subject of morality in a later chapter, but for now it seems 

meaningful to recognise as an impetus for critical though, which consolidates emotional 

engagement with intellectual activity. This kind of activity is also clearly reflected in the 

comment fields on skam.p3.no, where viewers/users frequently express their emotional 

responses accompanied by reflected consideration of events and characters´ experiences. This 

practice is also what Steffen Krüger and Gry C. Rustad refer to in defining Skam as a 

“transitional object”, arguing that it is “[…] not just a teen web-series but rather a digital 

space for interaction and experimentation (2019, p. 73).”  

Through her interviews with Mellor and other professionals from the UK and Irish 

soap industries, Gorton makes connections to the theoretical conflict she lays out, and looks 

for new angles to explore the issue further. She identifies “journey”, “anticipation” and 

“jeopardy” as recurring terms in discussing the concept of emotion and how professionals 

“write emotion” into the structure of texts, hoping to elicit emotional responses from viewers. 

Gorton finds that “Part of the reason why writers and producers seek emotion from their 

viewers is so that their work is remembered and valued (2009, pp. 152-153).” This seems an 

important concern that is perhaps overlooked when focus in placed mainly on the 
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commercial, not emotional or moral, value of popular entertainment. A teen soap opera 

produced by a public broadcaster, however, provides occasion to focus on these values. 

Executive producer Håkon Moslet has said of Skam, that “Because it's both for the brain and 

the heart a lot of people can relate to it (2018)”. In this sense Skam seems to exemplify what 

Gorton means by “good”, succeeding in offering an emotional journey to that clearly engages 

viewers emotionally while also making them think.   

Yet, as much as emotional engagement is a motivational force for makers and viewers 

of many television shows, emotionalism is not the parameter by which television shows have 

typically been defined or valued as good by gatekeepers of quality. A reason for this is the 

juxtaposition of active and passive, thinking and feeling, reflected in the discourse that 

Gorton charts. I will further explore the issue of value in the following paragraphs, by 

looking at the role of gender(ing), and how boundaries are drawn between high and low 

valued television content.   

 

2.2 Gendering Television 
 

Dismissal of middlebrow shows as clichéd, sentimental schlock, often without 
watching them, is indeed elitist, depending heavily on easy social and gender-
based stereotyping (2003, p. 143). 

Elizabeth S. Bird 

 

Bird´s statement connects the issues raised in the previous subchapter with the issue of 

gendering television content and related concerns regarding value judgement. In Legitimating 

Television, Newman and Levine provide an informative and exposing account of how such 

elitist attitudes have become naturalized in the context of television. They trace a historical 

trajectory from general disdain to gradual steps towards legitimation through the Quality TV 

trends that grew throughout the 1980s. This period saw an increase of both “nichification” of 

content and attention to upscale television shows in the form of “highbrow publications” and 

scholarly preoccupation with the aesthetic dimension of the medium (2012, p. 4). By the late 

1990s its cultural positioning and discourses of its improvement had shifted and became all 

the more powerful with the turn of the century convergence era, and shifts in viewing habits 

and technologies (pp. 4-5). The authors’ central concern is the fact that by legitimating some 

television content, other content must necessarily be de-legitimised. This also entails 

devaluing the tastes and habits of other television viewers, particularly those “[...] which are 
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associated with the medium´s past and its historical lower class and feminine identities (p. 

7).” Gender therefore becomes a central issue, and Newman and Levine connect the elevation 

of the medium´s status to a process of masculinisation. They argue that the shift in status that 

increased throughout the 80s corresponded with the dual influence of more masculine content 

and themes, and the new forms of active spectatorship (or agency) owing to media 

convergence and recording technologies (p. 7). The emergence of the term Quality TV and 

the new golden age is thus intimately tied to television as a site for the white straight middle-

class male. Because of this, the authors pay special attention to soap opera, as a mainstay in 

the history of network television. Due to the de-legitimation of this genre, its role in the 

history of television seriality is downplayed at best: 

  
When soap opera is mentioned in a reference to primetime serials, it is 
typically done in one of two ways. Soaps might be introduced quickly but 
dismissively, as a brief acknowledgement that serialization has existed on TV 
for many years. Or a reference to daytime drama can be made as a way of 
establishing relative value, as another means to distinguish good TV from bad 
(p. 81). 

 

“Higher” forms of television are therefore completely dependent on this bifurcation. Being 

associated with their domestic and romantic themes, daytime slots and lower class, stay at 

home viewers (women, children, the elderly, the disabled and so on), soap operas have 

become the prime example of what to avoid for the ambitious television producer. Newman 

and Levine outline three key strategies that Quality serials use to differentiate themselves 

from soaps: 1) Placing immense importance on endings/closure, 2) Constraining their degree 

of seriality and 3) Distancing themselves from “soapy”, feminised (emotional) subjects (p. 

82). The eventual closure of Quality serials are therefore important to their success seen in 

opposition to soap opera, of which the main narrative characteristic is its never ending form. 

Regarding degrees of serialisation, highbrow serial dramas tend to opt for a balancing of 

serial and episodic forms (such as courtroom dramas), enabling them to simultaneously 

distance themselves from both these modes and their mainstream connotations (p. 94). 

Television scholar Jason Mittell has spoken particularly favourably about this 

balancing act. Conceptualising television shows that oscillate between the conventions of 

serial and episodic forms as narratively complex television, he argues that since 1990 there 

has been an “era of television complexity” in American television, marked by innovation and 

narrative experimentation. Although Mittell suggests that complexity is not a definite 

guarantee of value for all shows belonging to this category, he argues that “[…] the pleasures 
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potentially offered by complex narratives are richer and more multifaceted than conventional 

programming (2006, p. 30)”, pleasures otherwise unavailable. He also ties these pleasures to 

aesthetic aspects, stating that: 

 
Through the operational aesthetic these complex narratives invite viewers to 
engage at the level of formal analyst, dissecting the techniques used to convey 
spectacular displays of storytelling craft; this mode of formally aware viewing 
is highly encouraged by these programs, as their pleasures are embedded in a 
level of awareness that transcends the traditional focus on diegetic action 
typical of most viewers (p. 36). 

 

In Mittell´s account of the pleasures of the viewing experience, there is a distinct 

undercurrent of the virtue of intellectual activity. The self-conscious narrative and formal 

mechanics of the text, he argues, demand a high degree of media literacy and mastery of its 

procedures, with pleasure being found in puzzle-solving and occasional (temporary) 

confusion created by an affinity with art cinema (p. 37). He further argues that media literacy 

skills needed are rarely exercised in viewing non-complex television (p. 39). It is difficult to 

take his account as value-neutral, with complex shows being described as something like a 

self-reflexive soap opera with superior plots. With influential scholars promoting some 

arguably essentialist views and suggesting that complex programs give richer rewards, it is 

perhaps no wonder that soap opera continues to be perceived as, ironically, unclean. 

Richness, here, is tied to intellectual activity. I in no way intend to deny that puzzle-solving 

cannot be greatly rewarding. But why is it supposedly more rewarding than seeing your 

favorite character falling in love and excitedly waiting for a status update? Or having a good 

cry because they find their first love kissing another girl? 

The determining of value, or legitimacy, seems to be decided through both a show´s 

genre, aesthetic, and audience. One could think of the condemnation of soap opera as a 

double edged sword, invalidating texts both on the basis of how they are constructed (to elicit 

emotional response), and on behalf of the audience who is supposedly passive and immature 

enough to engage with them. Rustad addresses these issues in the context of Skam´s 

unforeseen success outside of its target audience (2016). In a (television) culture where the 

hierarchy of value is defined by mens´ tastes, and Quality TV is based on a patriarchal 

consensus, the fact that middle-aged men enjoy watching Skam, a show for and about teenage 

girls, seems unfathomable. Yet, seldom does anyone question why a teenage girl would enjoy 

watching Mad Men or Breaking Bad. As critically acclaimed as Skam has become, there is 

still something perplexing about its success. Something surprising about a show for teenage 
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girls garnering an artistic and commercial success that no other Norwegian television show 

has ever come near (p. 81). This reflects a naturalised gender bias, a marginalisation of 

womens´ popular culture that is so deeply ingrained that the success of a show like Skam 

seems to warrant an explanation beyond being a well-produced piece of fiction. 

Through looking at how Skam incorporates aesthetic influences from both the highest 

and lowest of audio-visual forms, the following analysis will problematize the devaluation of 

gendered, emotional texts. By showing how Skam adapts stylistic tropes associated with high 

culture, repurposing them to emphasise emotional aspects of the teen soap, established 

notions of what is worthy of aesthetic appreciation and analysis can be called into question.  

 

2.3 Soap Opera and Feminist Criticism  
 

One of the sites where [these] competing definitions of femininity were 
harnessed together was in the not very significant debates about the academic 
study of soap opera. A minor site, but perhaps a rather illuminating one, since 
it brings together so many key players - the feminist, the housewife, and the 
television viewer (2000, p. 14). 

Charlotte Brunsdon 

 

Charlotte Brunsdon´s influential book The Feminist, the Housewife, and the Soap Opera 

provides an overview of the history and the issues raised in feminist scholarship on the genre, 

providing both historical accounts and autobiographical interviews with some central soap 

opera scholars. The book focuses mainly on television criticism, rather than production, in 

the British and American contexts. Her approach seems enlightening in the context of 

discussing contemporary soap opera because it takes into consideration changes in views on 

femininity, and the speaking positions of the feminist.  

As the above quote reflects, soap opera, as a field of study, can be illuminating as an 

arena for negotiating definitions of femininity. According to Brunsdon; “She [the housewife] 

is the site of the “othering” of conventional femininity, an “othering” which is necessary for 

the constitution of the emergent identity, the feminist (2000, p. 216).” She further argues that 

the “feminist intellectual” has worked in dialogue with this imagined other, a housewife, or 

ordinary woman, who has been the impetus for much research.4 She suggests that the 

development in feminist scholarship since the early 1980s can be seen as shift from viewing 

feminism as an identity to a “[…] rather more flexible understanding of it as a “position” (or 

indeed, more than one position) (p. 216).” She deliberates the “reinvestigation and re-
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engagement with the feminine” through examining how feminism and feminists have 

changed since the early 1970s. Though not imposing strict divisions, she traces a change 

from the early second wave Western feminist protest against mass medias traditional 

portrayals of women, to a following generation that do not necessarily recognise themselves 

in neither the “housewife”, nor the unshaven, bra-burning image of the feminist (pp. 21-23).                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

On reviewing her interviews, with among others Ien Ang and Ellen Seiter, Brunsdon 

states that she was “[…] struck by the absence of the housewife, but impressed by the 

nuanced sensitivity to the fleeting identifications of gender (p. 216)”, revealing a shift from 

the juxtaposition between the feminist and non-feminist that marked the second wave. This 

nuanced position was also held by Brunsdon´s young female students, whose conception of 

feminism and the canonical texts they read was one of “moralism, miserabilism, and the 

posing of false unities between women (p. 13).” Brunsdon attributes these “gaps” to changes 

within academic criticism, and the changing expectations and realities of a new generation; 

young women who foresaw a career outside the home and viewed marriage and motherhood 

as a choice (pp. 12-13). Clearly, changing understandings of “women”, have resulted in 

neither the feminist nor the housewife being particularly relatable types. If “First-world 

feminism founds itself partly through repudiating first-world femininity (p. 24)”, marked 

changes in what it means to be a woman have necessarily brought about different speaking 

positions. 

I believe that studying soap opera will continue to be enlightening to understanding 

changing, and likely, less homogeneous, definitions of femininity (or gender construction 

more broadly). Because it continues to be a women’s´ genre with intimate portrayals of the 

personal problems soap opera still offers a portrayal of girls and women which is culturally 

significant. It still offers a site that can bring together portrayals of women, television 

viewers, and (feminist) scholars. Skam makes a convincing case for this. Because the show 

addresses not the homemaker, but the Norwegian teenage girl, the characters likewise 

struggle with very different personal problems. These are issues related to the pressures and 

expectations these viewers live with, such as “[…] pressure to perform in school, from 

pressure to be popular, beautiful, a good friend, an attractive partner, and so on […] (Krüger 

& Rustad, 2019, p. 77)” Skam also invites readings informed by intersectional feminism and 

queer theory, that will presumably (following Brunsdon´s observations) be shaped less by a 

feminist identity and a constructed “other”, than by different speaking positions and more 

diverse representations of gender. 
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Similarly to Newman and Levine, Brunsdon argues that “[…] although the language 

of repudiation is a discourse of gender, there is a symmetry between feminist and 

conventional high cultural dismissals of “mass culture” (2000, p. 24).” Even as television´s 

reputation has improved, the issue of gender is, as I have argued, still a concern in the 

discourse of legitimacy, as illustrated by the difficulty of reconciling the idea of a teen soap 

opera resonating with male viewers. Skam might provide presentations of young women that 

are not gender conservative, but emotional television texts are still not conceived of as 

valuable artistic contributions. I believe this speaks for the necessity of carrying out aesthetic 

analysis of emotional texts in dialogue with feminist cultural studies.  

 

2.4 Soap Opera Narration – Disrupting the Status Quo? 
The view of soap opera as flawed compared with the insistence on progress and finality that 

characterise classical narrative form has, over the past few decades, been challenged by 

feminist readings of the genre by, among others, Modleski, Brunsdon and Ellen Seiter. In her 

seminal book, Loving with a Vengeance, Modleski argues that criticising soap opera for 

lacking progress or resolutions shows an ideological bias that rests on an idea of attaining 

true knowledge through progress and resolution that can be linked to classical metaphysics. 

By ordaining high art this bias also insists on the worthlessness of low art, as is the case with 

the delegitimation of soap opera. Modleski confronts this bias, arguing that the genre may in 

fact “[...] also have the force of a negation, a negation of the typical (and masculine) modes 

of pleasure in our society (2008, p. 97).” Here she refers to the structuralist emphasis on 

“decentering the subject”, present in a developing theoretical interest in the pleasures of texts 

that break with the illusory unity of classical narratives. Arguing that since the 

decenteredness of women's lives (being constantly interrupted and expected to be responsive 

to others´ needs) and certain “womens” pleasures run contrary to the masculine ego-structure 

of “being the centre of creation”, soap opera is not necessarily at odds with a feminist 

aesthetic (p. 98). Modleski therefore suggests that in developing this aesthetic; “Feminist 

artists don´t have to start from nothing; rather, they can look for clues to women´s pleasure 

which are already present in existing forms, even if this pleasure is currently placed at the 

service of patriarchy (p. 96).”  

Also writing in the early 80s, Seiter has argued that soap operas are particularly “open 

to feminist readings”, because of their narrative complexity and resistance to a single 

(patriarchal) goal oriented narrative line (1982, p. 43) Fiske argues similarly that the soap 
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opera narrative, as an “infinitely extended middle” (as opposed to the traditional narrative 

structure consisting of a beginning, middle and end), create perpetually disrupted story 

worlds. The narrative form can therefore challenge the (patriarchal) dominant ideology as 

“[...] soap operas offer their subordinated women viewers the pleasure of seeing this status 

quo in a constant state of disruption (2011, p. 184).” 

Such non-patriarchal readings do not assume that soap operas are inherently “bad”, 

neither in terms of a successful narrative or in their influence on women, but as a potential 

tool for interrogating the status quo and complicating dominant readings by opening up the 

unity of the text. Modleski´s closing argument and call for action builds on these arguments; 

“[...] it is important to recognize that soap opera allays real anxieties, satisfies real needs and 

desires, even while it may distort them [...] As feminists, we have a responsibility to devise 

ways of meeting these needs that are more creative, honest, and interesting than the ones 

mass culture has supplied (2008, p. 101).” 

Others have disagreed with Modleski´s understanding of the soap opera as a 

potentially subversive form. For instance, Deborah R. Rodgers argues that multiple plots and 

characters lead to a fragmented text and that widespread use of close-ups means that our 

glance becomes dislocated (1991, pp. 30-31). She goes as far as stating that the “constant 

interruption in and of itself constitutes a form of brainwashing”, making “systematic thought 

or concentration” virtually impossible (p. 31). The disruptions and contradictions, which for 

Modleski enables non-patriarchal readings, are viewed by Rogers as generating anxiety to the 

point where women viewers will more likely embrace the gender-conservative messages 

embedded in the text (p. 32).  

I will not delve further into the discussion of whether the soap opera form is good or 

bad for women. However, the genre seems particularly suited to being adapted for different 

demographics and new forms of television production and consumption (in this case social 

media television). Both Modleski and Rogers discuss the genre in relation to a traditionally 

homebound female audience (Modleski in particular focuses of the situatedness of the 

housewife), but Modleski also looks beyond this particular viewing position when arguing 

that the pleasurable form can be a vehicle for less (gender) conservative messages. Skam is 

unlike the American daytime soap opera in many aspects, just as teenage dramas, British 

soaps, and related genres like the Telenovella, share thematic and formal attributes of the 

former to various degrees. Before going forward with the analysis, I will explain how and 

why I call Skam a teen soap opera. 
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2.5 Skam as Nordic Teen Soap Opera  
As mentioned, Andem refers to the show as a mix of soap opera, social realism and sitcom. 

Although the show features supporting characters (such as the “quirky neighbour” type 

Eskild) and moments of comic relief, the seasons have taken on a more serious tone as the 

show has developed. I will therefore not focus on the sitcom as a defining mode in Skam. The 

connection between soap opera and realism on the other hand, is very relevant to my 

discussion of Skam, both in terms of style and some of the themes that are addressed. As I 

will discuss further in the chapter on realism, the soap opera form has been compatible with 

the realist tradition in Britain. Jerslev has referred to Skam as Nordic youth realism, with ties 

to the Nordic tradition of realist film. Yet she explains that a contemporary conception of 

realism doesn´t have to feature issues of working class life, but an everyday aesthetic, that 

appears to be trustworthy (Jerslev, 2018). Skam does exactly this through its consistent use of 

real locations and rendering of mundane events, while also taking advantage of the typical 

and pleasurable aspects of the soap opera form, such as closeness, plot twists and personal 

drama.  

Although Skam foregrounds “soapy”, “feminine” subjects through the centrality of the 

romantic relationships, friendships and emotions of its POVC´s, it can also be said to be 

informed by a particularly Nordic feminist sentiment. Writing about the Nordic coming of 

age film, Anders Lysne points to an increasing interest in female subjectivity as a recent 

development in Nordic youth cinema, where a focus on young female empowerment is 

informed by contemporary feminist debates (2016, p. 136). This is also visible in Skam, 

where the young characters attempt to discover and stay true to themselves in and outside of 

romantic relationships, and show bravery in confronting their fears. Here, NRK´s 

preoccupation with offering authentic representations of teenage life is central to depicting 

the characters and their experiences in a relatable way.  

Because of this, Skam seems to realise some of what Modleski has called for; a more 

creative and honest version of soap opera that doesn't serve the interests of a patriarchal 

order. The rendering of characters´ real desires and the disruptions and obstacles that stand in 

the way of fulfilling them, the soap opera form seems particularly suited to portray and cater 

to teenagers who struggle with “finding themselves” while dealing with socially or self-

imposed expectations, and an innate desire for acceptance. In other words, while Skam is a 

far cry from the American daytime soap opera, it retains many of the basic components of the 

adaptable genre, instilling it with a contemporary Nordic authenticity.  
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In this chapter my aim has been to locate this thesis in the field of Feminist Cultural Studies, 

and thereby provide an academic context for the ensuing aesthetic analysis. The core focus 

here has been to present issues regarding emotion and gender(ing) in television, and how this 

relates to value judgements. This is something that appears necessary to address when 

considering the aesthetic aspects of a text produced for a female audience that features so-

called feminine subjects. Having fallen victim to a (gender)biased polarisation of intellectual 

and emotional engagement, the soap opera is widely considered as being “low culture”, 

consumed by simpleminded viewers, and having little artistic merit. Through the following 

chapter´s aesthetic analysis of Skam´s soap opera aesthetic, I argue how this conception is 

misleading.  
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3 Skam´s Soap Opera Aesthetic 
 

In this chapter my aim is to shed light on how style can function to engage viewers 

emotionally with the characters and stories that are featured in Skam. To do so I will look 

closely at aesthetic influences that seem to have shaped the show, through descriptions and 

analysis of scenes and/or clips sampled from across the seasons. My analysis will be divided 

into two parts. The first part will focus on soap opera and how the themes, style and 

sensibilities of this broad and adaptable genre are evoked in Skam. I choose to start here 

because emotional states are frequently communicated through the close-up shot, creating a 

general sense of intimacy. I will refer to this as the central function of this go-to trope. This 

seems the most advantageous place to start, as the second part of the chapter will deal with 

how an array of quite different style tropes also function to emphasise emotion, often 

highlighting moments of great emotional intensity, making them “stand out”.  

In this way, the second part of this chapter builds on the first. I would argue that the 

scenes I analyse in this part illustrate a more experimental side of Skam´s style, or a more 

playful aesthetic. I will therefore discuss these examples in relation to art cinema. More 

specifically, I will contrast the use of specific style tropes in Skam and films by French New 

Wave filmmaker Jean Luc Godard, to discuss how these tropes function in the context of a 

teen soap opera. To connect my discussion with contemporary pop-culture I will end the 

chapter by noting some aesthetic developments in television style and music video, and 

intertextuality and genre-interpenetration. The overarching point is that style, in all its 

variation, functions to emphasise emotions and thereby to facilitate greater emotional 

engagement with the show. In other words, one can say that Skam has an emotionally 

motivated style.  

 

3.1.1 Hollywood style and deviations 
Something soap opera and art cinema have in common is that they in different ways represent 

alternatives to what is generally referred to as classical narrative style, or Hollywood style. 

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, the highly serialised form of storytelling that is 

particularly prevalent in soap opera has been contrasted by several scholars with the 

masculine pleasure of final closure. Fiske´s description of soap opera narratives as consisting 

of an “infinitely extended middle” can therefore be understood as a deviation from the 

classical narrative structure that is made up of a beginning, a middle, and an end (2011, p. 
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184). Because this chapter will focus on stylistic influence from soap opera and art cinema, 

but also other audio-visual forms such as music videos, I wish to briefly run through the main 

features of the classical narrative film – often referred to as Hollywood style. It is in relation 

to the standardised practices that were adopted early on as general norms in western 

filmmaking, that other forms are often defined.  

According to David Bordwell; “… classical Hollywood narration constitutes a 

particular configuration of normalized options for representing the story and manipulating 

composition and style (1986, p. 17).” This mode of storytelling has been normalized in our 

culture and is the form closest to the canonic story, characterised by “… establishing an 

initial state of affairs which gets violated and which must then be set right (p. 19).” Bordwell 

uses the Russian formalist terms fabula and syuzhet, roughly translatable to story and plot. 

Causality is the central feature of this canonical format, the principle on which the spectator 

has learned to construct the fabula of the Hollywood film from the syuzhet information 

presented. The syuzhet follows a main character that possesses clear character traits, 

motivations and goals who, through their actions, drives the narrative towards its logical 

conclusion. Everything presented in the syuzhet must be decipherable with ease, following 

the neoclassical criteria of unified linear time, definable space and cause-effect action (pp. 

18-20). Because the main character, and therefore the narrative, is driven by the goal of 

reinstating an initial undisturbed stage “…compositional attention falls on the retardation of 

outcome accomplished by the middle portions (p. 21).” 

However, while obstructions are present within the film, classical narration is highly 

communicative and posits the spectator as an ideal invisible observer. Spatial omnipresence 

and maximum intelligibility are provided through editing, cutting within and between 

locations (p. 24). Because of this it is crucial not to disorient the spectator. This is avoided by 

adhering to standardized practises such as shooting with a 180-degree axis of action, 

shot/reverse-shot cutting, eye line-matches and introducing new scenes with establishing 

shots before breaking the space into closer views (p. 28). What is often described as the 

transparency of the classical Hollywood style can be attributed to the limited number of 

codified stylistic devices used. Shot composition and editing, as well as lighting and sound 

mixing, are ingrained enough to be easily recognisable, allowing the spectator to focus on 

constructing the fabula as opposed to the signs of its production (p. 27). Bordwell condenses 

this in stating that; “Of all modes of narration, the classical is most concerned to motivate 

style compositionally, as a function of syuzhet patterning (p. 26).” In other words, style 

should not draw attention to itself, but support the conveying of information. This is certainly 
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a very condensed description of Hollywood film that lacks attention to variations across 

history and genres. However, the overall functions of syuzhet patterning and stylistic devices 

have endured as the dominant conventions in western filmmaking since its early years, and 

should be useful as a frame of reference when dealing with deviation from the classical 

norms.  

The never-ending narrative form is as mentioned a feature in which serialized 

television such as soap operas completely disregard the Hollywood standard of classical 

narratives. Although television demands longer story arcs than film, Newman and Levine´s 

argument that more legitimate serials seek to constrain their serialisation illustrate that 

classical narrative form is also present on television, and is also “preferable” in this context. 

This can perhaps be viewed as a variation of Bordwell´s account, where the retardation of the 

middle part is drawn out, but none the less reaches a form of conclusion. Soap opera can 

therefore be said to be the farthest removed from Hollywood´s canonic format. In fact, in 

Bird´s study of online commentary by fans of the soap opera One Life to Live, she found 

them to be hostile to formulaic, plot-driven stories. Stories were appreciated rather for their 

capacity to reveal the possibilities and development of their characters (2003, p. 134). I 

would argue that this makes sense in regard to the genre´s prioritising of reaction over action, 

where characters act in accordance with their changing circumstances rather than a clear-cut 

mission. Comparable to how style contributes to the ideal view of syuzhet information in goal 

oriented Hollywood narratives, style in soap opera contributes to emphasise their emotional 

and reactive nature. This is something I will discuss further in my analysis of close-up shot, 

but it is worth mentioning in this context as it sheds light on the relationship between style 

and narrative form in a mode that deviates from the Hollywood standard.  

In the second part of this chapter I will look at modes that do not only “lack” in goal 

orientation, but also in the importance of causality and stylistic transparency. For example, 

the greatest sin of art cinema is an ambiguity that gives rise to questions about motivation 

behind the narrative and stylistic deviations (David Bordwell, 2002). Rather than providing 

the ideal access to syuzhet information, style draws attention because of its deviation from 

normal practice. This is a sin against transparency and coherence in which style tropes break 

with the illusion of transparency, thereby revealing its process of production, distancing the 

spectator, and potentially engaging them in critical thought. Going forward with my analysis 

of Skam, my conceptualisation of style as emotionally motivated can be contrasted with this 

approach to style, as well as Bordwell´s statement about the classical mode being motivated 

compositionally.  
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3.2 Scenes from a Soap Opera 
“Would you like a visit from a friend?” Vilde says when she shows up unannounced at 

Noora´s bedroom door in the clip “London” (S2, Sunday 22.05.16). She joins her friend who 

sits on the floor, going through old papers, photographs and magazine cuttings. She picks up 

some of the photographs and asks how old they are, commenting on the length of Noora´s 

hair rather than her dangerously skinny body. She then veers the conversation to the subject 

of William, letting Noora know that he has left for London, but will probably return for 

exams. Noora tells her that she is going to meet with Mari, a girl that also attended Nikolai´s 

party, hoping to find out more about what happened that night. Vilde asks her if she would 

like some food and Noora becomes annoyed and defensive as her friend continues to 

encourage her. Vilde asks her if she likes tortilla, the dish they previously cooked together on 

a camping trip. Without receiving an answer, she recites the same speech about the health 

benefits of potatoes that Noora held for her when suspicious that she had developed an eating 

disorder. As Vilde talks, Noora stops averting her gaze and the girls look intently at each 

other. Vilde begins to smile as she continues to talk and Noora is unable to stop a grin from 

spreading across her face too. Vilde takes the first bite and looks encouragingly at her friend, 

and Noora eats, shifting her eyes between the tortilla and her friend.  

      

 

Figure 2a: ”London” (S2, Sunday 22.05.16) Figure 2b: ”London” (S2, Sunday 22.05.16) 

Figure 2c: ”London” (S2, Sunday 22.05.16) 

 

Figure 2d: ”London” (S2, Sunday 22.05.16) 
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This scene in not particularly exceptional in its use of style or in the grand scheme of Noora´s 

personal drama. Rather, it is quite typical of the way Skam depicts conversations and conveys 

characters´ emotions. The conversation provides some information that furthers the narrative, 

yet neither of the girls express their feelings through words. Vilde acts sensitively and doesn´t 

pressurise Noora to open up. The potato-pitch and tortilla have become their indirect way of 

showing that they care about each other, and a clear change in Noora´s emotional state is 

caused by Vilde repeating the gesture. The close-ups of Vilde speaking and Noora listening 

linger on their faces as their expressions change, from nervousness in Vilde and hostility in 

Noora, to the friends mirroring each other’s smiles in unspoken understanding. The scene 

exemplifies Skam´s ties to soap opera, through thematising personal matters such as romantic 

relationships, and rendering characters in close-up shots. Yet it does so in a kind of 

understated way that is typical of Skam. The shot duration allows us to study changes in the 

characters´ non-verbal expressions, erasing the need for any kind of exaggerated acting or 

verbal announcements of an emotional character.  

In this section of the chapter I will discuss a range of scenes from Skam, focusing on 

the use of close-ups and how they function to convey characters´ emotions, and to facilitate 

our engagement with them. Though I will focus on how the trope is used in Skam, I will look 

to soap opera as a source for discussing the use and function(s) of the trope, referring in 

particular to Modleski´s insightful remarks on this topic. I will make some reference to the 

previously mentioned moral value of soap opera, as I believe that this aspect is relevant to 

how Skam caters to the needs of its demographic. I will further mention the difference in 

moral function between traditional melodrama and soap opera because I believe the latter is 

important to Skam´s non-moralizing approach, and a distinction should therefore be made. To 

guide my analysis of how close-ups contribute to conveying characters´ emotions I will refer 

to Bela Balázs´ views on the use of close-ups in cinema. His emphasis on the richness and 

universality of non-verbal language, of facial expressions and gestures, seem particularly 

useful to discuss exchanges such as the one described above, where non-verbal expression 

play a major role in conveying the characters´ feelings.  

 

3.2.1 Emotion, Morality and the Close-up Shot 
Modleski argues that soap opera´s most characteristic trope, the close-up, is not only 

fulfilling to women´s desire for connectedness, but also serves a meaningful moral function:  
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Soap Operas appear to be the one visual art which activates the gaze of the 
mother–but in order to provoke anxiety about the welfare of others. Close-ups 
provide the spectator with training in “reading” other people, in being 
sensitive to their (unspoken) feelings at any given moment (2008, p. 92). 

 

The focus on characters´ expressions and reactions, mediated though frequent use of close-

ups, thus encourages emotional involvement in their fictive lives and problems, even when 

they are presented as flawed beings. The concept of moral function that Modleski raises 

relates to a broader understanding of the function of melodrama. According to Peter Brooks, 

melodrama came to fill certain functions as capitalism became the dominant structuring force 

in western societies. The accompanying secularisation of the west created a gap where 

religion had once provided moral guidance and assigned meaning to individual lives (1985, p. 

20). As the sacred foundation of social and moral order was displaced, melodrama expressed 

what Brooks terms the “moral occult”, “[…]the domain of operative spiritual values which is 

both indicated within and masked by the surface of reality (p. 5).” Referring to Brooks, 

Christine Gledhill adds that melodrama pursues “[...] to prove (by making visible) the 

presence of ethical forces at work in everyday life, and thereby to endow the behaviour of 

ordinary persons with dramatic and ethical consequence (1992, p. 107).” 

Following Modleski, the moral or spiritual value of soap opera is predicated on close-

ups as a central formal device. Though the genre shares melodrama´s focus on morality and 

emotional displays, Gledhill has pointed out that at a structural level the two differ markedly, 

since “[...] in order to produce its symbols and moral lessons—in particular its deus-ex-

machina resolutions— [melodrama] is dependent on the freeze-frame of tableau and narrative 

closure [...] (1992, p. 113).” It seems then, that the moral value of soap opera resides in the 

genres proclivity to engage viewers emotionally, rather than providing them with “moral 

lessons”.  

John Magnus Dahl and Synnøve Skarsbø Lindtner´s study “Skam 3 - empati som 

demokratisk ressurs” (“Empathy as a democratic resource”) similarly points to close-ups (as 

well as music) as central to stimulating an empathetic stance among viewers. In a previous 

study of fan commentary on skam.p3.no from seasons 1 and 2, the authors identified 

“speculations about characters, their motivations and their inner life” as the most common 

characteristic of the comments. Their findings indicated that aesthetic features were the most 

prominent trigger for commentary, and that these trends appeared consistent also during 

season 3 (2018, p. 183). Based on fan statements, they argue that the close-up trope invites 

viewers to ponder Isak´s inner life by way of his expressions. They also argue that the 
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comments point to a tendency among viewers to imagine themselves in Isak's position, 

regardless of their own gender and sexual orientation (pp. 185-186). This would mean that 

many of those viewers who make up the target group are inclined to engage emotionally with 

the thoughts and feelings of characters who can differ from themselves in notable ways and 

struggle with different kinds of issues. This is also something that Andem and her production 

team are surely aware of, having successfully engaged a large fan base with a diverse cast 

and POV characters who have distinct traits and challenges.  

Following her interviews with British drama screenwriters Kay Mellor and Paul 

Abbot, Gorton that an important feature of sentimentalism in television drama is to reflect 

society and human behaviour, and affirm that “everyone matters”, in a way that can resonate 

more profoundly with viewers (2009, pp. 96-97). Like Dahl and Lindtner, Mellor emphasised 

the importance of empathy and how it is fundamental to us connecting with and interpreting 

the characters, revealing that it is something she consciously seeks to instil in viewers 

through her own work, using formal devices such as close-ups and music, but also silence, to 

bring across emotional depth (pp. 92-93). 

Following these arguments, the close-up trope in Skam seems to serve the function of 

engaging viewers emotionally, like that which Modleski identifies in the American daytime 

soap opera. What is important to point out is that Modleski highlights the situatedness of the 

housewife as the genre´s primary viewers, referring to the “spasmodic” nature of their 

everyday life, and involvement as “motherly” (2008, p. 92). I would argue that teenage girls 

(perhaps particularly in contemporary liberal western societies), in comparison to Modleski´s 

housewife, are encouraged to involve themselves from a different standpoint. Considering 

that NRK commissioned Skam to address the needs and desires of Norwegian teenagers, a 

central concern is rather the viewers´ identification, and their compassion for peers (which is 

reflected in Dahl and Lindtner´s observations). However, this still boils down to the most 

crucial point that Modleski makes - that the close-up trope serves a function. And this 

function is to encourage emotional involvement. This will be highly relevant to my analysis, 

as my arguments will be predicated on the functions of style tropes. 

 

3.2.2 Close-ups, Emotion and the Expressiveness of Non-verbal Language

   
Facial expressions are vastly more numerous than words! And looks can 
express every shade of feeling far more precisely than a description! And how 
much more personal is the expression of a face than words that others too may 
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use! And how much more concrete and unambiguous is physiognomy than 
concepts, which are always abstract and general (2010, p. 33)! 

Bela Balázs 

 

Writing about cinema Bela Balázs argued that close-ups provided the viewer with a means of 

reading facial expressions and gestures. As early as in 1925, Balázs described cinema as 

giving culture a “radically new direction”, being a medium equipped to engage masses of 

people through “the first international language”(p. 14). He argues that with the advent of the 

printing press, the human face became increasingly unintelligible, the visible spirit becoming 

overshadowed by words and concepts (p. 11). Speaking of the silent film, he argues that 

inter-titles were insignificant; truth was to be found in “the language of gestures and facial 

expressions (p. 14).” The viewer could thus gain insight into a character's thoughts and 

emotions through their physiognomy. Balázs highlights the role of the close-up shot in our 

accessing the inner states of the on-screen faces, a kind of access that would be unthinkable 

to achieve in the art of theatre. In the close-up, each detail sheds its individual spatial 

relationship; “For what we see is merely a single expression. We see emotions and thoughts. 

We see something that does not exist in space (pp. 100-101).” 

Balázs´ hermeneutic approach and focus on the affective value of medium specific 

traits makes his remarks still seem relevant and insightful. Although he continued his 

writings on close-ups and emotions in 1930, during the advent of sound cinema, he persisted 

in his belief that the mediums universal popularity was due to its particular way of making 

visible the richness of non-verbal human expression. Although written long before the 

invention of television his remarks about rendering feelings in moving image fictions appear 

no less relevant to the smaller screens and longer character arcs we are accustomed to today. 

His insights should therefore be relevant to a discussion not only of the close-up being 

adopted by the smaller screen sized television as a medium, but particularly to the soap opera 

that relies so heavily upon it for the very effects that Balázs ascribe to it. One feature that 

Balázs notes seems to relate particularly well to Modleski´s account: “For what you truly 

love you also know well and you gaze upon its minutest details with fond attentiveness 

(2010, p. 39).” In the following analysis, I will discuss how Skam´s use of close-ups allows 

us to dwell on such details.  
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3.2.3 The Lingering Close-up in Skam 
Close-ups in Skam can dominate entire clips or are used as reaction shots during dramatic 

events. They often frame entire conversations or interactions, or a main character in solitude. 

Before proceeding with an analysis, I wish to re-emphasise a couple of factors that should not 

be forgotten in relation to close-ups, related to production and publication. Intended to easily 

be viewed on small screens, close-ups are an effective way of conveying character emotion 

and non-verbal communication. Patterning itself on real-time as both lived, and experienced 

through social media, scenes in Skam play out with the duration of realistic time, rather than 

that of an allotted network slot or serials patterning themselves on such standard units. 

Consequently, more time can be spent lingering on characters’ expressions, something that is 

visible in some relatively lengthy close-up shots.  

I will begin with an example of a clip comprised entirely of a classical shot/reverse-

shot conversation scene. I have chosen to start with this clip because it shows clearly how 

heavily Skam uses close-ups in emotionally meaningful occasions and how the trope can 

dominate entire clips. “Bare tenker på William” (“Only thinking about William”, Wednesday 

4.05.16) is 11 minutes and 23 seconds long, which is relatively rare for a mid-week clip. The 

clip/scene begins with a close-up of Noora´s face, followed by a long shot where Sana enters 

the frame and sits down in the windowsill opposite her friend. Apart from a full shot of the 

two in the window frame and a high angle shot of the school yard as seen from the window, 

the clip consists entirely of close-ups of the two girls. Noora is by now completely 

preoccupied with William, something that the always intuitive Sana has picked up on. Noora 

is in a desperate situation, being completely in love with someone she describes as 

manipulative and ideologically opposite to everything she stands for. Sana lets Noora take 

her time and clearly deliberates her words before offering her remarks and suggestions. As 

the below images suggest, the girls´ facial expressions seem to indicate that their minds are at 

work, processing what the other is saying.  

Figure 3a: “Bare tenker på William” (S2, Wednesday 
4.04.16) 

Figure 3b: “Bare tenker på William” (S2, Wednesday 
4.04.16) 
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Sana offers the pragmatic suggestion that Noora should make an effort to try to understand 

Williams point of view before condemning his behaviour and character. She argues that 

letting another person challenge your opinions is not a sign of weakness and that even though 

William breaking a bottle over a rival guys head was a bad action, it was likely induced by 

fear and an impulse to protect his friends. When Noora brings up her fear of hurting Vilde´s 

feelings Sana also defends their friend pointing out that she should give Vilde more credit 

and that she, in Sana´s view, is the toughest person of them all. The scene can consequently 

be said to draw on the conventions of melodramatic soap opera regarding the highly personal, 

relationship-oriented themes, where reactions are framed through close-ups of the characters´ 

faces. Instead of relying on exaggerated acting, the pace of the scene allows for greater 

attention to the details of the girls´ expressions. The dialogue is meaningful for narrative 

reasons, but not hurried or exhaustive. This is important for Skam for at least two reasons. It 

provides time to ponder rather than moral conclusiveness (aided by Sana´s pragmatic 

approach), and it affords time and focus for non-verbal expression.  

The stylistic aspects of the clip seem particularly suited to communicate how the 

characters approach a moral and emotional dilemma. The duration and closeness of the shots 

enable us to watch Noora and Sana as they think and to see how their expressions change. 

Balázs argues that facial expressions have a different relationship with time compared with 

the written word. In any written or spoken account of feelings “Every word signifies a 

separate stage, a process that gives rise to a staccato of isolated snapshots of the feelings”. In 

contrast, “[...] a facial expression need not have been completed before another one starts to 

infiltrate it and gradually displace it entirely (Balázs, 2010, p. 34).” The continuous 

development of feelings is what Skam seems able to capture in slow paced scenes such as the 

one just described. Also referring to the duration of close-ups in Skam, Jerslev uses the term 

lingering moments (2018). In disagreement with Modleski, she claims that close-up shots 

Figure 3c: “Bare tenker på William” (S2, Wednesday 
4.04.16) 

Figure 3d: “Bare tenker på William” (S2, Wednesday 
4.04.16) 
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need not be claustrophobic at all, as they here create a sense of engagement and intimacy 

through giving characters time to think before they talk, and thereby giving us time to “think 

what they are thinking” (Jerslev, 2018). Her remarks are consistent with the arguments of 

Dahl and Lindtner, who propose that Skam´s use of close-ups facilitate an imagining of 

characters´ inner lives through speculating about the meanings of their non-verbal 

expressions (2018, pp. 185-186). 

To apply Jerslev´s term to a more concrete definition of shot length, I suggest that 

many of the close-up shots in Skam can be defined as lingering close-ups. I will not propose a 

demarcation of length that should qualify a shot as lingering. If I were to do so the cut-off 

time would likely be rather arbitrary as my interest in in the function of the shots, not their 

generalisability. I will, however, compare shot lengths from the above scene with the average 

shot length (ASL) of a sample from an American daytime soap opera. This will hopefully set 

the lingering close-up into perspective.  

Discussing the temporal properties of the soap opera, Jeremy G. Butler states that 

“One broad indication of the temporal rhythm of soap opera editing is average shot length 

(ASL) (2010, p. 50).” It is unfortunately impossible to establish a reliable account of how 

tempo has changed since the genre´s early days, because no comprehensive archive exists. 

Networks have tended not to store much of their material and tapes have been re-used 

(Butler, 2010, p. 29). However, Butler does compare two five-episode samples, both from the 

soap opera As The World Turns (1956-2010), from 1984 and 2008. He finds that the ASL of 

2008 sample is 4.84 seconds with a median of 5.07. The median ASL of the 1984 sample was 

7.77 seconds, and a full 53 percent slower. Adding to this “An incomplete analysis of one 

live, 1960s ATWT episode” with an ASL of 12.6, the numbers suggest that there has been a 

consistent decrease, even steeper than that of theatrical film (here Butler refers to Barry Salt´s 

statistical analysis) (pp. 50-51). In comparison, “Bare tenker på William” has a much slower 

pace than the later episodes of ATWT.  

Another additional aspect that Butler points out, which is particularly relevant here, is 

the American soap operas´ typical patterning of shots. He explains that most scenes will 

contain shot-reverse shot sequences, suspended by re-establishing shots with a longer 

duration. In these alternating sequences, each shot is typically only three seconds or less 

(2010, p. 50) (he illustrates this with a break-down of a scene from one of the 2008 episodes). 

This pattern is not comparable to “Bare tenker på William”, nor to most dialogue scenes in 

Skam. As mentioned above, all but three shots in this clip are close-ups, 36 of Noora and 35 

of Sana. If one looks at the ASL of each characters´ shots this reflects who is the main 
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character. The close-ups of Noora have an approximate ASL of 11 seconds, while Sana´s 

have an approximate ASL of 7.5. The clip also includes six close-ups with a duration 

upwards of 20 seconds, and in the longest (29 seconds) Noora is silent for a full 20 seconds 

before saying anything. In several shots Noora is also listening intently to Sana, who speaks 

off camera, subverting the usual arrangement of sticking with the speaker.  

Although this comparison does not provide a strict definition of the lingering close-

up, it will give some sense of how close-up shots predominate Skam to an uncommon degree, 

even for a soap opera. In this way, close-ups in Skam are afforded the duration necessary to 

capture the development of expressions, elaborating that language Balázs describes as more 

personal and effectual than the utterance of words. I believe that this is the most productive 

way of conceptualising lingering close-ups, as opposed to the shorter reactive close-up that 

Butler refers to. Rather than providing brief shots of one character´s (often exaggerated) 

reactions to others´ statements or actions, lingering close-ups could be said to emphasise the 

development of a response, whether this entails the character becoming lost in thoughts or 

reacting outwardly. Both can be said to capture reactions, but the lingering close-up does so it 

a nuanced manner. Jerslev has referred to Skam as Nordic youth realism (Jerslev, 2018) in 

reference to its regional influences, and Faye Woods (2016) and Anders Lysne (2016) have 

identified a similar tendency in British and Scandinavian youth oriented television and film. I 

would argue that cinematic realism´s traditional favouring of longer takes and sparser editing 

than in classical Hollywood style narratives here makes its mark on the pace of a teen soap 

opera, emphasising by way of duration, the genres central style trope.  

Although the above clip serves as a particularly well assembled example because of 

the unusual length of the scene it is composed of, and the near absence of non close-up shots, 

similar examples can be found throughout Skam´s seasons in personal exchanges between 

characters. For example, the clip “Jævlig ærlig” (“Brutally honest”, S1, Thursday 10.12.15) 

starts with an approximately four minute long conversation scene featuring alternating close-

ups of Eva and Isak. Although the status of her relationship with Jonas is still unclear, Eva 

has finally started to become more confident and self assertive, having already confronted 

and apologized to her former best friend (and Jonas´ ex-girlfriend) Ingrid, and approached 

senior year girls with questions about a threatening note she received. In this scene she 

interrogates Isak about certain events from the past months, demanding to learn what he 

actually knew about Jonas´ communication with Ingrid and why he contributed to sabotaging 

her relationship. Rather than stirring up a dramatic argument, Eva shows an amount of 

restraint and eagerness to understand Isak´s actions. Although the dialogue is central to their 
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exchange and reactions, the close-ups contribute much to the emotional tension of the scene. 

Eva expresses understandable hurt and disbelief at the truth about Jonas concealing a 

marijuana habit and that his communication with Ingrid was related to her brother being his 

dealer. Isak on his part appears both shameful about lying to Eva and wary of ratting out his 

best friend, reverting his gaze as he speaks, in contrast to Eva who is more direct in both 

verbal address and facial expressions and gestures (figures 4a-4d).     

 

The soap opera genre is again clearly evoked through thematising intense emotions, love and 

deceit, shown through close-up shots. As in the former example, the duration of the shots 

capture subtle changes in facial expressions as the characters react to each other’s statements 

and weigh their words before speaking. I find the scene to be significant, not because it 

depicts a dramatic peak, but because it shows what is perhaps the seasons most honest 

conversation, where both characters unburden themselves of thoughts and feelings they have 

struggled to express. Isak has been Eva´s confidant throughout the season and her difficulties 

with Jonas, still clearly attempting to balance his loyalty to both, while she has (perhaps 

rather naively) shared her concerns and secrets with him. Their conversation seems like an 

inevitable result of their complex relationship and stands as an example of how Skam seeks to 

promote values such as courage, acceptance and understanding. The lingering close-up trope 

Figure 4a: “Jævlig ærlig” (S1. Thursday 10.12.15) Figure 4b: “Jævlig ærlig” (S1. Thursday 10.12.15) 

Figure 4c: “Jævlig ærlig” (S1. Thursday 10.12.15) Figure 4d: “Jævlig ærlig” (S1. Thursday 10.12.15) 
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seems to play a formative role in imparting such values by allowing time and closeness for 

the viewer to engage emotionally with the characters as they develop.  

 

Lingering close-ups appear not only in classical dialogue scenes like the ones above, but also 

in scenes, or entire clips that feature no speech at all. An example of this is to be found in 

“The one and only” (S4, Thursday 25.05.17). The entire scene/clip shows Sana alone in her 

bedroom, reacting to comments about her on the “Flawless Since 99” Facebook group (for 

members of the russ-bus) that she still belongs to, something that the other members seem to 

have forgotten about. It begins with an establishing shot of Sana sitting on her bed, staring 

out into space, followed by a 27 second semi-profile close-up. Her expression appears to 

move from unfocused detachment to sadness (figures 5a and 5b). She doesn't blink or move a 

muscle in her face for several seconds, then her eyes narrow slightly and her face seems to 

relax before she blinks, swallows, and looks downwards with a sad expression. She begins 

turning her face towards us and the movement continues into the next shot, a 47 second 

frontal medium close-up. She picks up her phone and starts scrolling through old messages 

from Jamilla, a Muslim girl and friend of the family with which Sana´s friendship has grown 

icy. The messages are projected onto the screen so that we read them “with her”. Her phone 

pings, followed by a cut to a new close-up with the exact same duration and angle as the first. 

The “Flawless Since 99” message thread updates with new messages in real time on the 

screen (figure 5d), showing a discussion about her abandoning the bus-plans and how it 

relates to her being a Muslim (in other words, defining her as “other”).  

As she reads, her brow furrows increasingly and her jaws clench repeatedly, before a 

new cut to a medium close shot of her furiously typing an accusatory message before 

throwing the phone on the bed without sending it (figure 5c). There is another abrupt cut to 

the same semi-profile close-up (10 seconds), showing her still furious, breathing heavily. She 

looks downwards, small movements of her lips suggesting a momentary lapse into sadness 

before she gets up from the bed, pacing the room and clenching her fists. Her anger seems 

relatively stable for the rest of the clip as she paces and texts with Isak about meeting up for a 

study session. 
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The soundscape is sparse during the shots described above. There are remote sounds 

from traffic and voices outside, as well as Sana's breathing and messages received and typed. 

A faint siren like sound begins as she reads the girls´ messages, increasing in pitch as she 

begins to write and abruptly cut when she throws down her phone. The last part of the clip, 

when she is texting with Isak, is scored with Lars Vaular´s “En Haters Begravelse” (A Haters 

Funeral) without lyrics. 

 

In the relative silence during the first and third close-ups there is little to distract us from the 

expressiveness of Sana´s face and its subtle changes, while the second contributes to both the 

direction of the narrative, and the development of her expressions from emoting sadness to 

anger. She is not reacting to anything the first shot, and we can only try to understand what is 

going through her head, and relate her expressions to previous events. The clip is a therefore 

particularly clear example of how Skam uses this style trope to temporarily shift the pace of 

the plot, indulging us in an emotionally charged moment by lingering on the character´s face. 

Balázs writes that “[...] the language of gestures is far more individual and personal than the 

language of words (2010, p. 13).” Following this view, the close-up shots of Sana let us 

engage with expressions of emotions that are particular to her. This seems a particularly 

important function of the trope in this clip as Sana is among the most enigmatic characters in 

Skam. She exercises a lot of self control and generally only voices her opinions, not her 

Figure 5a: “The one and only” (S4, Thursday 25.05.17) Figure 5b: “The one and only” (S4, Thursday 25.05.17 

Figure 5c: “The one and only” (S4, Thursday 25.05.17 Figure 5d: “The one and only” (S4, Thursday 25.05.17 
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feelings. This makes the use of close-ups, the emphasis on non-verbal expression, an all the 

more powerful device to allow us to engage with and attempt to understand her emotional 

state. The heavy use of lingering close-ups in the clip could also be said to function as our 

introduction to the non-verbal language of a version of Sana we haven´t yet met, but will 

come to know well in the following weeks – a lonely and vengeful person with a history of 

anger issues.    

 

3.2.4 Anchoring Drama Through Close-ups 
I will now turn from the relative sparse realism of the above scenes to an especially 

melodramatic example from season three. “O Helga Natt” (S3, Friday 9.12.16) is among the 

most celebrated and memorable clips from Skam and exceptional in its iconic visual imagery 

and use of music. As with the former Sana-clip there is no audible dialogue (only one 

sentence, “you are not alone”, is uttered by Isak towards the very end of the clip) and 

effectual use of close-up shots, but their similarities seem to stop here.  

The clip begins with a tracking shot from the back of the church, Isak walking into the frame 

as the camera moves towards the altar. Following is a cut to a reverse medium long shot of 

Isak who continues to walk towards the camera, which moves slightly backward to 

accommodate a blurred outline of his parents faces. After the first shot gives a clear picture of 

the church interior, a soft-focus lens renders only Isak clearly. A string quartet starts playing 

the beginning of O Helga Natt (the Swedish version of O Holy Night) as Isak hugs and chats 

inaudibly with his parents. We hear the sound of an incoming message and he picks up his 

phone to find a message from Even, the first since some erratic renditions of Nas lyrics that 

prompted Isak to ask him to stop contacting him. Again, the message is superimposed on the 

screen so we can read it “with” Isak. Even repeatedly apologizes, for hurting Isak, scaring 

him, and for keeping the truth of his bipolar disorder hidden. He also writes that all people 

are alone, and that Isak must remember that somewhere in the universe they are eternally 

together (recalling their previous conversations and jokes about alternate universes), and that 

he loves him. A faint smile appears on Isak´s face as Norwegian artist Nils Bech begins to 

sing the lyrics to the song and he finds a seat in the pews with his parents.  

Apart from a couple of long and full shots of the altar and string musicians (figure 

6a), the church scene is compiled of soft focus shots, where Isak and Nils Bech are the only 

clearly rendered figures. Through a shot/reverse-shot-sequence we see close-ups of Isak 

watching Bech as if transfixed as he sings of Christ sacrificing himself. Bech seems to look 
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directly at him as he sings “People, fall down, and welcome your freedom” (my direct 

translation). Isak starts to look scared, swallowing hard and blinking (figure 6b). He looks 

toward a large cross made out of flowers and a blue neon frame, before rapid cuts to a series 

of flashbacks; Isak and Even in Isak´s bed, Juliet lying unconscious on the altar from Baz 

Luhrmann's 1996 remake of Romeo and Juliet (figure 6c), a close-up of a crucifix, and a 

close-up of Even smiling, taken from a video shot by a former friend/crush of his where he 

talks about Luhrman´s film. Yet another close-up of Isak is followed by a drawing Even 

made for him with the (slightly miswritten) Nas lyrics “I dont sleep cuz sleep is the cousin to 

death”, Even in their hotel bed at the Plaza (from the night Isak found out he was manic) and 

a close-up of text from a website Isak visited regarding bipolar disorder, referencing the deep 

depression that usually follows manic episodes. Looking dazed, Isak picks up his phone and 

rereads Even´s message (figure 6d). He gets up and walks toward the camera in slow motion 

with the musicians and altar in the background (figure 6f).  

																						

Figure 6a: “O Helga Natt”(S3, Friday 9.12.16) Figure 6b: “O Helga Natt”(S3, Friday 9.12.16) 

Figure 6c: “O Helga Natt”(S3, Friday 9.12.16) Figure 6d: “O Helga Natt”(S3, Friday 9.12.16) 

       Figure 6e: “O Helga Natt”(S3, Friday 9.12.16) Figure 6f: “O Helga Natt”(S3, Friday 9.12.16) 
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Stylistically the scene is quite unlike any other in Skam with its flashback editing, grandiose 

setting and mise-en-scéne, and diegetic music. Despite this overall stylistic richness, I believe 

it is highly relevant to this discussion to focus on the particular contribution of close-ups to 

the scene. I would argue that the crux of the drama plays out on Isaks face, anchored in his 

expressions that appear in close-ups between the memories (figure 6e), excessive 

iconography, and the musical performance. These become the central communicative devices 

because of the complete absence of dialogue. His expressions are what turns the scene into 

more than a compilation of memories, religious imagery and thematic clichés. The 

contribution of other images, music and lyrics, and their thematic connotations seems to 

function as a way of guiding and enforcing our comprehension of Isak´s thought process and 

emotional reaction. References to freedom through sacrifice, the tragic fate of Even´s 

favourite star crossed lovers, and severe depression are undeniably understandable triggers of 

a frightened response as Isak re-evaluates the possible meaning behind Even´s words. 

The above scene is thus a particularly illustrative example of how Skam draws on the 

melodramatic soap opera. Gledhill´s characterisation of melodrama as a mode where  

“[...] verbal discourse is subordinated to an expressive language of visible and musical signs 

which reach for metaphor (1992, p. 108)” seems to encapsulate the full stylistic expression in 

the church scene perfectly. Further, her assertion that “The human body provides a rich 

vocabulary of gesture, facial expression, and attitude (p. 108)” also recalls Balázs views on 

the centrality of “the language of gestures and facial expressions” in our experience of 

cinema (2010, p. 14). Within the melodramatic and grandiose style of this scene, the close-up 

trope ensures that the drama is anchored in Isak´s facial expression and “attitude”. 

In The Melodramatic Imagination, Brooks argues that “[...] melodrama exteriorizes 

conflict and psychic structure, producing instead what we might call the ‘melodrama of 

psychology.’ What we have is a drama of pure psychic signs (1985, p. 35).” His statement 

appears in the context of the affective structures of melodrama and seems compliant with the 

above arguments, though his further arguments deviate in some core respects. According to 

Brooks, melodrama´s characters possess “no interior depth” as melodramas´ moral structure, 

with its central premise of dilemmas as high stakes choices, is fundamentally bipolar in 

character (p. 36). This clearly contrasts with Balázs´ views on the individuality of bodily 

expression and direct access to the soul (2010, p. 39). 

I understand from the above that both the flexible nature of the melodramatic mode 

and the properties of the medium, and individual texts, must be taken into account in 

discussing a text as melodramatic. In this particular scene, the exteriorisation of Isak´s 
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psychological state and his inferred thought process, through an excessive visual style, music 

and close-ups must be considered in relation to Skam as a soap opera and the particularly well 

executed, nuanced, and complex characters that inhabit its world. As I have already argued, 

the moral value of soap opera lies more in the genre´s objective to engage us with the 

problems and emotions of others than in departing truths or lessons. Modleski also suggests 

that the soap operas ensemble cast allows us to engage with characters who possess different 

virtues, flaws and intentions, caring about everyone (with the villainess as the one exception) 

(2008, p. 86). In Skam however, the choice of having one POVC throughout an entire season 

facilitates engagement with, and an empathetic stance to, characters who possess different 

traits in a single individual, even as their less favourable attributes and actions come to light. 

This context is quite different from melodrama in its initial, theatrical, form (as referred to by 

Brooks), but arguably gives more urgency to Isak´s expressions and reactions in this scene. 

Isak´s initial outspoken rejection of people with mental health issues and his problematic 

feelings about his sexual identity are ultimately defeated by his feelings for Even, made clear 

in “O Helga Natt”.  

Jerslev describes Skam as influenced by classical transformation stories, and season 3 

in particular as “a journey towards being able to embrace difference (Jerslev, 2018).” The 

emotional significance of the church scene seems to mark a climax and a turning point for 

Isak in this transformation narrative. Rustad has in fact described “O Helga Natt” as featuring 

“[...] both some of the most iconic images from the season and the most emotional, climactic 

moments (2018, p. 28).” One can therefore point to the clip as a particularly illustrative 

example of how Skam often maximises style in moments of high emotional significance, 

something I will discuss further in this chapter. The central point here however, is the 

habitual return to the “go-to” trope, the lingering close-up, and its contribution to facilitating 

emotional engagement. Whether the style of clips or scenes is closer to a sparse realism of the 

previous examples, or melodramatic excess, the lingering close-up allows the characters to 

react through non-verbal expression and lets us think alongside them. These shots permeate 

Skam, as a staple of the soap opera and the ultimate ground for emotional engagement.  
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3.3 Emotionally Motivated Stylistic Experimentation in 

Skam 
 

[…] it is also reasonable to assume that the use of art cinema tropes will take 
on a distinct media specific meaning and function when translated into a 
serialized TV drama (2014, pp. 55-56). 

Gry Rustad 

 

As can be seen in “O Helga Natt”, Skam effectively uses various devices to maximise 

stylistic expression, placing them within the stylistic and thematic frame of a teen soap opera. 

My central argument will be that Skam successfully uses stylistic tropes associated with art 

cinema, effectivising them to create a heightened sense of emotional engagement and 

closeness to the characters. While I chose to use the term art cinema and discuss style tropes 

associated with the “genre”, I will not delve into the broader historical or ideological 

discourses surrounding it, which have been written extensively about elsewhere.1 I use it 

rather, to: 1) aid my analysis of the stylistic playfulness and experimentation found in Skam, 

2) because both soap opera and art cinema (as broad categories) represent alternatives to the 

dominant classical narrative structure, and 3) the two categories exist at either end of the 

cultural scale in terms of artistic merit. Still, I will devote some space to discussing attempts 

to and challenges of defining art cinema as a genre or category, as well as the function of 

stylistic tropes in this context. My reason for doing so is to acknowledge that “art cinema” is 

a broad category that is not easily summed up through a few common denominators or 

canonical examples.  

 

3.3.1 Defining Art Cinema 
 
In brief, a commitment to both objective and subjective verisimilitude 
distinguished the art cinema from the classical narrative mode (2002, p. 97). 

 

David Bordwell 

 

Referring to art cinema in a broad sense, as I have done with soap opera, the term indicates 

an association with artistic merit and value. Interestingly, there are some clear commonalities 
																																																								
1 See, for example, Paul Duncan, & Paul Young (2009), Art cinema. Köln: Taschen, or Rosalind Galt & Karl 
Schoonover (2010), Global Art Cinema: New Theories and Histories. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
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between the two categories, such as the favouring of open-ended narratives to conclusive 

ones, and a greater focus on reaction than action. Taking into consideration such 

commonalities, conceptions of reality and the stylistic means through which reality is 

expressed seems an interesting avenue to pursue. If categories of that are imbued with such 

opposite cultural value have identifiable commonalities, the question of the function(s) of 

narrative and stylistic tropes is relevant to uncover the reasons behind value judgements, as 

well as how tropes function in specific contexts.      

In “The Art Cinema as a Mode of Film Practice”, Bordwell makes a case for 

“constructing a category of the art cinema” across various cultural and historical contexts. 

From the national cinemas of the silent age to the distinction of European cinemas following 

the post war waning of Hollywood cinema, the modes of production and consumption differ 

from dominant mainstream film in economic and artistic motivation. Turning to the formal 

traits of art cinema, Bordwell argues that there are certain “overall functions of style and 

thematic motifs [that] remain remarkably constant in the art cinema as a whole (2002, p. 

95)”, notwithstanding differences among individual directors (or auteurs). As the above quote 

addresses, he identifies two different modes of representing reality that can be found in art 

cinema. Here, objective and subjective verisimilitude refers to a spectrum of options that 

affect the spatial and temporal construction of films, ranging “from a documentary factuality 

(e.g., Il Posto) to intense psychological subjectivity (Hiroshima mon amour)”. When 

combined, “[...] the familiar `illusion/reality´dichotomy of the art cinema results (p. 97).” 

These modes are the two main ways of violating classical representational norms pertaining 

to time and space, “[...] justified as the intrusion of an unpredictable and contingent reality or 

as the subjective reality of complex characters (p. 97).”. In the case of time manipulation, a 

lengthy shot of “dead time” can be justified realistically, while devices such as jump cuts can 

be justified psychologically. Similarly, location shooting, natural light and use of handheld 

cameras will be motivated in terms of realism, while for example dreamscapes or unnatural 

colour schemes would be justified as expressions of character subjectivity (p. 97). 

It needs to be said that Bordwell´s attempt to define art cinema has not gone 

unattested by other scholars. David Andrews has directly criticized Bordwell´s project as 

reinforcing the view of Hollywood and art cinema as opposed categories (2013, p. 21). 

Highly critical of historical tendencies to define art cinema in terms of high-low divisions, 

Andrews notes that such efforts can be seen in “formalist definitions of art cinema that focus 

on specific styles, motifs and politics” as well as in “contextual definitions that have focused 
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on exhibition sites, new waves, or audience effects (p. 34).” Wishing to do away with the 

value laden high-low division he proposes a more inclusive approach, suggesting that: 

 

If we define art cinema as a sprawling super-genre such as mainstream cinema 
or cult cinema, we can retain all the elasticity apparent in the historical usage 
of “art movie” while admitting that such movies are defined as such not by 
their form or intrinsic value but by value-oriented traditions that have 
individual and collective functions (p. 26). 
 

This approach opens up the category of art cinema to include avant-garde films, experimental 

films, world cinema, cult cinema, critically acclaimed festival favourites and lesser known 

works. He argues that a common way of defending art cinema´s high-art status is an 

antipathy for genre, but that the conceptualization of art cinema as an anti-genre in fact “[...] 

helps us discern a high-status super-genre in a dazzling array of forms, some of which are 

quite commercial (p. 28).” 

I believe that both Bordwell and Andrews offer insights that are relevant to my 

discussion of Skam for different reasons. Although not addressing questions of value 

judgement, and despite perhaps simplifying art cinema by seeking out shared characteristics, 

I believe that Bordwell offers an interesting look at how the violation of classical 

representational norms can and have been justified in filmmaking. His arguments that 

stylistic choices are motivated by attaining a sense of verisimilitude, objective or subjective, 

is also interesting since the evocation of realism is tantamount to Skam´s credibility, and a 

topic I will discuss in the following chapter.  

Andrews is also clearly relevant to refer to in drawing together connections between 

style tropes found in Skam and those commonly attributed to art cinema. In accordance with 

some of the television scholars I have referred to, he too is critical of using naturalised 

arguments for intrinsic value in defence of what can be said to hold artistic merit. The 

elasticity he ascribes to art cinema as a broad category or super-genre, makes the subject of 

tropes possibly shared by examples of higher and lower status genres, or individual works, 

more accessible. This also corresponds well with my understanding of soap opera as a broad 

and adaptable genre, and the argument that derogatory attitudes against it rest on certain 

naturalised negative judgements about feminine connotations. I therefore believe that his 

approach can lend some legitimacy to my own endeavour of analysing a teen soap that enjoys 

mass popularity while creatively using a wealth of style tropes. If one looks beyond the low 
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cultural connotations of soap opera, “the feminine”, and teenagers, it should be possible to 

appreciate the function that style serves in an innovative show like Skam.  

 

3.4 Style Tropes and Temporality in Godard and Skam 
 

Godard pulverized the system and, like Picasso, made everything possible 
(Kleine, 2004, p. 172). 

François Truffaut 

 

Having just agreed that art cinema should be considered a broad category which should not 

be reduced to a few common traits, I will regrettably have to narrow my focus. Since this 

thesis is not about art cinema, I chose not to devote a great amount of space to a historical 

account of different national movements, contextual circumstances, and cross cultural 

influence. Because my aim is to explore how particular style tropes function in Skam, I have 

decided to narrow my focus to that which I find most useful in aiding my analysis. I will 

therefore discuss style tropes that appear in Skam in comparison with their use in films by 

Jean-Luc Godard. I have chosen this approach because it seems instructive to contrast 

examples to better understand how style tropes may serve different functions in highly 

different contexts. 

Limiting my comparative examples to films by Godard has also appeared to be both 

an interesting and pragmatic choice. He is exceptionally well-known for breaking the norms 

of mainstream filmmaking and his films have been written about extensively by many 

scholars. Most importantly here, however, is the fact that several of the tropes that can be 

found in Godard´s works also appear intermittently throughout Skam, and his works can 

therefore provide a rich body of reference, far beyond what I am able to cover in this chapter. 

The tropes I will discuss here are; separation of sound and image, the jump cut, and slow 

motion. The films I have chosen to use as comparative examples are Breathless (1960), 

Alphaville (1965) and Every Man for Himself (1980). Although they do not have a classical 

narrative structure, they have a relatively clear narrative thread compared to his more radical 

work from the 1970s, which makes it easier to ascribe the examples a contextual function. 

Over the past 58 years Godard has made 44 films (and some work for television), 

ranging from the relatively commercial to the radical and political, from film, to video, to the 

2014 3D movie Goodbye to Language. It is impossible and I think, unnecessary, to provide a 

summary of his career in this context. The important point is to acknowledge that as a 
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filmmaker, Godard has continuously pursued to exhaust the possibilities of the mediums he 

works with. T. Jefferson Kleine has described Godard´s cinema as proto-Brechtian, with an 

“idiosyncratic use of film grammar (2004, pp. 171, 174).”, displaying a blatant disregard for 

the continuity editing of Hollywood inspired cinema, which is increasingly visible throughout 

his oeuvre (Kovács, 2007, p. 127). It all began however, with Breathless, where jump-cuts, 

camera address and the collapse of the 180-degree rule established Godard as the fore figure 

of anti-illusionist cinema. 

Beginning with Breathless, Godard became widely recognized as a central figure of 

the French New Wave, which is in turn possibly the most well-known and written about of 

artistic film movements. Many of the filmmakers associated with the French New Wave, 

such as Godard, Jacques Rivette, François Truffaut, and Claude Chabrol, were also 

contributing essayists to the French film magazine Cahiers du Cinéma. The magazine was 

founded by among others André Bazin, an influential film critic whose ideas about cinematic 

realism I will return to in the following chapter. As a central figure in Cahiers he can be said 

to have spawned a milieu for talking about what kind of factors bring about change in 

filmmaking and style. Catherine Fowler points to the French New Wave as an answer to the 

call among the young Cahiers contributors for a new kind of French film, in a time where 

French film lacked institutional sustenance (2002, p. 52). Godard himself explained that; “As 

a critic, I already considered myself a cineaste. Today I still consider myself a critic, and, in 

this sense, I´m even more of a critic than before. Instead of writing film criticism, I make a 

film into which I introduce a critical dimension (Kleine, 2004, p. 171).” The transition from 

critics to critical filmmakers let the Cahiers generation set their own philosophical ideas 

about film into action, forging “a cinema of fragmentation, ambiguity, distanciation, and 

flagrant aesthetic effects (David Bordwell, 1997, p. 87).” As I have previously mentioned, the 

idea of distancing has been linked to intellect and critical thought, the virtuous adverse of 

emotional engagement. I will elaborate on this function of style in the following analysis, and 

on how Skam uses the same stylistic tropes, but with very different effects. 

The tropes I will discuss here all manipulate temporal relations, by condensing or 

drawing out the characters´ lived time. I believe that it is important to look at the possible 

motivation behind, and function of, temporal shifts in Skam. Because the adherence to real-

time is a central principle of the show, deviations from this norm seem to take on a special 

significance. Although simple elliptical cuts are sometimes used to condense time in the 

longest clips, I exclude these from my discussion because they are the most commonly used 

device for condensing plot time, and appear to serve more of a practical than expressive 
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function. The tropes discussed here manipulate time in a more noticeable way, that 

undermines conventional film and editing practices. Seen in the context of art cinema the 

foregrounding of style that these tropes produce, have a critical and self-reflexive function, 

that is not relevant in the case of Skam. I will therefore focus on the temporal aspect of these 

tropes, referring again to the concept of emotionally motivated style. Fowler has said of 

French New Wave cinema that there was an impression of events taking place in the “here 

and now (2002, p. 52).” Jerslev has said the same thing about Skam (2017). I will argue that 

in the latter, emotion plays a decisive role.  

 

3.4.1 Separation of Sound and Image 
One particularly eye catching stylistic trope used in Skam is the mismatching between sound 

and image. It should be said that this is not a frequently used trope, but it appears once or 

more in every season and is arguably the most blatant in its ruthless disregard of the demand 

for audio-visual continuity and transparency of classical narrative style. The scenes in which 

this trope is used are characterized by high emotional intensity which, as is a recurring 

argument here, typical of the instances where Skam maximises its use of style. 

The incongruity of sound and image has been conceptualised as a tool for directing 

attention to the compositional elements of the medium and its “producedness”, with origins 

in post war European art cinema, perhaps most notably in the French New Wave and the 

films of Godard. According to Peter Wollen, the mismatching of voice to character, sound to 

image, was one of Godard´s earliest devices used to detach the viewer from character 

identification (2002, p. 76). Godard´s approach to filmmaking has often been compared to 

that of Bertolt Brecht’s theatre and his concept of Verfremdungseffekt, known in English as 

distancing effect. Thomas Elsaesser explains that, central to Brecht´s theory was the concept 

of “separating the elements”, in which breaking the coherence between the fundamental 

elements of sound and image could shatter the illusory experience of the spectator and 

engage them in critical thought (1990, p. 173). Although this separation of elements is just as 

present in Skam, there is a clear difference, not concerning style, but narrative and thematic 

context, which is of great importance concerning the function of style tropes. In all instances 

of separation of audio-visual material that appear throughout Skam, speech and images are 

contextually related, certainly seeming to originate from the time-period that the clip spans 

and/or the event in focus. This arguably counters the alienation via confusion that was 

prominent in the works of both Brecht and Godard. 
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I will compare a scene from Godard´s Alphaville (1965) with two examples from 

Skam, where all include mismatching of voice and images of the speaker(s). The themes, 

mood, settings and overall style of Alphaville and Skam are strikingly different, but all these 

scenes have a slow paced poetic quality as well as verbal expressions related to love and 

longing. Alphaville is both futuristic science fiction and noir film, depicting a dystopic 

society ruled by the dictatorial computer Alpha 60. The protagonist Lemmy Caution is a 

secret agent posing as a journalist, sent from “the Outlands” to locate another missing agent, 

and to destroy the computer and its creator von Braun. Independent thought is outlawed by 

Alpha 60 and concepts such as love, conscience and poetry are forbidden and 

incomprehensible for brainwashed citizens. Caution meets and falls in love with Braun´s 

daughter, Natacha, introducing emotions into her life and disturbance into their surroundings. 

The sequence I will be looking at begins with Caution and Natasha discussing the 

difference between love and sensuality after he has confessed to being in love with her. He 

walks up to stand behind her, followed by a short high angle shot of a police car outside and 

the sound of sirens (likely signalling the dangers of giving in to emotions in Alphaville). 

Three extreme close-up shots of Natacha´s right eye follow, separated by blacking out the 

screen. The screen continues to black out between shots, now of Natacha´s face, gradually 

turning from profile to frontal. Cautions face appears in the fourth of these shots, they move 

in for a kiss in the next, followed by a frontal close-up of Natacha´s face, now with a white 

background. The blackouts continue between a medium close shot of the two touching 

eachothers cheeks (figure 7a) a close-up of her covering his face with her hands, several short 

close-ups of the two slow dancing (figure 7b). Three close-ups of their faces, shifting 

between one or the other being highlighted or left in shade (figure 7c) before the camera pans 

across a darkened interior with her walking alongside the walls and windows. The pair are 

seen touching from behind before the final cut to an image of her face above a book of poetry 

is superimposed on a cloudy sky and what looks like a drab building (figure 7d). The entire 

sequence has featured Natacha´s voice reciting what we now understand to be a poem from 

Capitale de la douleur (Capital of Pain) by surrealist poet Paul Eluard. 
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The formal composition of this sequence seems very expressive of the tensions in Alphaville.  

By blacking out the screen between shots the images become more clearly separated, and the 

isolation seems to enhance the existing otherworldliness as well as loneliness and distance 

between two characters trying to reach out to one another. The monotonous recital of 

expressions of love becomes even more separate from character when we find out that they 

originate from a surrealist poet and not from Natasha herself, who we are reminded is, if not 

incapable, at least unfamiliar with such feelings. 

This can usefully be contrasted with a scene from the clip “O come all ye faithful” 

(S1, Friday 11.12.15). This scene is particularly significant because it marks the beginning of 

a more experimental turn in Skam, and interesting in that it echoes the similar use of this 

stylistic trope in Norwegian filmmaker Joachim Trier´s Reprise (2006). Jonas visits Eva to 

have a talk about their relationship, following Eva´s kiss with Chris and a period without 

contact. As they stand across from one another in the living room drinking tea, they talk 

about their first kiss. The conversation is shown in a series of over the shoulder shots (figure 

8b), separated by a medium long shot, placing them at each side of a large window frame. 

Jonas pauses mid-sentence while talking about their first kiss and there is an abrupt 

flashforward to him leaning in to kiss her (figure 8a). As he continues his sentence there is 

another flashforward to him wiping a tear of Eva´s cheek (figure 8c), while his voice 

continues from the previous image. There is another flashforward to the couple standing 

Figure	7a:	Alphaville Figure	7b:	Alphaville 

Figure	7c:	Alphaville Figure	7d:	Alphaville 
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close together holding hands while Eva speaks, one to a close up of their faces pressed 

together, then another of them kissing (figure 8d). The images paired with the dialogue  

increasingly switch between continuity and mismatched flash forwards. 

 

 

In “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) Isak and Even have sex in the bed of their hotel room, 

shown in a sequence of jump-cuts to non-diegetic music (figure 9a). As the music fades they 

continue kissing, but Even´s voice is asking “How many Isak´s and Even´s do you think are 

lying just like this now?”, a call-back to previous conversations about parallel universes. A 

cut to the next scene, of the two sitting on the floor eating sliders (figure 9b), signals that the 

sentence does not overlap and appears not to belong to either scene. While eating, Even´s 

talks about elaborate and grandiose plans for their future wedding. Isak looks apprehensive 

and is confused by Even´s references to Pretty Woman (figure 9d), seemingly just realising 

that something is up with Even (who is having a manic episode). During the conversation 

(which is mostly Even speaking), the image cuts to close ups of them back in the bed (figure 

9c) while Even´s voice continues “We are so getting married. Big fucking wedding!”, before 

returning to the two eating and drinking on the floor. The same pattern is repeated once more 

before the two are back in bed with synchronised dialogue. This whole sequence becomes 

framed by Even uttering a sentence almost identical to the one of which origin was 

Figure 8a: “O come all ye faithful” (S1, Friday, 11.12.15) Figure 8b: “O come all ye faithful” (S1, Friday, 11.12.15) 

Figure 8c: “O come all ye faithful” (S1, Friday, 11.12.15) Figure 8d: “O come all ye faithful” (S1, Friday, 11.12.15) 
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undefinable, except that one word has switched places (“How many Isak´s and Even´s do you 

think are lying like this just now?”). 

 

 

The two examples are among several that disrupt continuity by mismatching sound and 

images in a distinct and similar way. There are obvious reasons why the otherwise real-time 

committed show would cut through time, especially in these climactic Friday clips. While 

Skam also uses the more traditional elliptical cuts for these ends, the manipulation of time 

through mismatching sound and image has a completely different appearance and effect. 

Bordwell has argued that the active spectator of art cinema is required to search for meaning 

(2002, p. 96), but as a Skam viewer has not committed themselves to the kind of spectatorship 

and the trope functions within a more coherent narrative, it does not function as something 

that needs to be “solved”. As an alternative to ellipses, the use of images that intercut the 

unfolding of a scene add something of what would otherwise be missed, but make sense as 

pieces of already established situations and events. Because there is not a visible pattern/logic 

to how these mismatches occur, I believe their importance lies in the effect they produce. 

Again, I argue that the device as it is used in Skam enhances our sense of closeness to 

the characters. By isolating the images from their immediate situation, without detaching 

them from narrative events (as was the case in Alphaville), they become emphasised as 

Figure 9a: “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) Figure 9b: “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) 

Figure 9c: “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) Figure 9d: “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) 
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meaningful. These instances stand out, presenting words and facial expressions in a way that 

commands greater attention, not just intellectually, but emotionally. Scenes of the kind 

described here also appear subjective, as fragmented elements of the evenings blended 

together. The use of this stylistic trope in these two scenes are effective in emphasising the 

register of emotions that Eva´s and Isak´s experiences in events that are quite dramatic. The 

first shifts between images of fond reminiscence and a painful break-up, the latter between 

lust and affection, and apprehension and fright, as Isak notices the symptoms of Even illness.  

 

3.4.2 Jump Cuts 
Simply described, a jump cut connects two shots of the same subject or image composition 

that differ slightly in angle or composition. They can be considered a more intrusive or 

confusing way of signalling the passage of time (and/or space), than the commonly used 

elliptical cut (David  Bordwell & Thompson, 2012, p. 258). They are often considered a 

staple of art cinema where their jolting of image and duration supposedly has a distancing 

effect on the spectator, by breaking the rules of continuity editing established as a norm by 

classical narrative film. Still, as this stylistic device has been adopted by more mainstream 

films, its Brechtian motivation has become replaced by other purposes and functions, such as 

disorientation in violent action sequences, or to create comedic effect (p. 258). Where and in 

what context such cuts are placed are then of great importance to their effectiveness, and it is 

also the reason I find it relevant to include in this analysis of style and emotional engagement 

in Skam. As I have argued, Skam tends to maximise style in moments of high emotional 

intensity. I prefer the term maximise here, rather than “flaunt” or “call attention to the artifice 

of the medium”, as I find it more appropriate when discussing facilitating emotional 

engagement. To illustrate how Skam uses the trope in an emotionally intense situation I chose 

to compare a scene from “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 02.12.16) with one Breathless. 

With Breathless, Godard began his experimentation with jump cuts, one of several 

transgressions from the continuity editing of classical narrative film. A clear example of this 

can be seen when the antihero Michel gives his love interest Patricia a ride to a work 

appointment (figures 10a and 10b). The abrupt cuts between shots from the same camera 

angle jolt us from one road location to the next, with music acting as a sound-bridge between 

them (this on the one hand binds the cuts together, but also emphasises the difference 

between the spatial and temporal). In Bordwell´s terms this could be described as a 

psychologically motivated form of time manipulation, indicative of the pace of modern city 
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life and the meaningless itinerary traced by a juvenile and aimless protagonist. Michel´s only 

interests seem to be sex with Patricia, stealing cash and cars, and avoiding the police, until he 

eventually doesn't even bother about the latter. The loose narrative is structured around these 

interests and so the plot becomes about as aimless as the protagonist. 

 

Now to contrast this with Skam. Approximately 11 minutes into the clip a tracking shot 

shows Isak from behind, as he runs down a hallway in the Plaza to get to the lifts. He has just 

seen Even leave their suite completely naked, saying he was on his way to buy some food 

from McDonalds. The tracking stops as he gets to the lifts and the camera sways from side to 

side as he frantically pushes buttons on both walls. This event could have been presented in 

different ways; the wait could be avoided altogether with an ellipsis to Isak leaving the hotel 

lobby, or we could be shown the entire duration of him waiting for the lifts (which would 

probably not have taken very much longer). Instead, the wait is composed of a succession of 

four jump cuts, that emphasise Isak´s frantic movements and stressed state of mind. The 

camera sways with his movements for the first three shots, keeping him centred in the frame, 

but does not change angles (figures 11a-d). The last cut takes us from a front-, to a back view 

of Isak before a lift arrives. 

Figure 10a: Breathless 

Figure 11a: “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) 

Figure 10b: Breathless 

Figure 11b: “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) 
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To examine the use of jump cuts in the Breathless and Skam examples, I propose to look at 

what effects the art film and this teen soap opera are meant to elicit. Take Bordwell´s 

argument, that a jump cut could be psychologically motivated (2002, p. 97). This can be true 

in both examples, but in the case of Breathless, we aren´t invited to emotionally engage with 

the protagonist in the first place. Already in the first scene we are deterred from becoming 

immersed in the fiction, as the fourth wall is broken by Michel addressing the camera. The 

looseness of the narrative and the protagonists erratic behaviour continues to counteract 

possible empathy with the character. Counterpose this with Skam. As already established, 

Skam has strong ties to soap opera and a strong melodramatic current. The focus on 

emotional states is foregrounded, both in terms of a narrative that centres on romantic 

relationships, and a style where close-ups and reaction shots are prevalent. On the basis of 

such contextual differences, I think it fair to assume that such a device as a jump cut will 

elicit different effects. When Skam has already laid the groundwork for us to develop a 

relationship and emphasise with Isak, the formal disruptions function under very different 

circumstances. 

Isak is understandably confused and panicking and this is reflected in the use of a 

style trope that creates more erratic visuals. As the close-ups invite us to “think with” the 

characters, the jump cuts seem to let us “panic with” Isak. A close-up of Isaks face could 

certainly show him being frightened, but as Skam avoids over-acting, the jump cuts can 

function to create a more intense expression. Again, this could be described as 

psychologically motivated manipulation, but I find a more accurate description would be to 

call it emotionally motivated, as we find ourselves in the emotionally charged soap opera 

context.  

 

 

Figure 11d: “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) Figure 11d: “15:15-01:01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) 
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3.4.3 Slow Motion 
What better way to emphasise significant moments than slowing them down? Skam uses this 

trope to command attention and create iconic moments in a variety of different situations and 

ways – from emphasising desire or suspense, elevating moments of serenity, or highlighting 

just how cool a gang of dressed up teenagers feel on their way to an “epic” high school party. 

Again, I will attempt to compare a conceptualisation of the trope as a disruptive device, 

before discussing examples of how Skam uses slow motion to engage us in an emotional text. 

Astrid Oesmann writes that Brecht took great interest in cinema´s particular abilities in 

disrupting continuity, bringing insights from filmic representation of reality into the theatre. 

She explains his relationship to cinematic experimentation by comparison with the Soviet 

pioneer of montage theory and practice: “But while Eisenstein sought to appropriate 

theatrical gesture for his film work, Brecht sought to integrate film techniques such as slow 

motion and repetition into theatre (2005, p. 39).” Looking to the mechanical gestures made 

possible by filmic time manipulation Brecht rehearsed such movements for stage 

performance, with the goal of exercising gestures to be examined in the space between actors 

and spectators as the fourth wall is broken (Oesmann, 2005, p. 39). 

As with the concept of separating the elements, time manipulation is here also viewed 

in terms of creating a distancing effect and facilitating critical thinking. However, examining 

gestures in the teen soap context evidently works quite differently. As with the lingering 

close-up that allows the viewer to contemplate the non-verbal expressions of the characters, 

the use of slow motion in Skam provides comparable lingering emphasis, making certain 

moments stand out from the otherwise realistic flow of time.  

To contrast examples once again one can look at Godard´s Every Man for Himself  

(released as Slow Motion in Britain). The film was released in 1980 as his self-proclaimed 

“second first film”, referring to a return to a more comprehensible narrative and commercial 

style in comparison with the overtly political and highly experimental (avant-garde) films he 

produced during the 70s (Godard & Ranvaud, 1980). Colin MacCabe points out that, having 

focused a great deal on sound in this revolutionary period, “[…] Godard had now 

rediscovered the joys of the image, partly through the techniques of slow motion (2015a).” 

He further argues, in a video essay supplement to the 2015 Criterion Blu-Ray/DVD release, 

that the use of slow motion “let unseen realities appear (2015b)” echoing the belief in the 

revelatory power of distancing devices. Although there are several examples of slow motion 

in the film, the most remarkable is in the portrayal of a physical struggle between Paul 
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Godard (Jacques Dutronc) and his ex-girlfriend Denise (Nathalie Baye) (figures 12a and 

12b). Although the two have a strained relationship the fight seems somewhat of an 

unprovoked spectacle. The pair are seated at a kitchen table, having finished a meal. Paul 

says “I have an idea”, before rising from his chair and lunging at her across the table. As she 

exclaims “What are you doing?” the image changes to extreme slow motion as he grabs hold 

of her shoulders, his body is suspended over the table. He coils over her and, bodies writhing, 

they fall towards the floor where the struggle continues. Although they attempt to pin each 

other down, neither seems to try to escape the hold they are locked in, and it looks as if they 

might as well have been in an impassioned embrace. The transition back to normal time is 

abrupt and awkward as Paul pushes Denise off him casually asking “What are you doing 

here?”. The question is directed at Isabelle (Isabelle Huppert), the character who is the focus 

of the third “chapter” of the novelistically structured film. She is shown entering the flat 

before the fight and has probably witnessed the incident.  

The movement in the slow-motion sequence is so slow it appears jagged, an almost 

deconstructed illustration of bodily movement, or the kind of mechanical gestures that 

sparked Brecht´s interest in film. Taking advantage of the time manipulating possibilities of 

video, and pushing the limits of the technique, the seemingly unprovoked fight appears 

detached from its surrounding narrative. However, cynicism and detachment are typical of 

Godard´s films and the relationships featured within them.  

Figure 12a: Every Man for Himself Figure 12b: Every Man for Himself 
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Again, most examples of this trope in Skam seem motivated by the emotional state of the 

POVC, and are placed solidly in the teen soap context. I alluded to this in my mention of the 

clip “Det beste med Islam” at the very beginning of the introduction chapter, where slow 

motion is used in the context of Sana´s experience of falling in love with Yousef. Yet the 

trope is used in situations where characters experience completely different emotions as well. 

Two examples, “Returned” (S3, Monday 14.11.16) and “Ikke snakk til meg” (“Don´t talk to 

me”, S4, Monday 22.02.17) can easily be paired together. Both clips are the first after ten day 

interludes in the posting of clips and social media screen grabs, and both Isak and Sana saw 

the person they are in love with kiss someone else in the previous clips. Both have also 

distanced themselves from their friends, and seem somewhat changed, Isak pale with bags 

under his eyes, and Sana stone-faced with heavy dark make-up. The clips show each POVC 

walking through the schoolyard in slow motion, cutting between them and the people they 

pass by. 

“Returned” opens with an establishing shot of the schoolyard. Isak walks into the 

frame with the back of his head in the foreground, before a cut to a close-up of his face which 

looks utterly petrified. Next follows an over the shoulder shot of Emma chatting with a group 

of friends, a return to a close-up where Isak shifts his gaze to the opposite side of the yard, 

and a shot of Even conversing with some other guys. A medium close-up shows Isak looking 

down before he takes the first step towards the school entrance. The walk is captured in a 

combination of front and back tracking shots, and new shots of Emma and Even, now looking 

directly at Isak, turning their heads as he passes through the frame, briefly blocking our view. 

In the final frontal tracking close-up shot, the slow motion is abruptly ended by a boy 

walking straight into Isak, throwing him backwards and out of balance. 

Figure 13a: “Returned” (S3, Monday14.11.16) Figure 13b: “Returned” (S3, Monday14.11.16) 
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The scene in “Ikke snakk til meg” initially focuses more on Sana´s surroundings as she walks 

through them. It begins with several shots of a crowd of students in the midst of a Polonaise 

style dance, smiling and clapping, followed by shots of Isak and Even arriving and greeting 

their friends, and Sara (the new bus-leader) with her friends. Sana passes them all, walking 

through the frame, first in the background and then in the foreground. In contrast with the 

previous clip, nobody actually looks at Sana, rather, she floats past them like an ominous but 

unnoticed figure. Next is a 10 second frontal tracking medium close-up, where we get a clear 

view of her facial expression, at once sad and unapproachable, her brow furrowed. Followed 

by two close-ups of Noora, shaking her hair and running her fingers through it in preparation 

for tying a ponytail. The slow motion, slightly open mouth and red lipstick make the action 

look sensual (and a reminder that she was seen kissing Yousef in the prior clip). Her friends 

look at her in disbelief and normal time is reinstated as she stops in front of her and Eva asks 

“What is this?” in reaction to her resigning from the russ-bus on Facebook.  

The slow-motion sequences in both “Returned” and “Ikke snakk til meg” exude a sense of 

existing outside of normal time. I suggested the same in relation to the example of Sana in 

love (“Det beste med Islam”), but the contexts are rather different. Here, the slowing down of 

time seems symptomatic of the Isak´s and Sana´s subjective experiences, of their anxiety and 

separation from their surroundings.      

 

Figure 13c: “Returned” (S3, Monday14.11.16) Figure 13d: “Returned” (S3, Monday14.11.16) 
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3.5 Televisuality 
Having looked at how different style tropes are used in Skam, it seems necessary to circle 

back to the issue of television style, and new forms that have emerged post-network and 

through streaming and web genres. So far I have mainly focused on the soap opera genre, but 

when looking at Skam´s playful and varied use of style it seems important to take a broader 

view of contemporary television style. To better understand and advance my discussion of 

how Skam integrates art cinema tropes into a different narrative and generic context I will 

look at stylistic developments in television style, keeping with the subject of stylistic 

experimentation and alternatives to classical narrative Hollywood style. John Caldwell coined 

the term Televisuality in theorising changes in televisions “look” and production practices, a 

self-conscious cultural practice on the behalf of television makers. He traces a development 

beginning in the late 1970s and intensifying through the 80s, from what he calls zero-degree 

television, particularly in the studio produced Telefilm, towards an unsettling of the studio 

style (1995, pp. 55, 59-60). 

The diversification of content that marked this period of television history provided 

the grounds for practitioners to rework the look of television. Caldwell argues that: “Formal 

changes in genre and narrative greatly impacted the rise of Televisuality. Industrywide 

Figure 14b: “Ikke snakk til meg” (S4, Monday 22.02.17) Figure 14a: “Ikke snakk til meg” (S4, Monday 22.02.17) 

Figure 14c: ”Ikke snakk til meg ”(S4, Monday 22.02.17) Figure 14d: “Ikke snakk til meg” (S4, Monday 22.02.17) 
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though, there was an increased interest in transforming television images into complex, 

subtle, and malleable graphic fields (p. 87).” Yet this re-privileging of style didn't mean a 

shift in the interests and tastes of a unified industry. On the contrary, a generation of 

commercial directors influenced by the rise of MTV played with an exhibitionistic style, 

while their more conservative elders, schooled in the film industry, were critical of 

unmotivated stylistic excess (p. 76). The latter preferred a self-conscious use of style where 

“each work should be uniquely stylized according to its own objectives (p. 76)”, 

simultaneously rejecting the standardized industry look and the radical stylishness of the 

MTV-generation.  Boutique programming, pitched as stylistically refined with a personal 

touch comparable to that of cinema´s auteur, was pitted against mass-market television 

dominated by increasingly stylised digital videographics (p. 106). 106 However, what is most 

significant of these developments is that both camps contributed to an increased diversity and 

consciousness of style in television. 

In the years since Caldwell´s coining of the term Televisuality, the directions he outlines 

seem only to have developed further. With the rise of HBO, Quality television and streaming 

services, filmmakers and actors have in growing numbers crossed over to ambitious 

television productions. Further, event programming and reality television have also increased 

and diversified since the turn of the century. The directions and categories of television 

content that Caldwell explores could therefore easily be discussed at length, however the 

central point for my purposes is to explain this media context, and Televisuality as a concept 

for self-conscious style. I will now look at how stylistic developments have become 

intermingled with other media and genres, and how this relates to Skam. 

 

3.6 Music Video, Intertextuality and Genre-

Interpenetration  
 

Practices developed out of music video and new technologies have shaped the 
new style and close audiovisual analysis provides a way into this work (2013, 
pp. 12-13). 

 

Carol Vernallis 

 

Music plays a significant role in Skam and, as Dahl and Lindtner have noted, it is often, in 

addition to close-ups, an important feature of the show´s most melodramatic scenes. Lyrics 
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may also take on a commentary function, emphasising diegetic visual or verbal information. 

Although I will not perform any thoroughgoing analysis of Skam´s use of music, it warrants 

some mention in relation the influence of another audio-visual form which is distinct from 

both television and cinema – the Music Video. This is visible not only in the frequent use of 

non-diegetic music, but also in slow motion sequences and scenes that have a more complex, 

non-continuity-based editing of sound-image-relations, examples of which I have discussed 

above. This constitutes yet another example of how Skam makes use of stylistic tropes from 

other genres, attuning them to the soap opera context for the purpose of emotionally engaging 

the viewer. In addition, it also exemplifies a trickling through culture of stylistic tropes. It is 

perhaps meaningful to point out that deviations from the Hollywood style editing that can be 

identified in the more loosely narrated art film, have also made their way to a popular genre 

that has initially been more exhibitionistic and conceptual than story-based. 

Similarly to what Bordwell has said about subjective verisimilitude, Carol Vernallis 

writes that “Music videos can heighten our awareness to the fact that lived time can be 

personal and subjective, different from the rhythms of the environment and that of other 

people (2004, p. 129).” Also, the temporal properties of the lyrics, music and image may 

collide, putting the viewer in a position to piece together a story with much interpretive 

freedom. The uncertainty surrounding continuity therefore works to encourage engagement 

with the figures and actions depicted (p. 20). As I have previously argued, the fact that sound 

and image seem to originate from the same event-sequences in temporally asynchronous 

Skam scenes, places them in a context where they do not function as distancing or confusing. 

However, it is likely that the temporal shifts, ambivalence, and its ties to subjectivity, 

functions similarly in terms of encouraging engagement. 

In Unruly Media: YouTube, Music Video, and the New Digital Cinema, Vernallis 

argues that music videos have had a profound impact on other audio-visual genres, stating 

that; “Today’s unique audiovisual relations developed through music video directors’ and 

editors’ experiments at reconfiguring images and sounds (2013, p. 4).” Focusing on post-

classical cinema, YouTube content and music video, she argues how material intersects and 

infiltrates different genres and platforms, and how this, in combination with new technology 

and prosumers, shapes style in today´s “media swirl”. Music video is no longer the 

commercial sales-pitch that showcased stars on highly censored satellite channels like MTV 

in the 80s and 90s. They can be independent art works, recorded before or after the song it 

accompanies. Prosumers can (and do) upload music video clips and mashups on YouTube as 

easily as record companies, ranging in length from seconds to hours, making them widely 
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accessible on all types of screens (p. 11). The music video directors of the 90s brought their 

skills, honed through un-institutionalized training and experimentation, to the film industry, 

pushing the audio-visual development of post-classical cinema with their unique grasp of 

new technology (p. 5). The abundance and popularity of music videos on YouTube also 

reignited corporate interest in music video, resulting in video hosting platforms like Vevo (p. 

14). The overall outcome of these developments can therefore be defined as a malleable 

“mixing board” aesthetic, shaped by affordable technology, prosumerism, experimentation 

and intertextual references. 

What I find interesting about Vernallis´ account is the focus on recent developments, 

the reciprocal influence of different media and genres, as well as her wariness of a diagnostic 

stance. She states that; “We may not be able to guess in what ways the media swirl will 

develop, but accelerating rates of interpenetration and intertextuality suggest increasingly 

blurred boundaries among platforms and genres (p. 14).” Released just two years after 

Vernallis´ Unruly Media, Skam seems a clear example of one avenue this swirl can take. It 

can easily be viewed on different platforms and screen sizes, has social media extensions, and 

bends its own real-time rule to play with temporality. It combines continuity editing with 

stylistic deviations for the overall purpose of emphasizing emotion, showing a range of 

aesthetic influences. To illustrate how intertextuality and genre interpenetration have made 

their mark Skam I will provide a couple of examples. 

Season 3 is heavily laced with verbal and visual references to Baz Luhrman´s Romeo 

and Juliet (1996). After meeting Even, Isak stalks him online and finds a video of him shot 

by a former friend and class mate, where he mentions that this is his favourite movie. Isak 

immediately watches the movie by himself on his laptop. From here, the story of Romeo and 

Juliet, and Luhrman´s film becomes a presence throughout the season. On a narrative level, 

Isak and Even also keep their relationship a secret and must overcome obstacles to be 

together (although their relationship, luckily, is not fatal). In “15:15-01:01” the film is 

referenced both visually, in the elevator ride, and verbally by Even. In “O Helga Natt” the 

image of Juliet laying on the altar appears in the flashback sequence, alluding to Isak´s 

sudden fear that Even might commit suicide. Yet, the most striking visual reference to the 

film appears in “21:21” (S3, Friday 28.10.16) where Isak and Even ditch a Halloween pre-

party they were having with their girlfriends, break into a house (that Even untruthfully 

claims belongs to his aunt) and go swimming in an indoor pool. The below images show the 

striking resemblance between the underwater kiss scenes in from Luhrman´s Romeo and 

Juliet (figure 15a) and Skam (figure 15b). 
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In terms of genre-interpenetration, the previously discussed slow-motion trope can also give 

scenes a music video “look” when paired with non-diegetic pop music. An excellent example 

of this can be found in “Yakuza” (S2, Monday 14.03.16), containing a slow-motion sequence 

that could perhaps be mistaken for the opening of a music video if seen in isolation (figures 

16a-d). The slow-motion sequence shows William returning to school the Monday after his 

friends were beaten up by members of the Yakuza-gang. Leading up to this, gossiping 

students have been tracked through the school yard, and Noora has stood silently with her 

friends as they discuss rumours about the fight. Thus, William is framed as somewhat a 

celebrity, all heads turning as his Porsche rolls up to the gate. As he exits the car the time 

slows down accompanied by the impeccably timed lyrics “I need a slow motion video right 

now, Cause I´m moving in slow motion, slow motion” from Kanye West and Jay-Z´s Illest 

Motherfucker Alive (2011). Image and lyrics emphasise each other with references to riches 

and violence, and William looks simultaneously like a “gangster” and the “dreamy guy” from 

an American high school movie as he walks past the onlookers flanked by his friends.    

 

Figure 16a: “Yakuza” (S2, Monday 14.03.16) Figure 16b: “Yakuza” (S2, Monday 14.03.16) 

Figure 15a: Romeo and Juliet Figure 15b: “21:21” (S3, Friday 28.10.16) 
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In this chapter I set out to answer the question: “What characterizes Skam´s soap opera 

aesthetic?”. If the answer were to be condensed to one explanatory term I believe this would 

be emotionally motivated style. I arrived at this concept by looking at different aesthetic 

influences, from narrative forms that in some way deviate from the classical Hollywood style, 

that can be found in a varied sample of film-clips. First I looked at the function of the close-

up as a go-to soap opera trope. Their central function appears to be to facilitate emotional 

engagement by creating a sense of intimacy and allowing us to think and feel with the 

characters. Many of these shots can be called lingering close-ups as their duration allow 

expressions to play out on the characters´ faces, rather than rendering hasty reactions. 

Additionally, close-ups seem central in anchoring the more grandiose expressive scenes in 

the character´s subjective experience.  

Secondly, I discussed how, based on an inclusive understanding on art cinema, Skam 

can be said to use art cinema tropes in emotionally heightened moments. I explored how such 

tropes function in Skam by looking at examples of how separation of sound and image, jump-

cuts, and slow motion are used here in comparison with films by Godard. My main argument 

here is that such tropes seem to facilitate emotional engagement with the POVC, a clear 

difference from the distancing effect that such tropes tend to be associated with. To 

contextualize my analysis of Skam´s aesthetic in contemporary popular culture, I closed the 

chapter by including some remarks on the development of television style and temporality in 

music video, as well as how intertextuality and genre-interpenetration is present in Skam.  

 

Figure 16c: “Yakuza” (S2, Monday 14.03.16) Figure 16d: “Yakuza” (S2, Monday 14.03.16) 
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4 Realism 
 

In the above chapters I have looked at scenes that use style in different ways to facilitate 

emotional engagement by creating a sense of closeness to the characters. Engagement 

however, seems to suggest that the characters, story world and events are in some way 

believable and relatable to those (emotionally) engaged viewers. If we proceed from the idea 

that Skam´s use of style is emotionally motivated, then it would seem that style should also 

enhance a sense of “realness”. I will therefore address aesthetic and contextual aspects that 

relate to how Skam is rendered and experienced as realistic, before connecting this emotional 

engagement. I will first introduce André Bazin´s stance to objective realism in cinema, before 

analysing two film clips that use a “Bazinian” realist style. Here, I will illustrate how an 

objective style can emphasise subjective and emotional concerns, in the context of Skam. 

Next I will introduce Barker´s concept of television verisimilitude, and how aesthetic 

influence form documentary and newscasts, such as the use of hand-held cameras, can make 

fictional shows more “real-seeming”. Further, I will discuss the role of immediacy and 

intimacy in the context of distributing and experiencing Skam, before considering the 

relationship between realism and melodrama in soap opera. The chapter will end with a 

discussion of emotional engagement and the experience of realism, how this relates to Skam 

being experienced as realistic, and its connection to style. 

 

4.1 Bazin and The Objectivity of Cinema 
 

Without any doubt, the whole body of Bazin´s work is based on one central 
idea, an affirmation of the objectivity of the cinema in the same way as all 
geometry is centered on the properties of a straight line (2005, p. 5).  

Hugh Gray 
 

Similarly to how Skam brings art cinema tropes into the soap opera context, it also combines 

a more objectively realistic style with the emotional scenes and lingering close-ups. I will 

analyse some such scenes, but to clarify and give some context to what I mean by objective 

realism it would be an oversight not to refer to the writings of André Bazin. Bazin is among 

the most influential figures in the written history of cinema and is perhaps the most central 

figure to discuss when speaking of realism in cinema. In his 1945 essay “The Ontology of the 

Photographic Image”, he discusses the ontological status of photographs, that is, the 
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particularities of photographic entities, claiming that the photographic reproduction becomes 

the object itself, now “freed from the conditions of time and space that govern it.” Following 

this logic he argues that cinema is “objectivity in time”, meaning that “[…] the image of 

things is likewise the image of their duration, change mummified as it were (pp. 14-15).” Not 

surprisingly, his claims can and have been disputed, particularly in the age of digitalisation. 

But this conceptualisation of film as mummified reality is important because these reflections 

support his extensive body of work on cinema, and his critical preference for certain stylistic 

developments, most importantly his praise of directors that used minimal editing.  

According to Bordwell, what separated Bazin from his precursors was his focus on 

the contemporary stylistic developments and a form of writing closer to high level journalism 

than history-writing (1997, p. 46). The coming of sound cinema, which for the avant-garde 

and intellectuals was viewed as the death of cinema, was for Bazin the birth of a cinema that 

could shed its stylistic artifice and fully pursue its realistic potential (pp. 68-69). His milieu 

was marked by a post-war resurgence of cinephilia and new conceptions of cinema arose 

from the pages of dedicated periodical and debates in ciné-clubs, in which he was a 

permanent fixture. Spearheaded by Bazin, La nouvelle critique pushed back against 

proponents of silent cinema as essentially a modern art (pp. 48-49). 

With unobtrusive editing as an ideal, proponents of La nouvelle critique were more 

appreciative of the editing style of Hollywood (decoupage) cinema than expressive montage, 

because they adhered to an organized (as opposed to disparate) linkage of images, directing 

the viewer's attention by breaking the whole into closer views (p. 61). As his ontological 

view of cinema as a fundamentally realist medium suggests, Bazin viewed this form of 

analytical editing as a step in the right direction because of its adherence to linear time and 

logical connection between images. Yet he most notably celebrated those filmmakers that 

began assimilating into single images the principles of analytical cutting, considering this the 

“final step” in fulfilling cinematic realism (p. 62). Among those whose work he regarded as 

fulfilling the realist vocation of cinema were Orson Welles, William Wyler, Jean Renoir, and 

Italian Neorealist filmmakers, all notable for their use of profondeur de champ. Commonly 

translated as “depth of field”, Bordwell emphasises that the term “[…] denotes two 

significantly different technical options”; “staging in depth”, and “deep focus”. The first 

refers to the staging of objects and people in different planes relative to the camera. More 

often however, it is used to designate the sharpness of the image, its ability to render clearly 

the mentioned planes (p. 56). With deep focus, and the right choreography and mise-en-

scène, the camera could now capture all the necessary information and suspense through full 
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shots and long takes, rather than analytical editing. Bazin argued “That depth of focus brings 

the spectator into a relation with the image closer to that which he enjoys with reality (2005a, 

p. 35)” precisely because one could shift ones focus between objects at different distances 

within the (camera´s) field of vision. As much as Bazin focuses on style, it is important to 

note that subject matter was not insignificant. Rather, the objectivity of the realist style would 

free cinema to focus on narrative and themes, even when content was quite different (p. 30). 

So although the Neorealists lacked the expressive use of staging of Citizen Kane, they equally 

“[…]transfer to the screen the continuum of reality (p. 37).”    

As much as he celebrates the reproduction of an objective reality, Bazin makes a 

further point that is particularly interesting for my discussion. He states that “[...] far from 

wiping out once and for all the conquests of montage, this reborn realism gives them a body 

of reference and a meaning (2005a, p. 39).” Therefore, the incorporation of certain editing 

techniques can serve meaningful functions within the realist film. The reason I find this 

statement relevant for my purposes is that Bazin here nuances his evolutionary approach to 

cinematic style. His view that a style of filmmaking can serve as a “body of reference” that 

lends meaning to deviating stylistic devices, corresponds in a way to my own argument – that 

the incorporation of deviating style tropes serve a meaningful function in the stylistic and 

thematic context, which is in this case a teen soap opera. A good example of this would be 

my analysis of “O Helga Natt”, where I argued that the close-ups of Isak´s facial expressions 

served to anchor the drama of a clip overflowing with stylistic excess. In the following 

examples, I will look at the function of a more Bazinian realism in chorus with Skam´s go-to 

close-ups and soft focus. Here I will discuss the use of a more objectively realistic style in 

portraying the relationship between character and surroundings, the spatial relationship 

between characters, and how this works with the emotional qualities of the text (and the 

close-ups in the same clips). 

 

4.2 Objective Realism in Skam 
The last week of the show´s final season deviates from the usual focus on a main character, 

devoting one clip to each of several characters who have played significant roles throughout 

Skam, but have never had their own season. One of these is Vilde, who´s life beyond school 

and social events has seemed somewhat mysterious, giving the impression that she has the 

need to conceal her home life. In the clip “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) we get to see her at 
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home for the first time, in a heart-breaking clip that gives us a sense of why she is at once 

both an insecure and a strong character.  

The clip begins with Vilde putting on makeup in front of the bathroom mirror. She 

receives a message from Chris who is on her way to pick her up, and she quickly answers her 

to meet her outside of the building. Next the doorbell rings and Vilde, looking petrified and 

waits a while before deciding to open the door, where the new building manager introduces 

himself and tells her that her mother hasn't paid the shared/collective expenses for a while. 

Wearing a big smile, Vilde tells him that it must just be an oversight and that her mother 

works a lot. Next we see her at the kitchen table, going through a stack of unpaid bills, visibly 

very upset. She receives a message from Sana telling her that she is a strong person and a 

wonderful friend with an invitation to her friend´s Eid party, starting to smile as she reads. 

She fills a glass of water at the kitchen sink and takes a Sobril (a drug used to treat neurosis 

or psychosomatic disorders) out of its pill tray before entering her mother´s bedroom. Her 

mother lies motionless in bed with her back turned to the camera, only asking who was at the 

door. Vilde lies and says it was a signature petition, and leans over her, stroking her hair. 

Next we see Chris waiting outside the entrance. A disbelieving look appears on her face 

when Vilde excuses her lateness saying that she got caught up chatting with her mother, but 

the two walk out of the final shot laughing. 

The clip seems to be a particularly good example of how Skam can incorporate 

elements of what Bazin believed to be the dramaturgical possibilities of the objective realist 

style. Throughout the clip, several close-ups of Vilde´s facial expressions display a wide 

range of emotions that can be read as fright, anxiety, hopelessness, sadness and happiness. It 

could easily have been material for my previous discussion of the function of non-verbal 

expression in close-up shots, but as I have noted before, this go-to trope figures throughout 

the show and will not be my main focus here. What I wish to highlight in this discussion is 

the use of static shots and deep focus and how these techniques are meaningful to the scene.  
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The images above are illustrative of the kind of image composition Bazin celebrated, 

combining static shots with deep focus and staging in depth. This is however slightly 

modified, as the focus on the middle- and backgrounds are accentuated by a slightly less 

focused foreground occupied by the door frame and wall respectively (reversing the show´s 

usual relationship between fore- and background in terms of focus). This framing of the 

images highlight how enclosed these spaces are, their confinement even necessitating the 

view from outside the rooms to facilitate depth of focus. Here we can think of Bazin´s point 

that the spectator should be able to break the image into closer views, taking in the image as 

one would the real world, rather than having one´s attention directed through editing. Deep 

focus in these shots facilitate a clear view of the misé-en-scene, bringing into view objects in 

the background that allude to the circumstances of Vilde´s home life. In the first image, the 

bathroom sink and top loading washing machine are cluttered with makeup, toiletries and 

laundry detergent, suggesting a lack of both structure and storage space (figure 17a). This, in 

combination with a single toothbrush, might also indicate the absence of a responsible 

caregiver. In the second image the window sill is cluttered with items such as dishtowels, 

dietary supplements, glasses and other items that would usually be stored in cupboards or 

drawers (17b). Most significant however, are the dead and potless plant and the bottle of 

gløgg, a Scandinavian Christmas drink, which is still sitting out in the middle of June. 

Another interesting example shows how deep focus is used in an almost metaphorical 

way, seeming to condense the meaning of the entire clip - that we finally come to see Vilde´s 

circumstances clearly. Following the shot of Vilde preparing the medication, the scene cuts to 

a static shot from outside her mother's bedroom, the door and door frame taking up most of 

the image in the foreground, with the bed visible in the background from the gap in between. 

Initially the door is in sharp contrast to the soft focus of the interior of the room. This contrast 

Figure 17a: “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) Figure 17b: “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) 
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becomes reversed when Vilde enters the frame, deep focus now showing the interior of the 

room in detail while the edges of the door become less sharp. 

 

These examples illustrate how static shots, deep focus, and staging in depth are used to 

impart meaningful information about Vilde´s life that ties into the emotional significance of 

the clip. While figures 17a and 17b appear more conventional in Bazinian terms, figures 17c 

and 17d show a use of deep focus which seems remarkably intentional. While the soft-to-

deep focus transition might be used to indicate, for example, a character waking up from a 

sleep or blackout, the effect is not subjectively motivated in this shot. It seems more like a 

long-awaited invitation into the reality of Vilde´s life. 

One other aspect of this clip that should be addressed is the frequent static shots of 

doors. Used both as framing devices and in isolation, they can be read as suggestive of her 

compartmentalization of her private and public life. Figures 17e-17h show static shots of both 

the door to her flat and the outer door of the building. Following Vilde´s reaction to the sound 

of the doorbell the door looms at us in the silence before the shrill sound is repeated. At the 

very end of the clip the static shot of the doorway lingers after the girls have walked out of 

the frame. Both sets of images allude to the importance of preventing others from seeing her 

home, opening the door only as much as necessary to talk to the building manager, and firmly 

closing the outer door when greeting her best friend.  

As mentioned “Vilde” was released during a finale week where characters that were 

never protagonists were given their own point of view clips. Because of this it seems that 

these clips needed to tell their stories effectively, which is certainly the case with this clip. 

Rather than filling the few minutes devoted to Vilde with excessive dialogue and plot 

information, style becomes central to rendering the unknown aspects of her home situation 

and her inner life.   

Figure 17c: “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) Figure 17d: “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) 
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The next example I wish to discuss is “Krig” (“War”, S2, Saturday 30.04.16), a clip from 

about midway into season 2, released the day after William broke a bottle over the head of a 

Yakuza member. While the previous clip used deep focus and static shots to let us access 

Vilde´s private life in detail, and reinforcing the strict divisions of her private and public life, 

“Krig” uses the objective realist style in rendering the complicated state of a romantic 

relationship. More specifically, I would argue that the overall use of style in this clip 

emphasises the emotional tension of Noora being drawn between her attraction to and 

disapproval of William. 

The clip starts with low angle images of tree branches moving in the wind and a 

panorama shot of the city that gradually changes from soft to deep focus. We see Noora 

leaning against a tree, waiting for William, who she has asked to meet her in a park. William 

is seen in the distance, walking towards the camera, which stays static until he nears Noora 

(figure 18a). He walks into the frame of a static wide shot as the two start talking, stopping at 

a distance from her (figure 18b). He asks her for a kiss and she hesitantly walks over to him 

and the two are framed in a tight close-up as she strokes his face, and then kisses him (figure 

18c). Next a rear tracking shot shows them walking in silence (figure 18d), before cutting to a 

closer view. The camera moves up Williams back and pans over to Noora, showing them 

both glancing briefly at the other before the next shot again includes both characters. They 

both look unusually tense and keep some distance between them. William stops and demands 

x	 x	

Figure 17e: “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) Figure 17f: “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) 

Figure 17g: “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) Figure 17h: “Vilde” (S4, Saturday 17.06.17) 
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that they have a fight and get it over with, and they start what essentially becomes a 

discussion about ethics. Noora berates him for breaking the bottle on the Yakuza member´s 

head, arguing that violence solves nothing. William argues that war and violence solves many 

of the world´s problems while dramatically waving a stick (figure 18e). He says that Norway 

became a free and democratic country through violence (which is factually incorrect). The 

sound of an approaching marching band increases and he yells over the music, a rehearsal for 

the 17th of May parade (the celebration of the signing of the Norwegian constitution). The 

incident provides some comical relief. A static shot shows the band passing through the 

frame and the couple waiting in the background to continue their discussion. Their discussion 

takes a turn to the personal, a frustrated Noora says she needs some space to figure things out 

(figure 18f), William leaves, and the camera lingers on Noora´s face as she watches him walk 

away.  

Figure 18a: “Krig” (S2, Saturday, 30.04.16) Figure 18b: “Krig” (S2, Saturday, 30.04.16) 

Figure 18c: “Krig” (S2, Saturday, 30.04.16) Figure 18d: “Krig” (S2, Saturday, 30.04.16) 

Figure 18e: “Krig” (S2, Saturday, 30.04.16) Figure 18f: “Krig” (S2, Saturday, 30.04.16) 
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Although the clip uses shot/reverse shot editing and medium close-ups for the discussion 

scene, the static full shots, and the tracking and panning shots between, curb the total amount 

of editing. As in the former clip, my main concern here is to highlight how the stylistic 

choices are significant for what they add to the emotional tone of the scenes, by emphasising 

the POVC´s emotional state. Although the clip, being shot entirely outdoors, does not use the 

in depth staging of objects seen in the former example, the placement of characters in the 

image composition seems a good example of the dramaturgical possibilities that Bazin 

advocated. What is most striking about this clip is the contrast between the use of the go-to 

close-up trope and Bazinian realism, visible in the images above. In addition to the stark 

difference in the composition of the images is the correlation between the depth of focus and 

the closeness of shots, with close-ups retaining their usual soft focus background – something 

Bazin connected to the tradition of montage and a “violent impact” (2005a, pp. 32-33).   

As I have covered in the discussion of soap opera and the close-up trope, the sense of 

intimacy that these shots elicit is central to Skam. Here this intimacy is contrasted with the 

effect of the static full shots and tracking shots that put into view the spatial relationship, the 

physical distance between the characters, and their posture and bodily gestures. As I have 

argued, experimentation with style tends to coincide with, and be motivated by, moments of 

emotional intensity. “Krig” is a clear example of this, where we can look at the function of 

objective realist style in relation to Noora´s emotional state. 

As I discussed at length in the analysis of (lingering) close-ups, the characters´ facial 

expressions reveal aspects of their emotional states that might not be possible to put into 

words, or be adequately expressed verbally (following Balázs). The static full and medium 

long shots, and tracking shots, function in a similar way in this clip. In the images above, the 

characters´ body language and proximity to each other becomes the expressive factor in the 

pockets of silence between their speaking and arguing. This is quite a significant portion of 

the clip, as the tracking shots alone total just under a minute of continuous silence. They keep 

their distance from one another and appear tense (figures 18b, 18d and 18e). Noora clasps her 

hands and William keeps his in his pockets. She clenches her fists and raises her shoulders 

and he holds on to a stick. Her body is unusually stiff as they walk through the park. There is 

a definite build-up of tension until William decides to initiate an argument, and again when 

they are silenced by the marching band, before Noora unleashes her own frustration.  

The use of style in this clip allows us to see clearly the tension and distance between 

them, which could not be expressed effectively in close-ups alone. The contrast between 
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these shots, the close-ups of the kiss, and the pained facial expressions at the end of the clip, 

also seems to reflect and enhance Noora´s conflicting emotions. After finally having given in 

to her feelings for William, she is now reconsidering whether he is in fact a person she can be 

with. Her feelings for him and her moral convictions come into conflict and cause her to pull 

away. The clip befittingly ends with her saying to William; “I can´t think properly when I´m 

with you! Everything just becomes messed up in my head.” All in all, the objective realism 

captures the uncomfortable silence and distance between the characters. This creates a build-

up of tension and, in contrast with the close-up shots, seems suggestive of Noora´s 

ambivalence and inner conflict. It can therefore be viewed as yet another example of how 

different aesthetic influences can effectively facilitate emotional engagement when used in 

the stylistic and thematic context of the teen soap.  

As with the clips and scenes analysed in the previous chapters, the examples above 

are intended to explain how certain stylistic devices (here those of objective realism) can 

function to facilitate a heightened emotional engagement with the events depicted. I have 

chosen to use Bazin as a point of entry into this discussion of realism, as his writings are 

central when discussing an objective realist style. What was to Bazin some of the central 

tropes of a realist style, I have now discussed in the context of an emotional text. I believe 

that my arguments pay credit to his ideas, but they also show the necessity of including 

further ways of discussing realism, that can counter notions of essentialism. Bazin´s spectator 

often comes across as a recipient who should ideally be enabled to experience cinema as 

she/he views the real world. Other aspects of experience, such as emotions, are not much 

assessed in this conceptualisation of reality reproduced. As should be clear from my previous 

discussion of the contributions of close-ups and expressive use of stylistic tropes, I do not 

take Bazin´s position in terms of objective realism as the ideal way of rendering reality. 

Rather, I believe the stylistic devices discussed here function, as I have argued in relation to 

previous examples, to emphasise emotions. In other words, they can be considered 

emotionally motivated in the context of Skam. I will soon return to the issue of emotional 

engagement. First however, I will discuss different ways of rendering reality on television, 

before considering the impact of the relationship between viewer and medium on the 

experience of content as “real seeming”. 
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4.3 Television Realism and Verisimilitude 
 

The use of the term “verisimilitude,” as opposed to the more common term 
“realism,” frees the discussion of television representation from centuries of 
value judgements. But even more importantly, its definition as “real-seeming” 
connotes the important notion of “work,” that viewing is not a function of the 
pristine objectivity of the image but of a constructed representation of the real 
(1988, p. 53). 

David Barker  

 

In the previous chapter I referred to Bordwell´s use of the term verisimilitude in relation to 

art cinema. He uses it both in relation to classical film, as a criterion for the film making 

sense to its viewers, and as a justification of art cinema´s defiance of classical norms as 

motivated by objective or subjective verisimilitude, yet doesn't elaborate on the meaning of 

the term. David Barker offers a clearer explanation in his discussion of the concept of 

television verisimilitude by looking at the visual codes in Hill Street Blues. As stated in the 

above quote, verisimilitude refers to something as being “real-seeming”, as opposed to 

claiming something to be realistic in an objective sense (as in Bazin´s ontology of cinema). 

Applying this term to television, by defining specific television texts as verisimilar or 

possessing varying degrees of verisimilitude, the viewer plays a more integral role.  

Barker argues that the term realism, used in connection with visual arts such as 

cinema and television, has tended to carry with it “[…] the corollary notion of the objectivity 

of the image, which defies the intermediary presence of the television or cinematic apparatus 

(1988, p. 43)”, much like seen in Bazin´s approach. If this defiance were not problematic in 

itself, an additional problem arises when taking into account that realism will mean different 

things to different cultures and at different points in time. Barker seeks to overcome these 

problems by discussing verisimilitude as one of several, albeit the preferred one, of the 

representational forms that make up television´s system of discourses (hierarchy) (1988, pp. 

43-44). 

Barker borrows Stuart Hall´s terms “naturalized codes” and “natural recognition” to 

explain how a sense of verisimilitude is constructed through the use of production codes that, 

when having been naturalized in a culture appear to communicate how the world “really is” 

(1988, p. 44). To a significant extent television shares a formulaic similarity with Hollywood 

cinema through adapting its dominant production modes, but what became televisions most 

distinguishing feature was its sense of “liveness”. Barker argues that even with live 
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transmission ceasing to be the norm of broadcasting, liveness persisted from a perceptual 

point of view, to the extent that liveness has become integral to the ontology of television 

(1988, p. 45). Therefore “... it is not difficult to understand how this ontology, expeditiously 

communicated via naturalised codes, would become virtually synonymous with notions of 

television verisimilitude (p. 46).” From this position he approaches the issue of the 

“extraordinary sense of verisimilitude” in Hill Street Blues, a recurrent opinion in the 

widespread praise of the show. The central query is based on the somewhat conflicting idea 

of a show being at once “obviously constructed” (i.e. coded) and viewed as extraordinarily 

verisimilar. He tackles this question by tracing formal similarities between Hill Street Blues 

and the verite documentary, techniques such as “the hand-held camera, searching for focus, 

and congested visual frames”, techniques which have also become associated with television 

news (p. 46). In terms of perception, the acquired “knowledge of the visual codes at work” in 

television fiction, or news and documentary, enables viewers to differentiate between such 

types of content. “From the standpoint of the audience, then, one of the most immediate ways 

of separating television news and documentary from television fiction is through a 

knowledge of the visual codes at work in each.” The latter tends to imply that form and 

content is less manipulated. Barker therefore arrives at the conclusion that “...a fictional 

television series encoded with the strategies of verite would have a greater degree of 

verisimilitude than a series that was not (p. 47).” 

John Fiske also discusses the function of formal strategies, albeit with a focus on 

ideological motivation and effects. In contrast to Bazin´s view that the reproduction retains 

the reality of the object, Fiske argues that “[…] the essence of realism is that it reproduces 

reality in such a form as to make it easily understandable (2011, p. 24).” It is a way of 

making sense of reality, and can do so through different formal approaches and present 

different aspects of reality. Fiske makes this point using John Caughie´s contrasting concepts 

of dramatic realism and documentary realism. Here dramatic realism corresponds with the 

classic realist mode, or Hollywood style, where “transparent” editing gives an impression of 

unmediated truth, or at the very least “[...]the impression that the edits are always required or 

motivated by the events in the “reality” that the camera is recording (p. 27).” Documentary 

realism, which seems to correspond to Barker´s understanding of verite, relies on 

“documentary conventions [that] are designed to give the impression that the camera has 

happened upon a piece of unmediated reality which it shows to us objectively and truthfully 

(p. 30).” 
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Both modes therefore lay claim to truthfulness, or realism, through different means. 

However, through defining these different modes of realism, Barker´s understanding of Hill 

Street Blues as “extraordinarily verisimilar” seems clearer. It would appear that by taking 

advantage of the formal codes of both television fiction, and newscasts and documentary, 

fictional shows can facilitate a greater sense of verisimilitude. I will now provide some 

examples of how the documentary realist style has been used in teen dramas. 

 

4.3.1 The Hand-held Camera 
Barker and Fiske both attribute verisimilitude and documentary connotations to a device 

which is used often in Skam – the hand-held camera. It makes its mark in different ways, 

from the tracking shot in “Krig”, to the slight instability of the camera that is common 

throughout the show. This trope is often combined with natural light sources and soundscape, 

as in “Krig”, showing what Rustad has called the show´s “DIY web-television aesthetic 

(2018, p. 25).” Although I would not consider the use of hand-held camera to be emotionally 

motivated, I do believe that, by contributing to greater verisimilitude, it can be an effective 

device in emotional texts. Its use may not be widespread in teen dramas, but is not 

unprecedented either. I will therefore refer to a couple of examples of its effective use in two 

very different American teen dramas – Friday Night Lights (NBC 2006-2007, The 101 

Network 2008-2011) and Buffy the Vampire Slayer (The WB Television Network 1997-2001, 

UPN 2001-2003).  

FNL is probably the most prominent example of drama series featuring high 

schoolers, where the instability of the hand-held camera can at times border on the extreme. It 

is highly melodramatic and might even be considered a soap opera in terms of thematising 

intense emotions and interpersonal relationships, its unpredictable plot, and frequent use of 

close-ups, yet it is set a highly masculine environment, featuring a high school football team 

in a fictional town in Texas. This high-stakes setting is a surprisingly good fit for an 

emotional text in terms of Gorton´s emphasis on anticipation and jeopardy as stimulants for 

emotional engagement. The documentary connotations of the hand-held camera, as well as 

natural lighting and soundscape, make FNL seem more real, urgent, and unsettled, and the 

consistent use of this style seemingly transfers the urgency of a real football match to the off-

field personal drama.  

While the documentary style in the form of hand-held camera, natural light sources 

and realistic soundscape is the norm in FNL, Buffy the Vampire Slayer does not generally use 
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such aesthetic devices. However, the show´s creator Joss Whedon has experimented with 

what can be described as stand-alone episodes, in terms of narrative and/or style. One such 

example is “The Body” (S5:E16) which could perhaps be defined as the most verisimilar 

episode Buffy. The documentary realist style in this episode is used to render the events 

surrounding a natural death in a fantasy drama where death is ever present, but always in the 

form of the supernatural. The most remarkable example from the is when Buffy comes home 

and finds her mother dead on the sofa. In a two minute and 25 seconds long take, the hand-

held camera is tracking and panning as a frantic Buffy tries to wake her mother, calls an 

ambulance and attempts to administer CPR. Whedon´s stylistic decisions in this episode are 

as unprecedented in Buffy as the events taking place, and the way they are rendered therefore 

appear carefully considered. For once Buffy is as helpless as any normal person would be, 

and the influence of a documentary style emphasises the uncommonly realistic situation.  

In a broader perspective, the moving camera has long been used to add an air of 

realism to film and television fiction, and in very different contexts. Bazin, for instance, 

spoke favourably about panning shots. Referring to a scene from Alberto Lattuda´s Il 

Bandito, he describes how a shot moves “with the same rhythm of the man´s watching eye, as 

if directly impelled by his concentration (2002, p. 59).” Godard used hand-held cameras to 

capture the “here and now”. Referring to the making of Breathless, Kleine writes that; “For a 

month, Godard pushed Raoul Coutard around Paris in a cart, as the latter, using his hand-held 

camera, captured Belmondo and Seberg on film especially designed for this outdoor project 

(2004, p. 170).” More recently, mock documentaries, whether television comedies like The 

Office (US, 2005-2013) and Arrested Development (2003-), or horror films like The Blair 

Witch Project (1999) or Cloverfield (2008), have found interesting ways of using the hand-

held camera to frame staged events as real. It seems only fitting then that Skam, aiming for a 

realistic portrayal of teen life, also takes advantage of this trope. Whether following Noora 

and William through the park, Sana and Yousef along the pier (“Maghrib”, Friday 16.06.17), 

or gossiping teens through the schoolyard (“Yakuza”, Monday 14.04.16), the hand-held 

camera appears to have happened upon something real and decided to go along with it. 

 

4.4 The Immediate and Intimate Experience of Skam 
When trying to understand how something is experienced as realistic, one should consider the 

effect of the mediation, and the reception context in which the experience occurs. I will 

therefore take a step back from the aesthetic of the clips themselves and pick up the thread 
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from the introduction regarding the distribution and viewing of Skam. Although this topic is 

not the primary concern of this thesis, it should be acknowledged since Skam is a transmedia 

show or, in Rustad´s terms, a social media television show that merges television and social 

media characteristics (2018, p. 1). 

 “Liveness” is often brought up as a defining characteristic of television. As Barker 

pointed out in reference to the aesthetic experience of television verisimilitude, the sense of 

immediacy associated with watching television does not necessarily change at the perceptual 

and conceptual level, even as live transmission has ceased to be the norm. Relatedly, Jane 

Feuer has argued that television insists rather “[…] more upon an ideology of the live, the 

immediate, the direct, the spontaneous, the real (1983, p. 14).” Mary Ann Doane has argued 

that content as contradictory as scheduled information programs and news coverage of 

catastrophic events, both support the illusion of television liveness, either by maintaining the 

continuous flow or, on the contrary, fulfilling the ideal of immediacy (1990, p. 223). 

In relation to this, Jerslev´s argument that Skam-clips offer “intense time-outs”, taking on the 

realism effect of the media event, can be understood as de-flowing (Jerslev, 2018). This 

provides an instructive conceptualisation of the experience of viewing clips, which is what I 

have been most concerned with. However, looking at what she calls the Distributional 

Aesthetics of Skam, Rustad has argued that, as concepts, flow and immediacy have adjacent 

forms in social media. She compares the temporal experience of social media to that of 

television, stating that: “Like the experience of immediacy and presence is organized through 

flow in television the experience of real-time web is organized though the stream in social 

media (2018, p. 12).” 

The two approaches can perhaps be seen as something akin to Doane´s argument that 

both events and flow contribute to televisions´ liveness, and both seem relevant to 

understanding how Skam can be experienced as realistic. Firstly, following Jerslev, the real-

time glimpses into Skam´s parallel world give the impression of the events as taking place 

“right now”. Secondly, following Rustad´s argument, the characteristic social media structure 

associates Skam with online spaces where users follow the lives of real people. Both aspects 

can be seen in the following example.   
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In “Lykke til Isak” (“Good luck Isak”, S3, Sunday 2.10.16), Isak and his friends attend a 

party at Eva's house. Towards the end of the clip the party has gotten out of hand and the 

police arrive to put a stop to it. Isak jumps over the garden fence, but gets stopped by an 

officer on the street. As she asks for his name and age she gets distracted by an incoming 

message, and Jonas yells to him from his bike across the street. Isak sprints away from the 

officer, jumps on the back of the bike, and Jonas pedals of the frame (figure 19a). 

Approximately 45 minutes after their escape an Istagram video is posted on the website 

(figure 19b). Here, the two of them are on the bike in fits of laughter and the angle of the 

camera, and the fact that they seem to crash the bike, suggests that Jonas was holding the 

phone. It therefore appears as if the drunk teenagers had a fun night, documented it, and that 

Isak considered the video entertaining enough to subsequently share with his followers.   

 

The significance of the smart phone screen should also be considered here. Looking at the 

teens´ intimate relationship with their smartphones, intimacy can be considered in terms of 

both personal attachment and physical proximity to the possession. While skam.p3.no was 

active, users who regularly refreshed the website tended also to view the content in public 

spaces, with the smart phone offering an experience of privacy that differs from that of 

traditional television viewing (G. C. Rustad, 2018, p. 22). Rustad describes the form of 

reception as such:  

 

 

Figure 19a: “Lykke til Isak” (S3, Sunday 2.10.16) 

Figure 19b: “Lykke til Isak” (S3, Sunday 2.10.16) 
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For instance one can assume that watching a Skam clip holding the smart 
phone screen close to the face with headphones creates an enclosed viewing 
situation that transports the user into not a private-public sphere but a bubble 
where the boundaries between the fictional world and the real-world collapse 
into each other (p. 23). 

 

This private experience is interesting to connect with Skam clips as “time-outs”, where 

immediacy and intimacy together strengthens the sense of closeness in time and space. 

Further, interaction with social media in this bubble of privacy is also central to the narrative 

and aesthetic dimensions of Skam as a text. Social media interactions between characters are 

often superimposed on the images in the clips themselves, functioning, as Jerslev has argued, 

as indexical traces from the characters (2017, p. 76). This can be seen in one of the 

previously analysed clips, “The one and only”, where Sana is by herself, only interacting (and 

observing others´ interactions) via Messenger chats. The interactions are superimposed on the 

screen in different ways; an active chat stream, an old text-log Sana scrolls through, and 

alternating incoming and outgoing chat-bubbles. Another example can be found in “Forever 

young” (S2, Friday 3.06.16), where Noora and William message each other in the midst of a 

party on his rooftop terrace. She watches him from a distance and when he catches her 

looking at him he sends her a message saying “I like seeing you standing there watching me.” 

The shots cut between the two characters, staying on each as they receive and respond to the 

other´s messages (figures 20a and 20b). Noora and William are, like the user/viewer, in their 

own private bubbles, all the while surrounded by people talking and having fun. Just like the 

Skam-user, they hold their smartphones close, waiting in anticipation. 

 

Figure 20a: “Forever young” (S2, Friday 3.06.16) Figure 20b: “Forever young” (S2, Friday 3.06.16) 
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Rustad further explores the relationship between style and the qualities of smartphone screen, 

arguing that Skam´s style fits well with the thematising of personal relationships and 

everyday drama (2018, p. 25). Here she highlights the influence of soap opera, the frequent 

use of close-ups, and how this early television aesthetic fits both the small screen and 

emotional content. Therefore, the use of stylistic tropes that facilitates closeness to characters 

into can, according to Rustad, be understood as a “melodramatic mobile aesthetic”.  

To bring the discussion back to the connection between realism and emotional 

engagement, it seems clear that the distributional aesthetics and the situatedness of the teen 

user contribute to this link. The sense of immediacy that is central to the experience of 

television is present in episodic viewing, but the active user/viewer will have a more intimate 

experience. Mimicking the social media stream, its real-time publication, and reverse-order-

sequencing, Skam gains not only the immediate address, but also the appearance of the real 

social media where users follow and engage with real people. The intimacy of the experience 

is further enhanced by the smartphone device being the users personal and prized possession. 

In encountering the content in a private bubble, the experience becomes more personal. Being 

physically close to the screen, in one´s own private bubble, the glimpses of the parallel world 

that is Skam become time outs with their own reality, with which we are invited to engage. 

 

4.5 Realism and Melodrama in Soap Opera 
Christine Gledhill is among several scholars who have emphasised the complex relationship 

between realism and melodrama in soap opera. She problematizes the often equated 

categories of melodrama and soap opera, and their generally shared devaluation, proposing 

that this assumption conceals a significant interdependence between melodrama and realism, 

stating that: 

 

Melodrama is also driven to break with the limits of representation: not, 
however, in order to renew verisimilitude, but rather to render the world as 
humanly significant, to deal with the real as it touches psychic nerves or 
activates the moral imagination. Hence melodrama functions both referentially 
and metaphorically, bearing witness to the underlying desires and impulses 
which fuel social processes. In this respect melodrama feeds off the 
ideological conflicts that accompany social change (1992, p. 118).  
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The melodramatisation of soap opera can accordingly be understood as a matter of degree, 

that “varies according to the particular soap opera in question and national cultural 

characteristics it draws on (p. 104).” Gledhill points out that studies of British soaps show 

that social realism has been particularly compatible with the highly serialised form of soap 

opera, referencing Marion Jordans concept of “soap opera realism” as a specific televisual 

mode (p. 103). If one compares tendencies in British and American soap operas, it is in the 

interrelation between individual and society that difference becomes most apparent. The 

individual in the realist tradition tend to be manifestations of social forces navigating an 

empirically knowable world where social and political changes are possible. This relationship 

is reversed in the melodramatic mode, where the social and the political are understood “only 

as they touch on the moral identities and relationships of individuals (p. 108).” The laws of 

the real world are central to both traditions, but the melodramatic mode “[…] demands that 

the real world match up to the imagination [...] Thus verbal discourse is subordinated to an 

expressive language of visible and musical signs which reach for metaphor. The human body 

provides a rich vocabulary of gesture, facial expression, and attitude (p. 108).”  

The relationship between social forces and the individual that Gledhill discusses is 

very interesting in regards to Skam. Though its melodramatic aspects Skam anchors all 

probing of social issues in the subjective experience of the individual characters. Therefore, 

issues like loneliness, sexuality, mental illness and religious identity are explored through 

those characters´ specific experiences. On the other hand, one could say that social forces are 

manifested in the same characters. Andem and her research team devised their research and 

use of the NABC method in order to identify the needs and desires of the show´s 

demographic. The kinds of characters and events/experiences that are shown are therefore a 

result of what the interviewees felt were lacking in their television diet. This is not to say that 

Skam is a political show, but it does match up with social issues that concern many 

Norwegian teenagers, something which is no doubt influenced by NRK´s role as a public 

broadcaster. This balancing of personal as well as social issues fits with Andem´s own 

description of Skam being influenced by both social realism and soap opera (the distinction 

here likely designates the melodramatic inclination). The influence of melodrama and 

realism, the individual and the social can, as suggested by some of the analysed scenes, vary 

significantly. For instance, “O Helga Natt” fits perfectly with the term´s literal meaning, 

“melos (music) + drama” and the distinctive “exaggerated and expressive style”(Mercer & 

Shingler, 2004, pp. 7, 2). “Vilde” on the other hand is not only unusually realistic in style, but 

it is arguably also thematically the closest to social realism in the entirety of Skam – Its 
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treatment of economic insecurity impeccably combined with drab domestic surroundings and 

close-up of a kitchen sink, undoubtedly a reference to “kitchen sink realism”.  

Through her thematic and aesthetic analyses of television shows made for British 

youths, Woods has made many points that relate to the above discussion of the ways in which 

realism and the social operate in soap opera, especially within different national contexts. 

Through examples such as Misfits (E4, 2009-2013) and My Mad Fat Diary (E4, 2013-2015) 

she highlights melodramatic commonalities, while at the same time describing how British 

youth television has established an independent style, drawing from the British tradition of 

realist-filmmaking that offers an alternative to the more glossy and aspirational American 

imports. Misfits is an instructive example, as it represents a British reinvention of the 

typically American superhero genre (she counterpoises the series with the American show 

Heroes, NBC, 2006-2010) (Woods, 2016, p. 72). The show does not explicitly address social 

or political issues and has melodramatic qualities in its focus on personal struggles and the 

relationships between a motley crew of juvenile delinquents turned awkward surrogate 

family. Rather, Misfits´ realist influence lies in its investment in the authenticity of places and 

characters. Although the characters are super-powered teens, we are still introduced to the 

mundane aspects of their indigenous culture, and their surroundings are both drab and 

unremarkable. Investment in social issues is mostly important inasmuch as it relates to “a 

skewed vision of teenage and twentysomething life (p. 74).” Woods´ analyses of British 

youth television programs are therefore instructive here because of her observations on both 

commonalities and national distinctiveness, from a European film and television tradition 

which, as Lysne argues, also can be linked to Nordic coming of age narratives (Lysne, 2016). 

Skam is comparable to some of the British youth shows in Woods analyses in terms of 

the investment in depicting authentic local culture, visible in how the show it shot on location 

in Oslo. Also, featuring uniquely Norwegian customs such as Russetid preparation and 

partying in a Russebuss. Torben Grodal offers a useful approach to the convincing 

reproduction of reality through unique aspects, stating: “Realism could therefore be 

considered a balancing act between the unique which provides the “salience of the real,” and 

the typical which provides the cognitive credibility and familiarity of the real (2002, p. 73).” 

Although Grodal writes about cinema, I would argue that the same argument could fruitfully 

be applied to television, and in this context, the soap opera. While I have already described 

what is to be considered typical elements of this genre, Woods offers a useful comment on 

the most significant commonality between contemporary American and British teen dramas - 

a strong core of emotional realism. The term is borrowed from Ien Ang, coined in her book 
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on viewer engagement with Dallas (CBS, 1978-1991), and I will now discuss the concept 

and how it relates to the widespread popularity of Skam. 

 

4.6 Emotional Engagement and Emotional Realism 
 

“I believe that when we speak of a realist style or experiencing of realism, we 
do not simply mean that the film has given us a chance to exercise 
recognitional capacities that we naturally have come to possess. An additional 
requirement would seem to be that we find what we recognize with ease to be 
emotionally engaging (2002, p. 108).”  

Johannes Riis 

 

I now wish to take a step back from the text and look at how Skam has been experienced, and 

how this can be related to realism. Although somewhat of a leap away from formal analysis, 

and cultural studies, cognitive aesthetic studies could be one interesting field to consider in 

trying to answer questions relating to the experience of realism. Riis´ mention of style and 

emphasis on emotional engagement might be particularly relevant addition to an analysis of 

Skam´s realism. I will therefore take a detour through a concept of illusion that can 

accommodate the experience of realism, before looking at some (emotional) reactions to 

Skam. 

Riis responds to Noël Carroll´s “paradox of fiction”, formulating a conception of 

illusion that can accommodate the three contradictory statements that Carroll presents (1990, 

p. 87). Here, “The kind of illusion in question is best understood to be of an emotional as well 

as cognitive and perceptual nature [...] “cognition” in this sense merely designates that 

memory and inferences are involved (Riis, 2002, p. 95).” Riis contrasts this understanding 

with an “epistemic” illusion, or the idea that spectators are duped into a hallucinatory state 

through filmic techniques (pp. 95-96). To make sense of the cognitive components of 

emotion he turns to Dutch psychologist Nico Frijda´s concept of situational meaning 

structure. According to this theory, “[...] the emotions we experience are the result of the way 

in which we cognize an event or object [and] all the emotions we have names for may be 

described in terms of their situational meaning (pp. 97-98).” Riis´ argument is that when this 

idea is extended to film, it makes sense that we react emotionally to the events based our 

knowledge of the situations depicted, and what appears to be at stake. Further, since emotions 

tend to be persistent, our emotional experience will not be cancelled out by momentary 

distractions (Riis, 2002, p. 98), an argument that can perhaps be extended to emotional 
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engagement persisting between clips. Riis also argues that emotion, cognition and perception 

are embodied processes (2002, p. 97), and therefore one could argue that attempts to 

rationalize our emotional response to film seems to deny the spectator's own (embodied) 

experience of realism.  

I find Riis approach enlightening as a point of entry into the discussion of how we 

experience texts aimed at provoking emotional responses. Taking into account the relational 

themes and intimate style typical of soap opera, it makes sense that how we understand and 

experience events in certain ways are affected by our emotions. Further, based on what we 

know about the situation and characters, the “... appearance of intentions and beliefs that put 

important concerns into jeopardy are likely to create a sense of realism (Riis, 2002, p. 101).” 

The impression that something is at stake is particularly true of soap opera with its regular 

intrigues and plot twists, and relates to what Gorton has said about the importance of 

“anticipation” and “jeopardy” in emotional texts. Unlike the Bazinian conception of realism, 

this approach takes into account that emotional engagement is a necessary precondition for a 

text to be experienced as “real”.  

Conceiving a fictional world as realistic if it does not match up to a familiar external 

reality of the viewer has been problematized by many film and television scholars.* Even 

Modleski, in discussing American soap opera, finds lack of objective realism and the 

addressing of social issues to be problematic, expressing concerns related to realism and 

identification that are at odds with the glossy style and aspirational characters that tend to be 

associated with American soap opera and teen drama. She compares daytime soap opera with 

the primetime soap opera Dallas, stating that “[...] the characters are highly glamorized, the 

difference between their world and that of the average viewer could not be greater, and the 

difference is continually emphasised (2008, p. 91).” The statement stresses a concern that 

differences between the characters´ and viewers´ environments and lifestyles compromises 

the viewer´s ability recognise their own experiences, or their own reality. But do such 

differences between our lived reality and the fictional world mean that we will not experience 

the latter as realistic? Again, it is necessary to remember that Modleski´s “average viewer” is 

the American housewife. But her statement still raises questions regarding criteria for a 

television text to be experienced as realistic by way of recognizable characters, situations and 

events, that can be extended beyond the case of the American daytime soap and the 

situatedness of the housewife. How, for instance, can one explain the immense international 

appeal of Skam?  
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In an exchange between a non-Norwegian and a Norwegian-speaking user/viewer in 

the comment field below the clip “15.15 - 01.01” (S3, Friday 2.12.16) one commentator asks 

for an explanation of the clips main point in English. A second commentator provides a 

condensed summary, before a third answers: “Thank you! The unfortunate part of the planet 

now that doesn´t speak Norwegian just understood why they are all dying from heartbreak!”. 

It seems quite remarkable to state that most of the world's population would die from 

heartbreak while watching a show in a language they don´t understand, and that is in many 

ways very local and probably quite unlike the objective everyday reality of most of these 

“unfortunate people”. This, I believe, testifies to Skam´s exceptional ability to render the 

emotions of characters, and engage viewers emotionally, even without the help of verbal 

communication. With “talk” traditionally being television´s central communicative device, it 

becomes even clearer that Skam´s use of stylistic devices serve an important function towards 

facilitating emotional engagement.  

Within the international community of Skam-fans have, however, Norwegian-

speaking viewers have taken it upon themselves to provide subtitles for clips. There was even 

a Twitter-account called ISAK+EVEN created for season 3, where English translations were 

provided rapidly following the release of clips so that international viewers could read them 

parallel to viewing. Many examples of emotionally engaged non-Norwegian can be found, 

for example in YouTube reaction films. One such example is failwhale34 who covers all four 

seasons, commenting, smiling, crying and shouting in response. Figures 21a-21d show 

reactions to moments from season 4. At times, he says that he, “a North-American black 

man”, can relate to Sana´s experiences, such as in this comment on episode 5: “I felt like I 

was in high school and I was in a situation like that.” This seems to confirm the argument that 

Skam captures something universal and relatable in its unique characters. If a North-

American black man sees himself in a 17-year old Norwegian Muslim girl, Skam would 

appear to be, as Dahl and Lindtner argue, a democratic resource.   
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Many examples like those above can be found on skam.p3.no and various online platforms, 

and the sheer number of Weibo downloads and other forms of unlicensed distribution 

indicate that Skam engages a great number of viewers who don't have any particular ties to 

Norwegian language or culture. This in itself seems to affirm that there is in fact a connection 

to be made between the emotional engagement and experiencing something as realistic in 

terms of being relatable. What it also seems to suggest is that a viewer does not need 

complete familiarity with the reality depicted in order to experience it as realistic and 

relatable.  

Ang has explored this issue by analysing viewers´ responses to Dallas. In contrast to 

Modleski´s definition of the show as a primetime drama with little to offer in terms of 

relatability, Ang views it as a soap opera that can resonate with viewers on an emotional 

level. Rather than ignoring the divide between the glamorous fictional world and that of the 

viewer, she addresses the question of “connectedness” with the concept emotional realism. In 

a qualitative analysis of Dutch Dallas-viewers´ letters she deduces that the letter-writers often 

viewed what happened in the series as relatable to their own life experiences, something they 

seemed “[...] to abstract from the denotative level of the text (1985, p. 44).” She therefore 

argues that, though not (to most people) relatable on a denotative level (referring to the 

Figure 21a: Reaction video to S4.E5., failwhale34 Figure 21b: Reaction video to S4.E5., failwhale34 

Figure 21c: Reaction video to S4.E5., failwhale34 Figure 21d: Reaction video to S4.E5., failwhale34 
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characters´ material riches and glamorous appearance), Dallas invites, on a connotative level 

for viewers to attribute emotional meanings to the show. Ang contrasts this conception of 

realism with the empiricist ideal of realism that assumes that a text can be a direct reflection 

of the real world, a conception that thereby denies the validity and value of experiencing 

something as realistic that does not obtain objective surface-realism (p. 37). Therefore, the 

empiricist conception of realism cannot justify the fact that a large number of people 

experience Dallas as realistic (p. 37), a claim reminiscent of Riis´ argument that embodied 

experiences cannot be rationalised. 

From studying the letter writers´ statements, Ang argues that the pleasure they 

experience when watching Dallas stems from an impression of the show as “lifelike”. She 

ascribes the sense of realness to what she calls “the tragic structure of feeling”. The term 

refers to an understanding of life as a series of ups and downs, “[...] tragic because of the idea 

that happiness can never last for ever [yet,] problems are only regarded as problems if there is 

a prospect of a solution [...] (pp. 46-47).” Because the tragic structure of feeling presents life 

as shaped by the contrasts of happiness and misery, the construction of a show such as Dallas 

facilitates emotional engagement through what Riis describes as “important concerns into 

jeopardy”. This also clearly relates to Gortons´ discussion of anticipation and jeopardy as 

concepts in producing successful emotional television texts. Ang concludes that; “The 

realism of Dallas is therefore produced by the construction of a psychological reality, and is 

not related to its (illusory) fit to an externally perceptible (social) reality. It could even be said 

that in Dallas an inner realism is combined with an “external unrealism” (1985, p. 47).” Here, 

it should be noted that the psychological reality should not be confused with Bordwell´s idea 

of psychologically motivated subjective verisimilitude, as the latter refers to a stylistic 

exteriorisation of subjective states. 

 

As I hope this chapter illustrates, there are several factors that should be taken into 

consideration if we are to understand why Skam is experienced and described as realistic. 

Although I have focused here on aspects that concern style, and the immediacy and intimacy 

produced through the shows´ publication and consumption, narrative themes would certainly 

also be an interesting path to follow. Yet, the concept of emotional realism seems a fitting 

place to bring this thesis to a close. Moslet has said that “Noora, Eva and the others probably 

live a more exciting and dramatic life than the average 16-year old, and that is likely part of 

the attraction. But the situations should be recognizable and the acting believable (Veberg, 

2016).” Some Hartvig Nissen-students interviewed in the same news feature confirmed this 
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perception, expressing that their interest in the show stemmed from its exaggeration of 

everyday life, its dramatization of realistic situations.  

Skam is, obviously, very dissimilar to Dallas. The characters´ are not the rich and 

glamorous, but their lives are likely not representable of that of the average viewer. For one 

thing, there is a near absence of parental figures, meaning that the teens don´t have the 

support of sympathetic adults. They also run into trouble, conflict and crisis situations more 

frequently than normal. Yet, it seems reasonable to believe that, like Ang´s Dallas-viewers, 

Skam-fans experience the show as emotionally realistic, or relatable at a connotative level. 

Additionally, Skam was created to satisfy the needs of a diverse demographic, and the equally 

diverse and complex characters are evidently unlike many viewers in terms of character-traits 

and personal obstacles. Here it seems useful to think back to Dahl and Lindtner´s 

observations regarding style and democratic function, and their example of how viewers 

expressed their engagement with Isak, imagining themselves in his position. If we reconsider 

this in relation to Riis´ argument that emotional engagement is a precondition for an 

experience of fiction as realistic, it would appear that an experience of Skam as realistic can 

be tied to the emotional engagement viewers feel with what the characters´ are going through.  

Both Riis´ and Ang´s arguments seem useful to an understanding of how emotional 

engagement can create an experience of a fictional television text as realistic. Following Riis, 

it is not enough that we merely recognise something as appearing realistic. The illusion of 

realism involves emotion, perception, and cognition, the latter relating to our memories and 

inferences about the situations, on which our emotional response is consequently based. 

Although Riis discusses this illusion in relation to film, this conception also seems an 

interesting approach when talking about experiencing realism through emotional engagement 

with Skam. Memory, inference, and persistent emotions seem useful terms in discussing 

emotional engagement and the experience of realism in the context of a show with longer 

story arcs, an unpredictable schedule, and situations where something often appears to be at 

stake for the POVC. 

Following Ang, the inner realism or psychological reality constructed through the 

“tragic structure of feeling” means that a fictional show can seem lifelike, and the characters´ 

situations relatable, even when it does not render a reality that mirrors that of most viewers. 

What is important to note here is that an experience of realism can be shaped not merely by 

the denotative, but the connotative level of the text. Both clearly thematise the centrality of 

emotional engagement to the experience of fiction as realistic. I would argue that my 

discussion of style is relevant in this context. If we consider Skam´s style to be emotionally 
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motivated, and contributing to facilitating emotional engagement, it also seems reasonable to 

believe that style contributes to the experience of the show as realistic – even in those cases 

where stylistic choices do not represent events “objectively”, in Bazinian terms, or in 

accordance with the norms of Hollywood style transparency. If emotional engagement is 

central to the experience of realism it seems reasonable to argue that an emotionally 

motivated style can contribute both to facilitating emotional engagement, and to the 

experience of Skam as realistic. 

 

The purpose of this chapter has been to address some aspects of how one can understand 

Skam´s realism, and conceive of the experience of the show as realistic. I began by building 

on the textual analysis from the previous chapter, looking at how an objective realist style can 

also, in the context of the teen soap Skam, emphasise emotional aspects of the text and 

thereby facilitate emotional engagement. Further, I discussed television verisimilitude, and 

how a documentary realist style (or verite) has been adopted by television fiction to give the 

impression of being more “real”. I have attempted to contextualise at the experience of 

realism in terms of mediation and viewing, discussing examples of how immediacy and 

intimacy contribute to the experience of Skam as realistic. Returning to the soap opera genre, 

I considered the relationship between realism and melodrama, and how this can be relevant to 

analysing teen shows produced in different national contexts. I ended the chapter by looking 

at the connection between emotional engagement and the experience of fiction as realistic 

and relatable. This appears particularly relevant to my main research question, because it 

suggests that an aesthetic that facilitates emotional engagement, it is likely to also contribute 

Skam being experienced as realistic. 
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5 Conclusion 
 

5.1 Summary 
This thesis began with the question: 

 

In what ways can style facilitate viewers´ emotional engagement with the teen 

soap opera Skam? 

 

To answer this question I have focused on two main areas; Skam´s soap opera aesthetic, and 

factors that contribute to Skam being experienced as realistic. The chapters, which I will 

summarise here, are ordered to build on each other. 

The Theory chapter is intended to provide a backdrop for why a study such as this is 

warranted, and to provide a cultural and academic context for how this thesis should be 

understood. I have presented arguments for why emotional engagement is not irreconcilable 

with critical thought, and that emotional texts can have value both in terms of being 

appreciated by their viewers and facilitating reflection about moral concerns. Further, I have 

argued that the derogatory attitude towards soap opera is also an issue of the gendering of 

these texts, an objection to “feminine” subjects, and the tastes of the traditionally lower-class 

audience. I have discussed the continued relevance of soap opera as a site for negotiating 

gender-representations and understanding changing definitions of femininity and feminist 

speaking positions. Finally, I have discussed how soap opera´s potentially subversive form 

can provide grounds for a feminist aesthetic, and how Skam, as a Nordic teen soap opera, 

offers an original take on the genre that is far from suppressive or gender conservative. In 

short, I have aimed to offer an understanding of the soap opera form as something more than 

television´s wasteland. 

I have carried out a textual analysis of divided into two broad chapters. The first of 

these chapters seeks to answer “What characterises Skam´s soap opera aesthetic?” and 

consists of two parts. The first half focuses on Skam as a soap opera, with an analysis and 

discussion of the function of the lingering close-up. The second half concerns Skam´s use of 

what I have somewhat cautiously termed art cinema tropes, analysing and discussing 

examples of the show´s more experimental use of style in the context of a teen soap. The 

reason why I decided to combine these parts into one longer chapter is that I believe that the 
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different aesthetic influences, however different in appearance, serve a common function. 

This function can be defined as facilitating emotional engagement. This realisation is what 

has led me to the concept I have conceptualized as emotionally motivated style. Because 

Skam is a teen soap opera, also definable as an emotional text, with a playful style that shows 

a variety of aesthetic influences, it has seemed to me highly relevant to explore the 

connection between the emotional and the stylistic aspects of the text. I argue that the 

lingering close-up facilitates engagement by allowing viewers to “think with” the characters, 

ponder how they must feel and empathise with them. This “version” of the close-up shot 

seems to accommodate more non-verbal communication, thereby letting us interpret the 

individual language of facial expressions, or the character´s physiognomy. This decreases the 

need for excessive talk and over-acting, as the characters are not forced to verbalise feelings 

they don´t necessarily appear to grasp themselves. The lingering close-up therefore seems 

motivated by emotions, both to render those of the characters, and to allow the viewer to 

think and feel with them. 

As I have argued, the use of a more expressive style seems equally motivated by 

emotional expression and engagement. I have demonstrated this through analysis of scenes 

that use tropes that deviate from the norms of classical continuity editing, ones often 

associated with art cinema. Here I chose to look specifically at; separation of sound and 

image, jump-cuts, and slow motion, contrasting the use of these tropes in Skam with films by 

Godard. These tropes seem generally to be used to make moments of emotional intensity 

“stand out”, emphasising the POVC´s experience of, for example, being in love, feeling panic 

stricken, or feeling isolated and out of place. Rather than creating alienation, confusion, and 

critical distance, I believe these deviations from Hollywood style´s transparent editing can be 

understood as facilitating emotional engagement. To tie Skam´s aesthetic to contemporary 

popular genres I rounded off this chapter by providing some remarks on the evolution of 

television style, temporality in music videos, and how genre-interpenetration and 

intertextuality figure in the show.  

The second analysis chapter has dealt with realism, seeking to answer “How is Skam 

experienced as realistic?”. The first part of this chapter builds on the previous one in terms of 

analysing the emotional significance of style in specific film clips, and how, as in the analysis 

of art cinema tropes, style functions differently in the teen soap context. Here, I introduced 

Bazin´s views on objective realism as the goal of the evolution of cinematic style, and his 

favouring of techniques that minimise editing, such as deep focus, staging in depth, static full 

shots and camera movement. Through analysing examples of how such devices are used in 
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Skam, I have argued that what Bazin considered an essentially objective (and therefore 

democratic) style can in fact be used to emphasise subjective experiences or visual elements 

that add to our understanding of a character. The concept of emotionally motivated style is 

therefore relevant also to this analysis.  

Following this, I introduced Barker´s idea of television verisimilitude, focusing on 

how, through adopting aesthetic elements from news and documentary, television fiction can 

be considered more “real seeming”. Here I have stepped away from the focus on style as 

emotionally motivated, as I do not believe that the use of hand-held camera (and the often-

accompanying natural sound and light) specifically emphasises emotion. Nevertheless, 

documentary connotations seem likely to contribute the experience of Skam as realistic, and 

are therefore relevant to consider. Another aspect that can contribute to the experience of 

realism, and which is emblematic of Skam is related to how the show is consumed. I therefore 

included some remarks on how immediacy and intimacy of social media and the smart phone 

screen can be understood as contributing to a sense of realism and engagement. Further, I 

returned to the issue of soap opera, considering the relationship between realism and 

melodrama, and how British youth television has successfully combined influences from 

American teen dramas with its national tradition, which is also arguably the case in Skam. 

In the final sub-chapter I returned to the issue of emotional engagement and its connection to 

realism, arguing that emotional engagement is important factor in experiencing fiction as 

realistic and relatable. This appears particularly relevant to my main research question, 

because it suggests that an aesthetic that facilitates emotional engagement, it is likely to also 

contribute to an experience of Skam as realistic. 

 

5.2 The Status of Emotions in Contemporary Television 
In the Theory chapter I introduced the field of feminist cultural studies by presenting 

arguments from Gorton and Bird that subvert the common juxtaposition of sentimentality and 

intellectual activity. This, I believe, is an immensely important point, here, and in future 

studies that are to take seriously the artistic contribution of emotional texts. Having provided 

a pretext for legitimating an increasing amount of masculinised television content, what will 

happen if the denigration of soap opera (and other emotional texts) persists? How can we 

understand the variety of existing and potential functions of style, if some television content 

deemed to be of higher cultural and artistic value, while other content is overlooked, or even 

mocked? It seems hard to deny the likelihood that Quality television and complex narratives 
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will dominate hierarchies of taste and academic attention to style. Mittell, for example, can be 

said to promote a certain celebratory, essentialist stance regarding the richer rewards of 

narratively and aesthetically complex texts, tying this to distanced intellectual activity. 

I do not believe that attempting to sever the ties between interpretation and evaluation 

will be fruitful or realistic in this context. It would seem naïve to expect television scholars to 

check their cultural frame of reference at the office door before fully engaging with a text. 

Rather, the existence of, and underlying reasons behind taste-hierarchies and value 

judgements are important to acknowledge. As I wrote in the introduction: “What I think 

should be problematized then, is not the evaluative aspect of analysing texts, but the 

underlying assumptions of what is considered to be of value.”  

I believe that increased awareness of this issue can have a promising outcome in 

terms of encouraging interest the aesthetic qualities of emotional texts and acknowledging the 

artistic contributions of a broader spectrum of television texts, including developments in 

web and social media television. As I have argued, through my Feminist Cultural Studies 

approach, the devaluation of soap opera appears related to an idea about femininity, passivity, 

and emotional engagement being opposed to intellectual activity. If feeling and thinking are, 

as Gorton, Bird, and I myself argue, reconcilable activities, then the above assumption does 

not hold up to criticism.  

It seems both elitist and unfortunate to deprive a category of texts of attentive 

aesthetic analysis because they are meant to engage viewers emotionally. I argue that stylistic 

tropes should not be valued (or devalued) as a consequence of the contexts in which they 

appear in and the functions they serve within them. To ascribe to them essential functions 

seems to deprive a broader understanding of the ways in which style contributes to different 

genres and specific texts. Examples of essentialist thought in film and television theory can 

be seen in the emphasis on distancing in accounts of art cinema, Bazin´s insistence on the 

democratising objectivity of deep focus and full shots, and Mittell´s account of the 

intellectual rewards of narrative (and aesthetic) complexity. What appears to be at risk in 

accounts that ascribe universal functions to stylistic tropes is attention to context-dependent 

motivation. I therefore believe that a context-based approach can avoid this pitfall.  

 

5.3 What is Emotionally Motivated Style? 
In this thesis, my main concern has been to analyse how stylistic tropes function within the 

context of Skam, which I have defined as a teen soap opera. Because relationships and 
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emotions are central to the genre, and to Skam, style should be considered in relation to this. 

Style is always a result of choices, and when looking at how stylistic tropes function it seems 

necessary also to consider the motivation behind those choices. As I wrote in the introduction 

to my analysis, Bordwell has argued that stylistic choices in Hollywood cinema are 

compositionally motivated, intended communicate plot information clearly through norms. 

He has further argued that in art cinema, style is intended to make the audience question the 

motivation itself. Motive, therefore, is not a radical thing to question.  

I have argued that stylistic choices in Skam appear to be motivated by the show´s 

focus on the experiences of its characters, in which emotions play a central role. Here, 

stylistic tropes are central to rendering emotions, and in doing so, facilitating viewers´ 

emotional engagement. This is what lead to the concept of emotionally motivated style. This 

concept, I find, clarifies that style can be motivated by an overarching goal, and that stylistic 

tropes will take on context-dependent functions. I have conceived of emotion, in this context, 

as the emotions of the fictional characters. Consequently, the concept can be defined as: A 

use of style motivated by the effective rendering of a character´s emotions. 

 Yet, as I have argued that emotionally motivated use of style can facilitate greater 

emotional engagement, it seems relevant to acknowledge a connection between character 

emotion and viewer emotion. As Gorton has argued, a good emotional text takes the viewer 

on an emotional “journey”, and, as Dahl and Lidtner, and Jerslev has suggested, Skam has a 

way of making us think and feel with the characters. An additional, and related meaning 

could therefore be: A use of style motivated by the concern of facilitating emotional 

engagement in viewers. I suggest this as a “secondary” meaning, but one that is perhaps 

relevant when thematising the relationship between text and viewer. Hopefully, my analysis 

of Skam has provided a useful and inspiring example of how it can be applied to studies of 

girls´ and women´s culture.  

 

5.4 Academic Contribution, Limitations and Further 

Research 
Qualitative research, including textual analysis, is not concerned with generalising 

observations, but with contributing new concepts that can contribute to further research. 

What I consider to be the main contribution of this thesis is the concept of emotionally 

motivated style. The concept began taking shape during the tentative beginnings of my 

analyses, and I ultimately found it very useful to understanding and articulating my 
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observations. I have found the term particularly useful to my discussion of Skam, because the 

show displays such a wide variety of stylistic tropes and aesthetic influences. This is also 

why I believe Skam, as a research object, has been invaluable for developing this concept. 

I argue that, as a concept, emotionally motivated style can be useful for a feminist 

engagement with style. The approach I have taken can be considered a continuation of that of 

Modleski. Her argument that soap opera, through style and form of address, particularly the 

frequent use of close-ups, facilitates a mother´s gaze, is considered in relation to a different 

demographic. However, as I have suggested, her central argument that style encourages 

involvement with the lives and problems of others, in no less relevant in this case. In Skam, 

style facilitates empathy with peers, despite their flaws and their differences from the viewer. 

It may also be considered an answer to her call for more authentic, less gender conservative, 

use of the soap opera form. In this sense the soap opera genre may still be considered, as 

Brunsdon has defined it, an illuminating site for negotiating definitions of femininity, or 

perhaps more inclusive definitions of gender. Rather than the meeting of the feminist, the 

housewife as “other”, and the television viewer, I believe that Skam can bring together a new 

generation of feminists, non-conventional teen characters, and viewers. In this context, I 

believe that aesthetic analysis is highly relevant if, as I have argued, style can contribute to 

rendering the emotions of characters in a way that facilitates emotional engagement of the 

part of its viewers. 

The scope of this thesis has required certain limitations. As I suggested in the 

introduction, a combination of methodological approaches and analysis of extra-textual 

material could likely have strengthened my arguments. Here I suggested that interviews with 

users/viewers, or analysis of comments on the website (or, indeed, other Skam-forums), could 

be beneficial avenues to pursue. The needs and wishes expressed by the interviewees during 

the extensive pre-production research, the subsequent success of the show, and expressions of 

heartfelt concern in the comment fields, indicate that Skam has succeeded in emotionally 

engaging with the target audience, and beyond. Yet, attempts to glean fruitful answers about 

the effect of stylistic tropes specifically could be risky considering that commentators tend to 

deliberate characters and events more than formal aspects. I also suggest that interviewing 

users/viewers one would need to be sensitive to this tendency and careful not to pose leading 

questions. Still, I believe that conceptualising the relationship between style and emotional 

engagement, as I have done in this thesis, can be helpful to future fan-studies of Skam fans 

(other fans of other emotional texts). I mean this in the sense that a conceptualisation of this 

relationship can provide a framework for posing suitable research and/or interview questions. 
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I have also needed to set boundaries in in terms of what aspects to include in the 

textual analysis. While I have focused mainly on visual style, a closer analysis of audio could 

also have been highly interesting, considering the range in Skam´s soundscape that stretches 

from utter silence to domineering non-diegetic pop-music. I would also have found it 

interesting to conduct a more extensive analysis of the influence of, and relationship between, 

melodrama and social realism in Skam.  

Finally, I believe the concept of emotionally motivated style can be of use for future 

research on a wide array emotional texts (or texts that include an emotional component), 

because the term is not media- or genre specific. I therefore suggest that it can fruitfully be 

used as a conceptual tool for textual analysis of a number of media forms, such as film, 

television, music videos, and web- or social media television. Perhaps it might even be useful 

in research on literary and audio based texts with quite different aesthetic devices, 

conventions and innovations. I also believe it can be particularly useful in aiding comparative 

analyses of emotional texts, such as teen soap operas, that have been produced in different 

national contexts or time periods. This could be illuminating to further understanding and 

appreciating the range of aesthetic influences and stylistic tropes that emphasise emotion and 

facilitate emotional engagement in specific texts and contexts. 
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